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A TEAR.
to be
Forever lost within the sea.
'it, said : ‘* Have no fear,
A shell, enclosing

Thou heavenly tear within my breast.
The pearliest of thy tears thou’st given to me

O Heaven! te guard and keep for thee.”

— Herbert W. Bowen,

O00
* +0+ 4

SOMETHING ABOUT FLORIDA.
BY

LYMAN E.
an

PAGE.

Having spent some considerable time
in Florida the past winter, I am constrained by the statements certain railroads in
the State are circulating in the North and
Eastand Northwest to give my views in
regard to the State, its resources, climate,
soil, ete.
Let it hg understood (1) that I have

traveled over only a small portion of the
(2) that my sojourn’ was not
State,
long enough to'enable me to give a ripe
judgment.
@ Many men, who honestly give their
opinion of the State, differ very greatly in
their views. One declares that the soil
is wretchedly poor; another that it is
very fertile. Not speaking from the same
—

“point of view they differ, yet both

come

very near the truth. ' The fact is, there is
an extensive tract of almost worthless
land, and a considerable portion that, under certain conditions, would bring forth
an abundant yield of the crops to which
the climate and soil are adapted.
Inall
my stay I did not see an acre of land that
1 would -call rich or even good soil. Yet,
according to the Florida standard “there is
rich and even excellent soil in the State,

and a good deal of it.
The

¢ scrub” lands

are

about

worth-

less, costing more to cléar than the land
- is worth after it is cleared ; and there isa

great deal of it. I have an instance in
mind of a party who, hiring help by the
month, cleared some twenty acres at a
cost of thirty-five dollars an acre (some

+ lands

cost as high as sixty dollars an acre

to clear them), and after it was cleared
the whole plot wonld only have brought
two hundred and fifty dellars. He could
have bought cleared land for less than it
cost to do the work.
Wages for farmhands range from ten to twenty-five dollars and board per month; will average
sixteen dollars a month, perhaps less.
The swamp lands, when properly drained,

will prove

richést
uable
grown
within

to

be

the

strongest

and

soil in the State, and the most valfor numerous crops that can be
only in such soil, and here only
the limits of the United States.

The high pine lands are mostly a light
sand containing vegetable mold, and are
much more productive than a stranger

‘would imagine.

If I were asked which

jands would pay the best for cultivation,
and in which the greatest variety of crops
could be raised, I should by all means
say pine lands. It will require fertilizing eonstantly, but will make returns far
in excess of the most candid expecta

tions.

!

| will not do to believe all that the
railroad speculators and land agents say,

and IT would advise persons. thinking to
purchase, to make no

arrangements until

they have first séen what they would buy
and understand fully -its location and
condition.

Florida, and would not advise

to

go there lo settle without first making

sachusetts Society for

shall have had perseverance enough to
toil and wait all these years, you may be
assured you will ultimately have an income sufficient for .all your wants and
but little labor in the future to secure it
from year to year.
Of the climate much may be said. From
November to May or June it is pleasant,

themselves fully acquainted with what
there is to call them to the State; and I

convicts, held Monday,

4

I

would not advise, as do the land

the

pai

than

it ever shows

in

the

agents,

“all to go,” expecting there to find homes
without a great amount of labor. For
few who go will find homes, and only
those who carry with them the means of
subsistence for the first year or two, and
then not without labor.
True, vegeta-

The ocean

and that

persons

tion is much more thrifty than in the
North. It grows much quicker and only
needs surface culture to bring it forward,

but the labor must

be

where, and in Florida

heat

expended
it must

some-

be

while

clearing the lands. And then the best
part of a man’s life would be spent in that
way, if he would have a farm of any size
and depended upon his own exertions.
Don’t go to Florida till you know to what
you are going.
>

South

limes;

bananas,

guavas,

- paw-.

paws, and many other’ tropical

fruits.:

Grapes do well, but not so well as farther

fore capable of growing a more, extensive
variety of tropical fruits. With ordinary
care, however,

there

is

no danger

from

malaria. Diseases that would prove fatal
in the rigors of a northern winter, may
be escaped in almost

all

cases,

and

in

St. church,Sunday evening.

the year's work shows that the
have been

mere

than

receipts

$400,000.

About

£90,000 have been received from demations and legaeies. In the work of colportage there have been employed 236
men, who hava made 180,000 family visits, finding 45,000 families not atténding

Mr. Withrew, Prof. Townsend,

not permanent recovery.

Let me give a werd of warning to those
of my readers who contemplate immigration to Florida. Those who are the slaves
of bronchial troubles, might profitably
spend .a winter there. They can then tell
as well as I if it be best for them te make
a permanent home in this State. The

strong and hardy I do not advise to go.
For myself, I prefer to live where the purifying effects of frost may be felt upon
the atmesphere we breathe. Young men
who are pot hardy and rugged enough
for western life, may do better in the
South, provided always shat they are industrious and saving. With a gun, an
ax, and fishing tackle, you can

get a liv-

ing (such as it is), and will grow fat with
a winter's campaigning.
With land to
clear, crops to get started, and the numerous employments of a new country, your

time would be fully occupied.
:
A man with a family, possessing two or
three thousand dollars, may, by prudent
management and industry, get along well

and in a few years have

a comfortable

and

Dr.

Hartranft.
WOMAN SUFFRAGE ASSOCIATION.
The annual Convenfion was held in
Horticultural Hall. The secretary in her
report said that the year had been marked particularly by the results of work
done in former years, referring to the new
Latin school for girls, &.
Speaking of
the petitionto the Massachusetts legislature for suffrage, she said that the women’s requests had been denied, but there
was no failure, and never would be in the

would fail. = Small

families,

income. of six hundred

dollars

could by care live yery much

having

an

or

more,

more

com-

the or good health and wished to invest. that
ad- in successful farming operations (except
the -gpecialties), I would not go to Florida.
con- But if considerations of health had any
stant care thereafter, and a waiting of five | weight in my decision as to locality, and
or six years (ten years from seed), for the I had moderate means for my support for
begin bearing,

another

five

or

six years before they will bear to any

considerable amount, -and: then the constant fear of frost killing them, and you are
never entirely free from the danger
killing frost

such as ‘they

1849 and 1875.

If situated

had

in

1835,

conviets, and showed

-the

Large numbers of tracts and
books, papers and periodicals
distributed among them, visits
made among the sick,and quite
of money has been received by

at Pilgrim hall, Monday.
Resolutions
were adopted relating to the arbitration

St.

church,

Sunday

of sea-

«*

The twenty-ninth anniversary

of the

Children’s Mission to the children of the
destitute was celebrated by a public

evening,

meeting

in the South Congregational

church, Wednesday afternoon.

According

to Mr.

Derby's

opinion India is our most formidable rival
in the commercial world, her exports last
year having amounted to three hundred
millions of dollars.

This was

| inviting, and become known to seekers
after. health mare especially,

penditures, $284,540.71.

FOREIGN MISSIONS.
The anniversary of the
American
Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions was held in Tremont Temple. The
following particulars are taken from the report of the secretary : Number of missions,

CONGREGATIONAL PUBLISHING SOCIETY.
The ferty-sixth annual meeting was 18; stations, 82; out stations, 534; orheld ‘in "the Congregational building, dained missionaries, 136; lay and mediTuesday forenoon, Hon. C. T. Russell cal, 9; women, 210; total from Ameripresiding. The managers’ report -hows | ca, 355; native pastors, teachers and laborers, 1192 ; churches, 262 ; church memthe business condition of the Society to be bers, 14,500; added on profession, last
sixteen per cent. better than oue year year, 1882; pupils in fheological seminaago. The aggregate receipts were $60,- ries and station classes, 551; pupils in
girls’ boarding schools, 827; pupils in
074.06, and the expenditures $56,755.06.
Hon. Charles Theodore Russell,

who has

been for thirty-five years a manager, and
ten years the president of the Society, declined a re-election. Mr. J. Russell Bradford was chosen president.
‘COLLEGE AND EDUCATION SOCIETY:
This Society, whose work is the raising
up-of a sufficient and educated ministry
for home and foreign work, held its meeting Tuesday, P. Mm. The number of candidates for the ministry assisted during
the past year was 4270. Two theological
seminaries and seven colleges have pass-

common schools, 24,562;
under instruction, 25,940.

total

number

MISSION WORK.
CONDUCTED

BY

REV.

G. C.

WATERMAN,

What Next, My Brother ?

Within a few weeks a large number of
young men will

graduate

they did not want trouble at home ‘or in

The public: meeting

was

Old South. church, Monday,

held
Pp.

in the

M.- Hon.

Robert C. Winthrop presided. During
the year there have been issued from the

the business

meeting’ the report

of the

treasurer showed the receipts to have been

$38,791.10 ; expenditures, $35,184.63. The
invested fund is $155,000.

The secretary,

/inclosing his report spoke these very
true words:—‘ In the abandonment of
old dogmas there is danger of blank skepticiag and ‘of the pale negations of un-

beligf. = Scientific speculations and materiglistic
tendencies. give. loud call for
depository 29,668 copies of the Seript--

ures. | Ofthese,

1526 were in foreign lan-

guages, 8474 were disiributed in charity,
at a cost of $2440, and 21,198 copies were:

sold. Nearly 2000 have been circulated
among the poor of Boston by a colporter.

The annual

address was

Rev. Dr. Behrends.

delivered by

He said

that the

platform of the Society necessitated a defense

of the Scriptures

claims,— the atheist,

the

against

three

the

@lear

affirmation

of the everlasting

spiritual : verities. While there yet lingergenough of spiritual despotism,bigotry and superstition to demand on the one
hand valiant battle for, freedom, fellow-

ship and truth, on the other hand growing liberalism and restless inquiry call us
to stand fast for reverence and faith, and

for character as the key of destiny.”

rationalist
and

YOUNG

MEN'S CHRISTIAN

UNION.

solid than the everlasting hills. He said we

ought tohave more faith in the government
of God than alarm

at

the

agitation

has come from modern, thinking,

that

ed men were on the platform. Hon. Paul
A. Chadbourne spoke earnestly and pracfically on * The Political Duties of Young
| Men.”

“Rev. H. W. Bellows,

Mr.

H.

P.

the:

not seek it in vain,
Some of these young men began their
course of study expecting to enter the
ministry, but have been gradually led to
abandon

_that

idea,

are

turning

their

thoughts in other directions and perhaps
shaping their plansanew. Why? Were
they mistaken in respect to their duty ?"

religious Or has there been a decline of piety in
have been their hearts, by which worldly ambitions
havé been ‘have gotten a foothold there and haye
an amount driven out or into the background the old:
the Socie- convictions of duty ? Too often we fear

CHILDREN’S MISSION.

June 2d,
SOCIETY FOR THE SUPPRESSION OF VICE.
- Rev. Dean Gray was chosen president.
Mr. Anthony Comstock made an inter-

His .

mind, he ought to seek the light of
Holy Spirit. To it he must
have
answer at dll events. As a rule he

Society.

ty, from seamen, for safe keeping.

and the general asspects of peace.
The
income of the Society is $6604.13.
The
semi-centennial anniversary exercises held
Park

number

men have been benefited by the

ques.

tion, in whatever form it comes before

J. C. Tyler, the president,

ing the past year a large

criminality of

society in neglecting to destroy all promoters of vice and crime.
AMERICAN PEAQE SOCIETY.
The fiftieth annual meeting was held

in

gospel ministry ? Upon this whole

in the chair. The receipts the past year
were $5010.87. Expenditures, $4911.38.
The secretary’s report showed that dur-

resi-

the Romist. Dr. B. does not helieve that . “The twenty-seventh anniversary was
the first few years, I would think favora- the doctrines of Christianity are passing observed by a meeting in Music Hall,
bly of that Stdte. No doubt as'the coun- through serious revision at the present Wednesday evening. An immense autry becomes better settled, and the means time, but that the truths of God are more dience assembled, and many distinguish-

of communication with the outside world
of a | are increased,
the State will’ prove more

below. i)

Wednesday,

good reason why I should not enter the

from

our col-

leges, and enter either upon courses of
cause. The report of the treasurer showed
professional study or upon the active duthe Society to'be in a prosperous financial condition. Several brief addresses
ties of life. Some of these young men
were made.
One lady, a temperance
have already decided what they will do;
have, perhaps, been working for years
lecturer, said that she found more men
than women in favorof ‘women suffrage. ed from the care of the Society, and eight towards a point clearly defined in their
This fact another speaker doubted. Wil- colleges and one seminary continue to re-’ own minds. Some, having incurred a
ceive aid.
debt in pursuing their course of study, as
liam Loyd Garrison in his remarks took bik
many others before them have, will resort
AMERICAN UNITARIAN ASSOCIATION.
occasion to say that the apparent indifference of jnany women in this matter was
The fifty-third anniversary exercises of to teaching for a few years as the readiest
from the fact that they were timid and not this society was held in Music Hall, Tues- way of removing that burden, and have
in the habit of doing their own thinking, day evening. Very interesting addresses not yet decided what shall be their ocand their opposition was merely: because were made by several gentlemen.
At cupation for life. Some are, perhaps,

home and: a good living. But families
society. The advocates of this cause feel
without money, or having only a few donfident of its ultimate success, ‘as they

see what his land is to cost him by
time it is prepared
for enltivation, in
dition to its original cost.
Then
fencing and. labor of setting out trees,

to

Pp. M., at Park St.

Uents of Mass. Speeches made by several persons urged the duty of society to

A report of’ last year.

some permanently eured, and those who
are troubled with diseases of the chest
any gospel service, and 8,500 who had
and throat, and many who are subject to not the Bible. Addresses were made by
general debility, will find great relief if

north; they ripen in May. Sugar cane fortably than they can in the North, but
can be raised as well as in Cuba, and they must be willing to give up many if
would richly repay its extensive growth. not all their social advantages, and,if they.
Oranges are at homie in the State, and ex- have childeen,depend on their own effarts
cel in quality, but for a person to expect for the beginning of an education, for
~
to makea fortune out of oranges is en. schools are few.
If I had money to invest in real estate,
tirely ont of the: question. Any one can

trees

to the work of the church.
SEAMAN'S FRIEND SOCIETY.
The fiftieth annual meeting was held

discharged

84 others

also ad-

dressedithe meeting, Mr. Bellows peinting out especially the need of young men

church. The number of persons assisted
during the year, was 427. Of these 250
were residents of Boston,

NO. 23% .

the first mission of its kind established
(Florida), but it seems to me that the
in Boston. Receiptsithe past year $8952.
L-b--4-4
+404
long reign of heat in Florida, and the
14, expenses; $9603.92.
Besides this
radiating surface presented by the sand,
BOSTON ANNIVERSARIES.
esting address in which he described the legacies amounting to $15,500 have been
must necessarily subject that State to an
The past year
BOSTON Y. M. C. ASSOCIATION.
nature of the business it is desired to received and invested.
oppressive heat that is not known to us
The twenty-seventh anniversary exer- suppress, the articles sold, and the pub- has been one of increasing and steady
progress and interest. During the year,
here in the North." ;
During the past five 162 have been received, 67 provided with
cises of this Association were held at the lications issued.
Along the coast, where the sea breezes Tabernacle, Sunday evening.
One of the years Mr. Comstock has arrested 300 per- homes and 94 returned to their
parents.
have full play, there may be considera- largest and most enthusiastic congrega- sons and destroyed over twenty tons of Since its establishment the mission has
ble relief from this oppressive heat; but tions that ever gathered at the Tabernathe most villainous matter. Stirring ad- found homes in New England or the
West for nearly
6000 children, many of
in the interior, where the forests interfere cle was present.
The reports show un- dresses against this evil were made by whom have
filled and are now filling
with the full sweep of these breezes, I usual prosperity, over 1800 new members
several persons, among them Mr. Samuel places of trustand honer.
should judge that the heat would be op- having united with the society during the Eliot, superintendent of Boston schools,
AMERICAN CONGREGATIONAL UNION.
pressive.
Even in the later part of past year. The president, G. A. Miner, who said that the evil hanging over the
Rev. G. M. Boynton delivered the adMarch, on the coast, the morning hours Esq., in his address reviewed the work
community was blacker than any thunder- dress, stating facts concerning the purare oppressive until ten or eleven o'clock, of the year, and referred to the spirit of cloud, and the question was no less an pose and work of the society. Since 1852,
—that is, until the sea breeze springs up. Christian activity which has been mani- important qne than whether: we should 1000 Congregational churches have been
In the winter, there are occasional fest in the work of the 'members.
In his draw the lightning from it by some safe aided in erection, 760 of them directly by
« northers,” lasting sometimes for sev- remarks he said: ‘ We are here to-night way or let it strike us dead.
Congregational Union to the amount of
eral days that send a thin-blooded popula- to record our gratitude for past blessings,
$670,000.
The receipts last year were
AMERICAN STATISTICAL ASSOCIATION.
$24,633.
Contributions were
received
tion to the fire, with a sense of cold that and, encouraged by the success that has,
The meeting at the rooms of the New from 543 churches ; and 51 churches have
we hardly experience but in the coldest under the blessing of God, attended our
England Historic Society was presided been aided with grants amounting to $13,days of winter." The winters with this ex- labors, to pledge ourselves anew to the
over by Dr. Edward Jarvis.
An inter- 250. Dr. Webb, president of the Union,
ception are delightful, and there is but prosecution of this branch of Christian
esting paper on ¢ The Relative condi- said it had met a want much felt in the
little outlay needed for extra clothing or work. Believing that this association has
denomination; but that there is a great
tion of Great Britain and America. at the need of wisdom in the establishment of
fuel. I found fires more necessary as a even a ten-fold greater work at its very
preSent time” was read by E. H. Derby, churches.
He declared that if a small
protection from damp, along the coast,
doors, we are here to-night to receive Esq. The statistics given show that the village had one
good church, he would
than from cold.
Everything one touches fresh orders te go forward,—fresh pledgexports of Great Britain have decreased never raise his voice to establish a Conis damp, everything one sees is damp. es of your confidence and support.” =. 128-per-eent--during four years past. —And | gregational church there... ER
See
Yea, dampness reigns. With a few exHOME MISSIONARY SOCIETY.
Rev. Phillips Brooks spoke earnestly last year the excess of imports over exceptional localities, I regard the State as and eloquently upon the characteristics of
The anniversary was held Wednesday.
ports was $678,000,000.
In the United
remarkably healthy. Generally it is more Christian life which he included in the
| States the oppositeof this is true.
Dur- From the report of the secretary, it apor less malarious, but not as much so as three words, integrity, simplicity and
ing three years past the exports have pears that the receipts were $8000 greatmost new countries in the West.
There sympathy. Rev. Dr. Tyng, of N. Y.,
During
increased at the average rate of $26,500,- er last year than the year before.
are bilious and intermittent fevers to made the closing address.
His leading 000, while the Imports declined at the the year 996 missionaries have preached
which every one undergoing a process of thought was that Yeung Men's Chrisin thirty-two States and Territories in
rate of $21,000,000 yearly. These state- German, French, Swedish, Welsh and
acclimation is liable.
Excepting only tian Associations are formd on the broad
ments show that the gold is going out of English; 2237 stations have been supthe Biscayne Bay coun‘ry and: vicinity, ground of a brotherly Christianity.
The England and coming into the United plied ; number of Sunday-school children,
where, I believe, ne ma! :rial diseases exsinging was by Mr. Sankey and the Tab- States, over $63,000,000 having accumu- 91,762; twenty-eight churches have been
ist, this county (Dadc),in my opin- ernacle choir.
lated during the past year. Our exports completed, twenty are in process of erecion, is the healthiest part of the State
tion and 110 have been repaired ; number
THE TRACT SOCIETY.
{ since January 1, 1878, have been over of converts, 4572; number added to the
(along the coast), and has the advantage
- The annual meeting was held in Park $50,000 more than during the same period church, 5027; receipts, $284,486.44; ex-of being beluw the frost lines, .and there-

If care be taken with piné lands, there
‘cantbe excellent crops of sweet potatoes ) hundred dollars, I would advise not to go. | believe it “essentially just and neeessary.
and garden vegetables ‘raised on’ them. I do not say that they can not succeed,
MASSACHUSETTS BIBLE SOCIETY.
A fair yield may be had’ of oranges, 'lem- Jbut the chances are ten to one thats they
ons,

ng

5, 1878.

Kidder and Rev, Leighton Parks

CONVICTS.

Rev. E. E. Hale, the president, occupied the ‘chair at the meeting of the Mas-

from danger, although in 1876 frost was
felt as far south as. Cape Florida. If you

North,

/
pearl, O tear!
waves; but trust to me
them in security.
all my joys the best,

i

¥or thou shalt be my
Fear not the mighty
To bear theq through
Oh! thou, my joy, of

AID FOR DISCHARGED

given

of

is never so oppressive as in New York
or Boston during the summer months.
It is often the case that the thermometer
shows
@ higher temperature
in the

thought

a tear, which

Let me say in conclusion, I have

free

AND CHICAGO, JUNE

BOSTON

my impartial opinion as far as I know

anter than the winters,

(From the German.)
From Heaven dropped

river, you are below
and comparatively

breezes that sweep over ‘the land from
water to water, greatly modify the heats
of summer.
So that many claim that the
summers there are as healthy and pleas-

5, 1878.

JUNE

lines,

healthful and invigdrating.

The Worning Star,
“WEDNESDAY,

frost

STAR,

the latter has been the true reason for the

change of plan. It is not wholly strange
that it should be so. College Tits is mot
always favorable to the
growth and’ development of piety in
the heart.
The
social status of the student in most American colleges is an abnormal one; one
which puts him out of the ordinary
currents of life and influence, and

of necessity, new forces soon begin to

affect him, and not always favorably.
Every one who has passed. through this

experience, understands it better
than we can explain it. Now, my brother, is it

not time to revise your plans and
purposes ? Are you not near enough to
the tides of life in society to feel. their
power again ? Can you not adjust your=self to the world more truly than when
cut off by your surroundings from its. influence ? At least, let us ask you to give:
the question of your duty
world, in the choice of

to God and the:
a
profession, a

thorough and caretul consideration, that.
ou may make no mistake in a matter so:
important. And npw just a word to some:
who have been a few years out of college, .
teaching, perhaps, to complete the pay-ment of college expenses.
Have you
given up your intention of further study:
and the devotion of Jour life to preaching ;
the gospel ? If so, have you done wise:
ly? Have you become so engrossed in
your present work that it is difficult to
get away from it?
Has your sueeess.

awakened an ambition to attain a greater?

Have you become entangled in ‘plans that
require years more for their develep-

ment? Let none of these things blind your

eyes so that you fail to see the path of duty, nor so fill your ears with their clamorous voices as to prevent your hearing the
cries of the hungry and famishing to
the bread of life is Byoken.
not
for
§ whom
want of hands to carry it. Open your.
hearts before God; with willing minds put yourself at his disposal and fear not.
for the result. Your life may turn out a
very different thing from what you would’
like to make it, but

the consciousness

of

having been true to your convictions
duty, of having lived for a high

of

and holy

purpose, will amply counterbalance any
supposed sacrifice that may seem to he
involved in your choice.
ONE SUNDAY IN MIDNAPORE:.

To-day has been such-a sweet blessed “day.
Alphonzo Houghton and Sarat Sen were baptized this morning, and afterwards received

the right hand of fellowship.
The morning
smiled, for last night there was a great northwester that cleared the air,
and made everything look fresh. It was a pleasant sight to
see the people all dressed. sin white, winding
along through the chapel compound, among
the mango trees. The tank where the baptism
took. Jace is at the farther end of the coms
pound.
A few trees hang over the water. On

the other side of the thick

cactus

hedge

the.

eople of the heathen village just there, stood
ooking over. It must have seemed & pretty
sight to them, poor ones, so filthy and dask. But just here one word: Jacob, the native”
pastor, has just moved into his new house,
right among these heathen people, and his.
light shines.
Six of the European residents:
were present at communion. It was a bless-ed season.
Though the hour of missionaryv
concert that was
held before it, was rather:
trying.
I think mothers,
when they have
friends to see them, are rather anxious that
their children should behave well...
We - feel.
something in that way, when the residents:
come to our service. This morning, the five
small babies that always come to meeting were
Their mothers think they must
very noisy.
dress them up of course and the babies don’t
like it, It is what they are not used to, and

so litule fights go on, the children tugging to
pol off their finery and the poor mothers tryngto keep it on.
Plummer Brown’s wife,
Omar, is very proud of her little one who ean

just stand alone and who was

rather showing:

him off, when he fell flat on his nose and of”
course set up a great roar; all the others were:
fretting ard crying and creeping
about, and
the mothers were doing
what they could to*
make matters better.
The back part of the
chapel is devoted to this part of the congrega-

tion, because

it is convenient to get out when

the children are too noisy.
The Sabbath-school concert was held this afternoon.
There are two classes, and each
class in turn stood up with the teacher, each
reciting a vease from the Bible.
Now and
then remarks were made on particular verses, ,

and it was all interspersed with singing. Each -

even in the immediate future. Not a few
of the present graduating classes are, we

teacher is supposed to have his class together
for looking over the lesson, and prayer, once a
week,and the superintendent meets. the teschers on Saturday afternoons to do the same.
These seasons -are precious.. The school is .
studying now in the first chapter of John,committing to ‘memory about four verses for a .
lesson. We have tried two kinds of printed
lesson papers, but neither of them worked
well, 50 we went back to the first method.

are glad to learn, already Christians, and
the question
we wish to propose . to such

encouraging.

wholly undecided

as to the

next step,

is; Ought you not to enter the ministry ?
We are aware that this may ‘seem at
first an improper question, one that no

man should raise, lest he awaken in the
mind of him to whom the question is put,
wrong trains of thought and wrong ideas
in regard to his duty. Nobody can be-

lieve more firmly than we in the reality
of a divine call to the work of the ministry ; and in the necessity of this call to

one's usefulness in it.

It is asacred work

notto be entered upon as other professions or pursuits are. God calls his servants into the harvest-field. Butwe do believe that every Christian, every young
Christian, every one who has enjoyed the
advantages of a course of study, should

not decide upon’ his life-work

without

To-day Jacob’s wife Ruth, brought in a number of her neighbors children. It was very.
ih

So the day has gone; and Iam now on the
top ofthe “house, writing this. The breeze
comes cool and refreshing. The heart is full
of thankfulness for the privilege of working
here.

:
MAHOMETAN

S.P.B..
ZEAL.

The Mahometans
have
a University iw
Cairo, Egypt, with 814
professors and 10,000
pupils. .
These dover
800 professors devote

themselvesto the work of instruction without
salary; and ‘with no means

of

support

except

the few gifts of tlie students, most of whom are
even poorer than

themselves.

The

students

simply buy their coarse Arab bread, and for
lodgings roll themselves in their blankets and

lie down on the same floor upon which their
work is done.
Thus at one time andi‘one

Place, 10,000 are prepar
to proclaim. the:
achings of the False Prophet to the nations.
CHINESE SUPERSTITION.
‘Mr. Anson Burlingame has been deified by
the Emperor of China, and his name is enrolled
among the worthies whose influence. im the
unseen world will benefit the Middle kingdom.

carefully and prayerfully asking, Lord,
what wilt thou have me do? What use

With one exception, so'far as it is. known, be
| is the only foreigner upon whom this-distine=—
tion has een conferred.

me and the acquirements thou hast enabled me to make ? Where can I best
serve thee and my fellow men ?
:
And it ‘may not be wrong for him to put

HOW IS IT DONE
The Moravians aresaid to number only 16,~
000 members in all Europe, and Jast year, they

shall I make of the gifts thou hast given

the question in this form, Is there any
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MESSIAH'S
GOLDEN

16.

J. A. HOWE.

Papers.)

KINGDOM.

TEXT: “ Thy throne, O God, is for-

ever and ever,

$8

PROF.

the scepter of thy

kingdom

right scepter.—Psalm 45: 6.

OHILDREN IN
In answer to
not to take our
regular service
once upon each

THE CONGREGATION.
the question, Ought we
children with us to the
of the church, at least
Lord’s day?
Dr. Wil-

liam W. Patton says,inthe Sunday School

Times:
Young

children are

largely

educated

through the eye and ear, and the sanctua-

ry is full of ¢“ object lessons” in the matter of religion. The very building is impressive, and
‘ teaches reverence,
It is
Notes and Hints. :
God's honse—the place solemnly dedicated to divine worship.
Everything upon
Connected History.
This vision was which the eye falls suggests a religious
seen in the first year of Belshazzar’s
thought. Thereis the pulpit, in which
reign. The same ground is covered by the minister of Christ preaches the gosthis vision as by that given in the sec- pel. There is the Bible, God's word,
from which we learn our duty and the
' -ond chapter. Itcontains a prophecy of way of salvation. There is the communthe great Eastern empires,
viz. : the Baby- ion-table, reminding the child of the
lonian, verse 4, the Medo-Persian, verse Lord’s Supper, and of the great fact which
When
5, the Macedonian, verse 6, the Greco- that ordinance commemorates,
Daniel--7:9-14.

Syrian; verses 7, 8,

the

Messiah's

. dom, described in the lesson.
any ancient history gives
;these empires.
«Tull the thrones

an

king-

Almost
account of

were - cast

down.”

-A wrong rendering. It should be * till
thrones were placed ;” that is, were set in
order for occupancy by the royal Judge,
¢ the Ancient of days.” . The plural form

"is used to denote that the Supreme Judge
*was to be attended by his ministers.
John saw ¢‘ round

about

the throne four

-and twenty elders” seated. ¢ Ancient of
days.” The Eternal is meant. He took

his seat as Judge.
not used.

The name of God is

*¢ Garment

white as snow.”

White garments, in the East, denote High
station. The color, here, may also symbolize the purity of the Judge.
‘ Hair
«like wool.” The same language is to be

found
in Rev. 1: 14, applied to Christ.
-¢ His head and his
wool.”

Not so

Seems

hair were white

much

to be meant.

like

age,

as

splendor,

The

whiteness

of

light, like that of the sun, or of white
teat, Stuart thinks is denoted.
¢ His

Ee

throne like the fiery flame.”
Dazzling
and awful. The sun, worshiped by the
Babylonians, as the god Bel, seems to
have suggested some of these metaphors.
““ His wheels as burning fire.”
The

throne of the Ancient of days rests on

Ee

‘wheels.

This means that God, as a mon-

arch, and judge of men, moved like the
light, with rapidity to every quarter of
‘his dominions. Read carefully Ezekiel 1.

“ A fiery Stream issued.”

As the rays

«of burning light from the sun.

warm clime, the bright rays

In that

of the sun

might well stand as a symbol of irresisti-

ble majesty.
An

*¢ Thousand thousands.”

immense

and

countless

‘These were not culprits,

multitude.

but: attendants,

ithe heavenly host. * Whence came they ?”
From other. worlds, or ours? If from ours,

what becomes of the idea of the sleep of

the dead?
Heb. 12: 22, 23. « The
Judgment was set.” Commentators are
divided in opinion
whether this refers to
~or to the judgment of
* by the beasts of this

She

Sere

as

1ar

Mo

Eg

over
the question
the final judgment,
the nations typified
vision.
The latter

evidence

[

S

avo

De

providential judgment of nations alone
is in harmony with what comes after

- and what precedes. Verse 26.
« The great words which the little horn
: speaks.” See verses 8, 25, 26. The lit:tle horn refers to Antiochus Epiphanes,
who desecrated

the

temple,

observance of the law,
+ tar devoted

to

idols

forbade

the

and set up an alwithin

the

sacred

iprecinets of the temple, on which a sacrifice
“sto Jupiter was made. He was an active,
‘prosperous, and a pagan emperor. ‘¢ Till
‘the beast was slain.”
Antiochus is here
meant. His death was not by violent
:means, but Jewish writers, who were

in-

-censed at his pagan acts, describe him as
dying in a miserable way.

“ The rest of the beasts.”

The empires

@ymbolized in the vision by beasts.

The

rest of the verse denotes their loss of prestige, but not of existence.
Fa
“ Son of man.” Our Lord, who applied this name to himself over eighty
times.

Here, so called because the

siah was to be the son of
the clouds of heaven.”
rounded by clouds to
«days. Hence the Rabbins
siah ‘“ son of the cloud.”

him.”

Mes-

David. * With
He came surthe Ancient of
name the Mes* They brought

He was conducted by angels to

the Father.

¢ There was given him

do-

smanton.” The Messiah, viewed as a divine

-king, receives his office and his kingdom
from

God

the Father.

.given, is not so much

this was

When

the-thing to be ex-

plained, as that the kingdom had its be;ginning after the downfall of the Greco-

Syrian empire.

It began on earth at the

advent of our Lord.
¢“ That all should
-serve him.” This is the divine intent and
~command. The world, with all its em_pires, nations, peoples and tribes, is

baptism is administered, a child’s mind is
instructed and his heart is touched, as

well as his curiosity

gratified.

The re-

ception of new members to the church, by

sness

saves nations; the op-

posite destroys them.

Hence, those who

this stone must be. broken,

Lessons. (1) Learn
from the
f this lesson,

the

majesty of

s royal, divine state no eye van
o describe.

(2)

Again

SINNER
BY

THAT

REV,

W.

REPENTETH.”

L. NOYES,

Yes, there is joy in heaven and on
earth over this simple act of one sinner

—repentance.

If to repent of sin is so

important that it occasions such joy, do
we not from this stand-point get some clear
view of ‘the enormity of sin, and of the

worth of a soul ?
Its

original

brilliancy;

(2)

its

present deterioration; (3) its worth when
found.
Making the application we have:
(1)
The soul in the image of God; (2) the
soul fallen, lost, like the coin in the dirt;

the image

hid;

(8) the soul washed,

Phe inference then plainly

that the soul is of infinite worth, and
turning to God in repentance and to
Crucified in faith is the supreme event
its existence.
:
;
reef

pA

Ap Apr

TRANSOENDENTALISM.
BY REV. O. E, BAKER.

A book, “Memoir and Sermons of Rev.

,” was handed us recently, of which
we are inclined to say a word. It is one
of a kind quite too largely endorsed by a
class of persons professedly religious.
True to the school of teachers of which
he was

an

eminent

member,

he

deals

largely in criticisms
upon
orthodox
errors, interpreting orthodoxy by West-

redeemed by the blood of Christ. Can
we rise to so grand a conception, a soul

minster, Andover, and
Suffering and death,

at its best, risen to its sublimest possibili-

not of sin, but were ‘conditions of man’s

ty? “Now unto him that is able to keep
you from falling, and to present you fauitless before the presence of his glory with
exceeding joy.” (Jude 24.) This is a sub-

being.”

reverent attitude there are delightful. In

the other school ‘there is a general hub-

thoughts? Does he hear us as we work
to rescue him? Is he anxious to be res-

These,

kindred creeds.
he claims, came

with sin, exist by divine

for attention, and

cued?

bub when the superintendent taps his bell
that hubbub

rather

in-

more
of it than he does.. If a superin-

tendent will never pifoceed in the general
exercises of his school until there is per:

always be perfect quiet when he does pro-

ceed. 1t is the simplest thing in the
world to have order
in any Sunday

school. Superintendents always have it—

* who only stand and wait.”

:

rere

., He thatis much in
rich in grace.

prayer shall

He shal

ve es

Would

principles of his administration are hidden
in so much mystery, that men may not

he, if he could, turn his

hand and dig upward to meet the work-

tina
or fall aé his will. (3) Labor for

~~

ask whether God is or ‘not the responsible
author of sin and suffering? Who does

not know that
revelation, in
Like the ‘man buried in the well, like. God; to reveal
the ‘silver coin lostin ‘the dust of the
harmonize him

Will not two or more men,

the

one

par-

ty being good, and the other vile, have
feelings, affections, pleasures, corresponding to their characters respectively?
Finally, what of the theory which
makes common morality
and religion

identical? ‘ Do right and youare good.”
Does not every thoughtful man know that
this theory reverses the order of things ?

heaven.

What

is

the:

A sensation may be easily

produced among certain classes of people,

havé no Saviour

Christ,’ and

no radical

several objects and some

offered for not aiding them.
>
* eo

of the

excuses

a
>.

OHRIST'S OONSIDERATE

PITY.

BY D. D.TAPPAN.

1 would speak a word of comfort and
help for despondent disciples.

These may be more

numerous than is

commonly supposed. = Some may be
such from physical causes, inducing som.
ber views of things: some from erro.

of repentance, and
of divine grace.

some of thelr great troubles,

of

the

His last sermon was
¢¢ successful”

review

tack upon “an

bestowment
:

a labored

and

and

merciless

at-

sermon

on

Orthodox

foreign missions for saving the heathen !”

Our position was so well known,

anti-slavery lecturers,

ed

ones,

if

they

especially

found

churcH or minister in a place,

a

that

color-

Baptist

were

sure

:

Aye, . joy in

grow inference?

i In another article, Iwill notice some of
the reasons why we should aid these

All men, of necessity of nature, ask fcr
the principle prompting. action, in making up their estimate of character. Actions, aside from the mental principle
producing them, have nothing to, do with
the matter of a man’s being good or evil.
The author of this volume devoted his
life, said to be *¢ illustrious,” to pronouncing against all vital piety, as the fruit

it is the chief mission of all of a hearty welcome. Thousands of
nature and the word of them are lookingto us for religious inthe character of God, and struction and general education. We
and his administration with are doing a noble work at Harper's Fer.
house, the sinner is covered in the dust of
standards of right, goodness, justice, ry, but the workers there are crippled
the world, and buried in the ruin of ‘sin. intuitive,God-planted in the human mind?
for want of suitable accommodation.
Christ Jesus came into the world to save Is ‘human
'' nature, magnified however | When God gives such evident token of
sinners, He has commissioned his church much, more readable than God, manifest dp
proval, as the success of that school
to do'the same work. They, only with in his works, in his Son,’ ‘in revelation,
reveals,
can we doubt that those who
too little zeal, are delving for souls deep and in ‘experience?
!
aid that school in its pressing wants at
buried,searching for others, like the coin,
Experience,we say. But this the author the present time honor God with their
in the surface dust.
:
icvalidates. No feeling, of any kind, nor substance? Solomon says * that the
If the impenitent, instead ‘of evading degree, is to be allowed onthe witness- soul be without knowledge,it is not good.”
Christians and shunning favored opportu- stand. None must be sought, none ac- And this leads me to say that od is
nities, would turn their hands to help credited. ‘This presumption can only
glorified through the schools and colleges
“unearth their own ruins and meet those be regarded as a very sorrowful self.
that aim to give a Christian education
who seek them with prayers and tears, | deception.”
;
Sa
| to the ‘youth of our land. The: Mission
how consistent it. would be, : and how
“All ‘skepticism, ‘of whatever pliase, treasuries are overdrawn, the school at
great the joy!
ir
seems intent upon two points—it must
men ?

it God rules now over
most that is busiest in this, which
the natio
npires and republics con- crease
is our very traffic with heaven, and fetch- especially the unthinking. But the hosts
es the most precious commodities thence, of God are mot moved at trifles. It
8... 38 in hope. His kingdo
m isto include
must be an important occurrence which
4 =

is,
its
the
of

a

Lange speaks of the lost coin in the
parable as a striking image of the sinner :

(1)

penitent soul.

not know that the prevalent feelings indicate the character
of the subject?

USE OF PROPERTY.

and fect quiet, it is obvious that there will

those on. vhom it falls must be ground to

‘ONE

sets in motion a strong, deep current of
profound, exultant joy (for such is the
foreg of the word) among all those who
participate in the gladsome triumph of a

permission, but why, on what principle, Shortly before his death, after a life of
whatever ceremony attended, is powermen
have no right to inquire. ** God needs preaching the gospel(?) and standing
fully suggestive of duty to the child—as
no champion nor apologist,
many of us can testify, as we recall the
and asks at the gate of heavenly glory (?) his soul
ecstasies were expressed in the following
memories of childhood. And amid these | lime thought indeed, wher: we remember none.”
:
objects and exercises the idea of the that this faultlessness isthe same’quality
Of the future state;men know little and significant language,—*¢ The night is
Christian church as a spiritual organizashould care less. With the present life we glorious, every star in the sky appeartion, which has ceme down through the which Pilate recognized in Jesus (Luke
ages, and against which the gates of hell 23:4); and hence it is written: “We are so concerned, to it we are so limited, ing distinctly in its brightness. Orion, the
are never to prevail, comes perpetually shall be like him,” in a day coming.
that duty might be fully done, without any Pleiades, and other constellations looking
into the juvenile thought, and strengthens . The occasion of this heavenly joy is special belief, thought
or care of a here- as calmly down upon our speck of earth,
with the child's strength.
Thus just to
what
the
world
calls
‘much
ado
about
after.
Of
the
preaching
of Christ, he as serenely, as when they looked upon
bein the sanctuary regularly is to receive
a religious education, in no slight degree. nothing,” “fanaticism,” “weak-minded- says: ‘“ There is nota law which Jesus the Egypt of the Pharaoh, the Jerusalem
But the hosts of God see in it the announced, not a duty which he inculecat- of Solomon, the Mount Nebo of Moses,
And even if, at first, there be an inevita- ness.”
ble irksomeness, to those of tender age,
beginnings of heavenliness; they rec- ed, not a principle which he exemplified, |. the Athens of Solon, or the Rome of
in keeping quiet for so long a time, es- ognize repentance as the soul's way back not
boa
a rule which he laid down for humgn Julius Cesar.”
pecially during the delivery of the serIt seems fit enough that a dying devmon, yet is there gain as well as loss in to God, and hence itis an occasion for guidance, which does not directly and
the experience.
It teaches a valuable joyin proportion as the soul, in all its expressly apply to the personal action or otee of nature. without Christ, should
lesson of reverence for worship, and of imniortal worth, escapes the peril and life of the living, mortal man on earth, find the object of his highest, cherished,
mental discipline. It is part of that self penalty of sin.
admiration,
somewhere
beeven if wholly separate from every idea life-long
restraint which is a necessary element in
Trench
thinks
the woman,
in the of reward, punishment, misery or happitween
the
Earth
and
Pleiades.”
all thorough education. It is hard for the
flesh, but is good for the spirit; and chil- parable of the lost piece of silver, sweep- ness in the future invisible or spiritual
dren are better in the end for having been ing her house with a lighted candle, state.”
:
subjected to it.
represents the church, and the candle the
Remorse for sin,
deep repentance,
BY REV. D. WATERMAN,
* Occasional preaching hardly answers word of God. Then the occasion of the seeking favor
with God, merit in Christ,
as a full recognition of the intellectual joy is repentance, and the occasion of
IIL,
and the pardon of sin, are almost wholly
and spiritual wants of this large part of
repentance
is
the
church
searching
after
The
the usual congregation.
The youth as
principle laid down In Scripture,
ignored throughout the volume. To one
well as the adults need a more constant sinners with the word of God, and with dying, and anxious over his past career and noticed in the preceding
article,
provision.
This should be secured by the Holy Spirit's light and power, and and future state, he advises,
is applied not only to one or two points
** Leave all
connecting them with the regular exer- with all that intense earnestiess with
to God, you have nothing to do about mentioned, butto all our expenditures
They should
| cises of each Lords day.
:
for ourselves and those dependent upon
be encouraged to join in the singing of which the woman sought for her lost coin. them.”
the hymns, and in the responsive read- Will not such searching move sinners to
All evidence of piety from experience
us, either in things necessary for our
ing of the psalms, which, happily, is be- repentance?
he ignores. ‘¢ Nothing is easier,” he says, comfort, or in the indulgence of oar
coming-common.
The minister should
Concerning the phrase, ‘joy in the “than to produce such experiences by appetites. While natural appetites should
also make frequent.and special mention
presence
of the angels of God,” different the use of common and well known ex- be reasonably gratitied, luxury, pride and
of them in his public prayers; not in a
passing and perfunctory
manner, but opinions are entertained. Trench thinks pedients. As to comfort: merely in the vanity, can not be justified. Having
heartily and copiously, as if he felt deep- it refers to angels, notin heaven, but to ‘hour of dissolution,all observation proves food and raiment convenient, we
should
“that
eligious
faith—Pagan Jewish:
ly interested
in. them as an important | -those-on earth-who-mingle
with-us daily,
—be content;
part of his flock,
They should have a and brood over religious assemblies.
Christian,—is ‘equally efficacious.”
And
But there are other ways in which we
place in the sermon also.
One Western: pastor is reported as reg- Doubtless they rejoice ‘ over one sinner yet, the biographer makes the author of may honor God with cur
substance.
ularly preaching a five . minutes’ sermon that repenteth,” but more than they. this statement ‘a Christian,” marked in “It has pleased God, through the foolto children previous to his regular dis- Isn't the repentance of a sinner the life and death.
:
ishness of preaching, to save them that
course. The disposition which prompts Father’s joy? Who, more than God the
His transcendental religion is express- believe.” But public worship can not
to this is worthy of all praise, and the
be maintained
The development
without expense.
It
effect of the exercise can not fail to be Father, who * so loved the world that he ed in one sentence,—*‘
gave his only begotten Son,” rejoices of the man, the formation of character, never was, it never can be. I will not
good, as compared with that of the ordinary pastoral indifference.
Yet it may over a soul redeemed? And, though im- is the great end of all human effort.”
argue this point, it is conceded by every
not be the best method.
It leaves the’ mutable, doesn’t he somehow feel differUnitarianism is an exploded ism, and candid, thoughtful
Christian.
Every
children unconnected with the subsequent ently towards a soul tender and penitent
Ghristian
should
have
yet
its
project
are
here
and
there,
some principle,
iles
discourse, to sit as those who have had
by which he or she will pay systematitheir portion, and who are to expect noth- than towards one rebellious, disobedient? doing a deal of damage.
A soul repentant is the joy of Christ.
ing more. Why is it not better to introduce
It is not a little strange that theorists cally to support the institutions of reinto nearly every sermon some illustra- In this he sees, to an extent, of the travail who deify man,and make his personal ex- ligion. The Jewish system
was 1-10 of
tion or application especially adapted to of his soul” and therein finds supreme
all
their
hibition
the
chief
end
of
this
life,
and
all
income,
the
first
and
best, be|young,
the
which shall operate to secure
satisfaction.
:
!
sides many special offerings to Ged.
that pertains, can, nevertheless, so insult
their attention, to afford iustruction, and
. It is the joy of good angels on earth this human dignitary, by ignoring the The Christian system lays aside on the
especially to impress them with the fact
that they are habitually in the ‘pastor's and in heaven. They who ‘‘shouted for lessons most plainly and most forcibly first day of the week, according as
God has
mind and on his heart? There are few joy" at the first creation, and proclaimed
prospered
them.
taught
in
man’s
nature
and
relation.
With
many
it
may
not
practical subjects which do not bear in at the advent of the Messiah * Glory to
be convenient to adopt
Ivis a dictate of universal enlightened
precisely this
some way upon the ideas and the habits
‘of the young, and each class of hearers God in the highest, and on earth peace,
reason, that objects are to be loved and system. But they can, and should, have
needs to have a subject brought home to good will toward men;” and who are respected in theratio of their grade in the some plan by which to honor God with
its peculiar wants.
When a minister ‘ ministering spirits” to the saints; do scale of being and their relations to, and their substance.
Closely and intimatepreaches on Christian character, he should they not all participate in the joy *¢ over
harmony with,the highest ultimate good ly connected with this is the cause of
have a few sentences to show how such
Missions, both home and foreign. All
of all. On this principle, a man should
a character is to be formed and manifest- one sinner that repenteth”?
If ‘departed saints are cognizant of love an inferior object less than he loves that we in this Christian
ed in the particular sphere of childhood.
land are elevated
When
he deals with temptations, he earthly affairs, and if they are able to himself, should love his neighbor as above the heathen
nations,
we owe to the
should not forget to mention those which discover greater value in the soul from himself, should
love all men as much
influence of the Christian
religion.
assail the children.
When he warns their heavenly than formerly from their
more than himself
as: they are the ‘What the gospel has done for us, it can
against evil habits, he must remember
that forming habits is precisely what ‘all earthly view, then what must be the joy multiplication of himself,
and should do for the heathen. Christ gave comhis juvenile hearers are doing.. When he of those who, departing with their pray- love God supremely.
This principle mission to his church, to go into all the
describes the difficulties of a Christian ers unanswered in the conversion of
life, why should he fail to recollect children, or dear friends, now witness must place man by comparison and con- world and preach the gespel to every
trast. in a very humble relation, and creature. And this command is binding
that nobody finds it so hard to do right,
and to live out religion, as does an active their tears of repentance, their purpose
especially if his fallen character be taken upon the disciples of Christ now, and
boy or girl? It would seem to be need- elevated to a noble Christian stand-point, into account. Insteadof making man a will be till it is accomplished.
ful, then, to give the young not merely and their steps taking hold on life? Saints: universe within himself, or an end having
The article on feeble churches lately
an occasional, but rather an abiding place
on earth share their joy. And perhaps
all
the
universe
for
a
means,
it
makes
him
published
in the Star,shows us that there
in the ministrations of the pulpit.
not the least of all is the joy of that ¢ one
rather
a
means
to
an
end
immensely
.are many churches in the country that
40-00-06
sinner that repenteth.”. His joy is great
above and beyond himself. Instead of can not long maintain there existence
in proportion as he apprehends
his’ being a wheél, alone, complete, self- without aid. Can any one doubt that
The Sunday School Times thus illus- previous peril, his gracious rescue.
In a Vermont town a few years since a moving and perpetual, a wheel, running God would be honored by making these
trates a point concerning the maintenance
strong and
efficient. Then
man in digging a well was buried many because other wheels run, and running churches
of order during the general exercises:
to make run other wheels still, all the there is the
Freedmen’s
mission. We
It was
In two Sunday schools quite near each feet below the earth’s surface.
wheels combined in oné system, running truly claim, as a denomination, that we
other in the same city, yery different sunset.
A vast crowd soon assembled.
standards of order prevail during the gen- Work was speedily begun, and men for the profit of the divine Inventor and were the first to espouse the cause of the
:
bondmen, through the press and the puleral exercises at the opening and close of worked with the greatest vigilance until Manufacturer.
As to the champion statenfent that pit. It was an honorto those who guidthe session. In one school there is perfect quiet when the superintendent be- the body was recovered. I stood in the God needs no champion nor apologist, ed our denominational affairs, and the
gins to read or speak, and there is close crowd wailing anxiously every report. we ask, Is it true, in the sense intended,
unanimity with which we espoused their
attention by all to every exercise in which I thought,
‘ If alive and. conscious,
he leads. - The stillness and order and how does the buried man feel? What his ‘that God's essential character and the cause was honorable to the denomination.

credses ‘than diminishes as he goes on
‘with what he has to say or do.
It does
seem
as though that school had no idea
of reverence or order, And why this
given
to our Lord.
He is given to all difference? ‘The answer is very clear.
«men as their Lord. ‘“ An everlasting do- In one case the superintendent wants orand will have it. He won't go on
«minion.” His rule is never to be sup- der,
withoutit: | He waits till ordér comes beplanted,or to cease. Christ is to reign fore he begins. At the first sign of conforever. The truths of the gospel are fusion or restlessness he stops, and waits
till orderis restored. Inthe other case
raths,
truths,
and truth is indestructible.
Shall not be destroyed.” In the nature of the superintendent doesn’t’ deem order
indispensable, and he goes on without it.
‘things, such a kingdom will not goto ruin. He doesn’t stop for it, and naturally his
.Eyery principle of right, Christ teaches, teachers and scholars. come to think no
ig

Conmumications,

‘all people. Let us make, 16t us keep our
nation Christian, lest it be destroyed.

Sabbath - School Lesson.--June
QUESTIONS
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neous

religious teachings; some .from

most unhappy surroundings and others still

through manifold temptations. They
fail of receiving needful sympathy and

fellow-Christians, partly,

their

from

aid

perhaps,

because

whether

they

they make

could

a secret of

doubting

be appreciated

by

the. hopeful and buoyant,and knowing that
no human aid is adequateto their intense
needs,

°

:

dt is even so, discouraged friends, that
no human aid is adequate.
If you are
sorely

tempted,

and,

over

and

over,

thoughts arice in your hearts which you
detest, but which insist upon their unwelcome intrusion, altogether unbidden,
and almost unaccountably return again
after repeated repulses, and sorrowful
- prayers, and, alas, not
without some success in their diabolic mission, if you have
large and long experience of all this, and
in this think your case different from that

of the generality of Christians, no wonIf you have

helpers.

to human

look

donot

der you

besetting sins, evil habits

of almost life-long standing, against
Which,
with anguish of
heart, you
have at times prayerfully striven, but
to whose dire influence, even after so

praying and striving, you have too often
yielded, and this again and again, you

certainly know what it is to need effectual

sympathy and

help.

People

may

get

sympathy and aid, in experiencing certain visible troubles, so common as ill
health, the loss of property, or of friends,
though even these can not be universally
appreciated, But some spiritual troubles

must, in a great measure, be borne aloné.

Indeed, except to some deeply-experienced and eminently skillful spiritual adviser, it may pot usually be best to men;
;
tion them at all.
But the pitiful Christ knows all about
our case; we need not carefully choose
fitting words, and give him a long and

wearisome account

of

our

maladies.

Patients
are
sometimes
encouraged
when a physician understands their difficulty, at a glance, as it were. Such apparently intuitive perceptions may sometimes be but the artifice ‘of an empiric

to win unmerited

confidence,

though. in

other instances a result of large experience. But, we know that our Saviour i$
omniscient,

him.

and that nothing is hid

Then

from

let us wait patiently for him.

We read of reformed, and we trust,regen-

ate drunkards, who, having found Christ,
have lost all relish for their bane; and

prove so

a case it may
many
And

we

may

them, why

hrouch li

ask, if Christ can

can

he

not,

at

in

;

so aid

once,

bruise

Satan under our feet, or rid us of a besetting sin ? He can,dear friends. Why
he does not we may not at present know,

but we may know hereafter.

This life

is a disciplinary state, but it would

cease

to answer its end if we lived wholly at

ease. That which drives us to Christ can
not be an unmitigated evil. Christ is
ever ready to grant special aid, as fast
and as far as on the whole is best for us
individually. ‘What may be best for one
may not be best. for another. A skillful
physician does not employ one and the
same medicine in equal doses in all sorts

of diseases.

Patients do not always in-

stantly feel the beneficial effect of a prescription. A dire disease is not always
wholly subdued in a day. Let us trust in

our Great Physician.

It being so clear

that we can not heal ourselves,

all creature helpers are as

and that

impotent

as

ourselves, let us wholly ¢ cease from
man” in this matter. Nor let us despond;

we are apt

peatedly baffled.

to after

Perhaps

being

we

re-

do not

sufficiently rely upon Christ, We should,
as one has put it, *“ lean hard” upon him.

Let us regard his iavitations as Addressed to us personally, as though

spoken

to

us now audibly from heaven. If he were
so to speak to us, calling us by name,
and assuring us of his pity and readiness to help, would it not cheer .us?

Then let his recorded invitations

cheer

us now, for they are meant for us individ-

ually if we will listen and

them.

respond to

* Come unto
me all ye that labor

and are heavy laden, and I will give you
“rest.”

¢He that cometh to me shall nev-

er hunger; and he that believeth on me
;

shall never thirst.”
PUP

the freedom of salvation, and in illustra.
tion of his theme he said: ¢¢ You have

‘only got to take it, that's all. Here, Mr.
Meserve,” turning to the pastor of the
Davenport Congregational church, who
sat close by, ‘“if I were to offer you my

Bible,you would accept it, would you not?”
* Certainly,” said Mr. Meserve. ¢ Then

take it,” said Moody, *‘it's yours,” thrustHarper's Ferry is in - great need of a ing the Bible he had been using into

boarding hall for girls,

and .they have

change of heart, no conscious inward ‘wisely resolved not to run in debt, and
newness of life, And these two points our colleges and seminaries are strug-rejected, it matters little whether the gling under great embarrassments, and
phase of the skepticism be of the grosser or are lookingto us, under God, to relieve
the more pretending kind. But who does them.

Meserve's hands. ¢ It's a free ' gift; keep

it.” The book was acopy which Mr.
Moody has long used; and is filled with
his notes,

making

it a valuable

keep-

sake, for which the recipient has since
refused $100.
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THE MORNING STAR. JUNE 5, 1878.

Thou

Father!

Rest him, O
forth

send ; him
)

didst

With great and gracious messages of love;
But Thine ambassador is weary Dow,
Worn with the weight of his high em hagsy,
Now care for him as thou hast cared xownus
In sending him, and cause him to lie
s of peace,
In thy fresh pastures,by thy streamhie
] ead,
left hand be now beneath
Let thy

A m,
And thine upholding Ham encire
ing Arms
verlast

And, underneath, the

Be felt in full support.

Hushed like a little

So let him rest,

child, without one care;

.

‘And so give thy belovgd sleep to-night.

He hath poured for us
have been refreshed.
ve him
sweet new
ine
:

own

hand;

be

t

3 draw very near
His ministrant
In all thy tenderness and all thy power.
Oh,speak
to him! Thou knowest how to speak
A word in season to thy weary ones,
And he is weary now. Thou lovest him;
Let thy disciple lean upon thy breast,
And, lesning, gain new strength to * rise

shine,

and

;

“Rest him, O loving Spirit! Let thy calm
Kall on his soul to-night. O holy Dove,

Spread thy bright wing above him, let him
rest
Beneath its shadow; let him know afresh
The

infinite

truth

thy

dear

“ Qur Comforter!” As gentlest touch
stay
The ag vibrations of a jarring chord,

will

name—

and

might

of

So lay thy hand upon his heart, and still

— Havergal.

So much has been said of the debts of
churches that now a little may be said on
debts to churches. It has been stated recently that the Supreme Court of Massachusetts, has decided against the validity
of a note given to a church on the ground
that it was not * for value received.”
Another case lately occurred in Plainfield, N. J., where the Methodist church
sued a man for two years’ pew rent, for
which he gave a note payable in three
months. The defendant alleged in excuse for non-payment various technical
law points, and pleaded that the note was
only given ** to balance the books” of the
church; that payment was not to be
the

discipline

M. E. church forbids members
law with each other without

ing to arbitration.

of the

going to

first

resort-

The jury, after being

out four hours, gave their verdict for the
defendant; and it is said that this case

*¢ settled over

one. hundred

suits that

were threatened by the trustees.”
fact remains, however, that the pew

The
rent

was not paid for two years by this man,
and by one hundred others for a greater
or less time. _ ¢
It is a fruitful theme.
How many
churches are now in debt because of similar repudiation of honest obligations . for
subscriptions and pew rents by people
who are either indifferent, or careless, or
disaffected, or

dishonest!

How

many

a

pastor has been driven from his pulpit
and compelled to resign his charge by
this very process !
But apart from these cases, many persons treat the church of God with more

meanness

and

dishonesty

than

they

would dare to show to their neighbors
and in their business. What they refuse
to pay, others must make up, or money
must be borrowed for

current

expenses,

or the church must struggle under a load
of crushing debts.
Another modern invention of this class
of people is the growing habit of giving
up pews during
summer
vacations.
From the first of June to the beginning
of October or November these worshipers (?) find. it convenient to drop out of
the ranks, and the church loses a quarter’s or four months’ rental, which the
keep in their own pockets, and of whic

the country churches to which

they

go,

regularly or irregularly, get little or no
benefit. But even if they do help thes
little churches at the watering-places,
they rob their own churches of support
which they can not afford to lose, and
which they have a moral and religious
right to claim.
The truth is that mean, parsimonious
and selfish people are ever ready to take
advantage of any occasions which offer
for
getting rid of pecuniary obligations
to churches which they think will not be
prosecuted at law ; and if the law

is

voked, they will resort to every trick
quibble and legal technicality to
get
of the payment of obligations which
as just as any other debts.
:
lt is not anliksly that this will be

in-

and
rid
are
the

issue of some of the subscriptions which

have been made under high pressure for
the liquidation of church Fons during the

late wide-spréad movement

for that

ob-

ject. But allowing a wide margin for
excitement and misfortune in hard times,
in which the churches have had their full
share,

there

is

no

room

for

charity

towards those who deliberately cheat the
churches out of revenues to which they
have voluntarily pledged themselves.
It wauld be easy enough to call hard
names and say sharp things over these
matters. But these would ‘not ‘remedy
the sad demoralization, the want

scientiousness
and a fear. of the

of con-

Lord,

and the sinful covetousness out of which
such wrongs come upon the churches
from those * who leave their obligations

in the ‘camphor-chest
clothes, while

with

their winter

their precious

bodies

are

being rejuvenated at the sea-side or the
mountain

top. .

daikd

‘What is needed is the power

principles

of common

motion, and then when your lot falls
among a small people who really need
your help, you keep your letter in your

integrity

of the

and

of

religious righteousness. The Gospel and

the Church of Christ are worth more to
any person, family, or community than
they pay or can pay in money. Social

order and civil law in a republican eoun-

trypan mot reign ‘where

there

It

is not often

infancy is resting in arms which maternal

love never allows to become weary.
Sick-room experiences confirm the impression when we have seen a feeble
mother or sister lifted from the bed of
pain by the stronger ones of the houseold. Inthe case of our heavenly Fa-

ther the arms are felt but not seen.

are no

The

invisible, secret support comes to the
soul in its hours of weakness and trouble,
for God knoweth our feebleness—He remembers that we are but dust.
We often sink very, very low under the

weight of sorrows.

Sudden

disappoint-

ments
can carry us from the hights
down to the very depths. Props that we
God means by it very often 1s just tp
bring us down to ‘everlasting arms !”
We
did not feel our need of them before.
We were ‘* making flesh our arm,” and
relying on human comforts or resources.
There is something about deep sorrow
that tends to wake up the child-feeling in
all of us. A man eof giant intellect becomes like a child when a great grief
opens

be-

neath his bedchamber or his fireside. I
have seen a stout sailor, who laughed at
the tempest,

come

home

when

he was

sick is Lo his old mother nurse him as
if he were a baby. Ie was willing to
lean on the arms that never failed
him.
So a

Christian,

in

time

of trouble,

He

' The

to talk to. somebody,

to have somebody love him and hold him
up.
:
Fone great purpose in all affliction is to
bring us down to the everlasting
arms.
What new strength and peace it gives
us to feel them underneath us! We know
that, far as we may have sunk, we can
not go any farther. Those mighty arms
can not only hold us—they can lift us
up—they can carry us along. Faith,in its
essence,is simply resting on the everlasting arms. The sublime act of Jesus our
Redeemer was to descend to the lowest
depths of haman depravity and guilt,
and to bring up his redeemed ones from
that horrible pit in his loving arms.
Faithis just clinging to those arms, and
nothing more.—1'. L. Cuyler.
O--O-0-0
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BUILDING FOR IMMORTALITY.
The

old

cathedral-builders

finished

every detail of their stupendous fabrics
with the most conscientious fidelity.
Every one of the five thousand statues on
the Cathedral of Milan was wrought as
if the eye of the Omniscient was on _the

Pg

5
v

(The blossom can not tell what becomes

0% 1s odor, and no man can tell what be-

comes of his
nce and example, that
roll away frominflue
him and go beyond his
ken on thejy mission,

pro-

pocket or pass it over to some other de-

nomination which happens to be larger or

more

popular than

your

own?

That

course is a sad comme#tary on your religion.. But we fear if is a true history of
many a sham Methodist, and as for

that,

of many a sham professor in every sect.
If they are not deserters from the ranks,
they

are shirks

and

pretenders,

and

as

such, a source of positive harm and
weakness to the church.
To scare men
away from the pit is not enough in order
to win them to heaven. Love is the lodestone of the new covenant, and by this
will Christ draw all men toward him.—
Zion's Herald.
A
0-9

SUPPORT THE OLD PEW,
A man
making his will not long
ago, after the usual . disposition of his
roperty, said: ¢ Now for my church.
t is the church of my

fathers,

in

whose

communion we were baptized, married
and buried. When I am gone, what is
left of my family will move away, but I
shall leave something to support the old

pew.”

He left a thousand dollars.

It

was a good bequest, looking back
gratefully, and looking forward thoughtfully
and loyally. If more bequests had been
and could be made in this spirit, many a
church would be saved from premature
decline, and fewer would

have

to

resort

to at least questionable methods of support. A fund,slowly gathered by the lov-

ing gift of those who had been blest by the
ministry, would bind the

present

to

the

past and become surety for the future.
No institutions are more affected by the
times. Many of the young and enterprising leave our villages; old families
die out; people are
growing more and
more migratory in their habits; in the
church, this family and that is gone; familiar faces have vanished, and nobody
seems sometimes left but the old folks and
the children, with here and there a new
couple to fill up the thinning ranks. Or,
property changes hands, industries fall
in value; incomes and wages shrink.
And this discount is felt,as soon as anywhere, in empty pews, shortening funds,
and growing debts. - It is sometimes said
that church funds lessen the
parishioners’

respousibility

to support the gospel.

This may be so with large amounts. Such
cases, however, are rare.
How beneficent is it, therefore, for those who have
borne the burden and heat of the day,
and know what it means, who have learned.by hard experience the ‘ins and
outs” of church

maintenance,

who

love

Ln

fan, revolving twenty

thousand

times

a

minute, projects a stream of air
through
the molten mass with’ terrific roar, “while
the flames with lurid glare issue from the
top. At first the color of the smoke is
black, then indigo ; and finally, when the
experienced eye of the master sees the
pure, white flame, he stops the blast

and

stays the heat. Then the metal is laid on
a mighty anvil, and hammered by a
weight of a hundred and fifty pounds by
which the steel is hardened. As in the
melting, so in the hardening, the master’s
knowledge of his business is all important. There is no needless expenditure of
fire or force, no waste of blows, and no

exposure to
sired end is
urification
fite abounds

the blazing blast after-the deaccomplished in process of
and strengthening. Human
in parallel experiences.

The elimination of éarthly dross

from,

and the processes by which they are fitted
to endure hardness by /God's service, are
not grateful

tothe flesh.

The thought,

OUT-DONE BY A BOY.

A lad in Boston, rather

you out

of

twopence

farthing,

than

he

not rob you of an ell.
Even a Pharisee will ask

mi
to his

Christ

house—to 'sit at meat with him—he is
willing to entertain a great religious leader at his table;
but itis not every one
who will stoop down and unloosen his
shoes; for that very Pharisee who made
the feast never brought him water to wash
his feet, nor gave him the kiss of welcome.
He proved the insincerity of‘his hospitality by forgetting the little things.
I' ‘will
be bound that Martha and Mary never forgot to unloose his shoe-latchets, and that
Lazarus never forgot to see that his feet
were washed.
Look, then, I pray you as Christians, to
the service of Christ in the obscure things,
in the things that are not recognized by
men, inthe matters that have no honor
attached to them, for by this shall your
love be tried.— Spurgeon.
"oo

A MATTER OF PERSONAL RELATION.

years, worked in an office

for four
there.
chafling
and said
‘“ You

as errand boy

gentlemen who did business
One day the gentlemen were
him a little about being so small,
to him—
never will amount to much, you

can never do much business,

small.”

for his

you are too

The little fellow looked at them :

¢ Well,” said he, ¢ as small

as

I can do something which none
four men can do.”
*¢ Ah, what is that?” said they.
¢¢ I don’t know as I ought to

I

am,

of you

When you join a church, .you should

sand

fields, and offer of the results

of

our

when his services could be of some value P If you are in a large church where
the wotkers are abundant, you may with-

out harm keep

modestly

ground ; but in case

the

in the

ranks

are

back-

thin,

your response should ring out at every
roll-call. ‘As a Christian soldier, you
have enlisted for the war; and how can

upward and

onward.

This is but a meager illustration of the
great truthof Christ’s identification unto

us.

He

is divine, yet human.

He

stands

‘With us in our nature.
He is not an advocate managing our case coldly and from a

point outside of it.
He is an advocate
‘standing with us where we are, so to speak

coming down out of his divinity, and taking upon himself our weakness and brok-

enness.

He does not say,

‘“Go;”

He says,

¢ I am sharer with you, come with me.”

ALL SORIPTURE PROFITABLE.

Word,

is'the only

the humble are made

teachable

wise

‘frame,

therein.

and

It is

an endless store-house, a bottomless treas-

ury of Divine truth.
There is gold in
every sand of it. - All the wise men in the
world may,

each one for himself, learn

an

important lesson from every word, consid.
ered in its proper connection, and yet
leave enough behind for all that shall come
after them.
The fountains and springs of
wisdom-in it are deep, and will never,
never be dry.
:
We may have much trnth and power
out of a word, sometimes enough, but
never all thatis in it. There will still be

enough remaining to exercise and

refresh

striking picture of this somewhere.
It
represents the horse and rider after they

the true sense, bat never the full
any place.— Owen.
i

sense of
,

and

I have seen a us anew for ever; so that we may attain

were

descend-

ing to the unknown depths.
There was a
remarkable contrast between the fright of
the brute and the unrufiled self-possession of
the man,
The limbs of the horse were
tightened to his body and the muscles of
his neck drew his head to his chest, and a

shuddering terror expressed itself in the
flash of his starting eyes.
The rider was
serene and calm, with a solemn expression

of majesty on his face, as of one who

had’

and

port
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Liver, Stomach, Kidneys,
Lungs, Pimples, Pustules,
& Boils, Blotches, Tumors,
8 Tetter, Salt Rheum, Scald
* Head, Ringworm, Ulcers,
SED
Pain in
Sores, Rheumatism, Neuralgia,

Terms

— with the Todides
drake, Yellow Dock
of Potassium and Iron, and is the most

it is so mild

as to be harmless even to children, it is
still so effectual asto purge out from the
system those impurities and corruptions
which develop into loathsome disease.

year

«
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+ $3.00

dress,

each,

.

«

25 cents,

Postage 9 cents each, Small, Morocco, 85 cts;
postage 8 cents.
The Sacred wHelody
is a small book of 225 hymns and severai
tunes selected especially for prayer meetings,
35

its cures, and the confidence which

prominent physicians all over the countheir experience
try repose in it, prove

'
:
its virtues have

cents;

postage, 2 cents.

~

.

The Minutes of the General Conference

are published in pamphlet form at the close
of every session; and the bound volumes embrace
the proceedings of the first sixteen sessions. 50
cents; postage, 9 cents,
!
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The Treatise

accumulated, and are constantly being
received, and as many of these cases are

CONSUMPTION,

per

co, $1.10; Morocco Gilt, 1.5%; Turkey Gilt, 2.00.

The reputation it enjoys is derived

of its usefulness.
Certificates attesting

;

Payment always in advance, and no commission
:
allowed on money sent.
Sample copies sent free.
Lesson Papers
of the International Series, for both adults
and children, are Liinied monthly, at ‘the rate of
100 copiesto one address for $6.00. If the order .
is for less than four months at a time, the charge
-| will be at the rate of $7.00 per hundred. Pay
men in advance. Sample copies sent free.
The Psalmody
isthe
denominational Hymn Book, exten
sively used. Large book, in Sheep, $1.00; Moroc~

for
efficacious medicine yet known
the diseases it is intended to cure,
Its ingredients are so skilfully combined, that the full alterative effect of

from

Star.

n
advanee
.
$2.50
Special offers, strictly in advance,
with
no commission paid:
One old and one new subscriber,
Clubs of s1x or more, one-(hird new supscribers, each
- $2.00
Postage is paid by the publisher.
The Little Star and Myrtle
are Sabbath-school papers, printed alternat
weeks, on superior Japer, eautifully illustratede
Both papers are of the same size, but the Litres
STAR is for an older class of readers than the
MYRTLE.
- Terms: single copy, each, «
385 cents,
Packages of ten or more to one ad-

Female
the Bones, Side and Head,
Weakness, Sterility, Leucorrhcea, arising
from internal ulceration, and Uterine °
disease, Syphilitic and Mercurial diseases, Dips , Dyspepsia, Emaciation,
General Debility, and for Purifyinthe
g
Blood.
a combination of
This Barsaparillais
Stillies
vegetable altera—tiv
ngia, Mans

each is assured, and while

Morning

is a large religious paper-of eight pages, inits
fifty-third volume. - It is able, lite
and pro
essive. The publication offices are
Boston’ and:
hicago, but all communications, * save for the
Western Department, should be addressed to Dover, Ni: H,
i

the

of

Ulcerations

ly

Freewill Baptist Publications.

pelas, Rose, or St. Antho-

ny’s Fire, Eruptions and
Eruptive diseases of the
skin,

York.

. contains a brief statement of the doctrines

held by the denomination, and our general
usages in church-building. It 18 published by authority
of the General Conference. 25 cents; pose

tage, 1 cent.

:

Ministers Manual,
just issued, designed especially for ministers,

but useful for all church members.

It contains

Scripture Selections for more than thirty, different
occasions; Order of Exercises for ten of a dozen
different meetings; Formulas and Suggestions.
The Rules of Order are comprehensive, and’ yet
very concise and well airan,
; stating in fifteen
pages all the important parliamentary rules of de.

iberative

bodies.

Price,

Flexible

Leather,

75

cents; Cloth, 60 cents, postage paid.
Sabbath School
estion Books
fre for aqults an Children. i
scp
ESSONS

for

Eve

same

as

unda

STORY of 5
bl Tr '15,
WONDERFUL Works of Jesus, 15,
Rules of Order.
are the

those

in

the

postage

€
¢

02
02
or

Manual,

thick

LAWRENCEBURG, ANDERSON Co., Ky.
paper coyers, 10 cents.
'
:
Feb. 10, 1873.
The Book of Worship
only
a few copies left. All gilt edge, $3,005:
Messrs. Craddock & Co.:
:
:
se
GENTLEMEN :(—Pledse send me twelve | ‘postage, 10 cents.

“bottles
of Cannabis Indica, one each of
Pills and Ointment, for a friend of mine
who is not expected to live; and as rl
medicines cured me of CONSUMPTION,
«some three years ago, I want him to try
them.
I gained fifteen pounds while tak-

he

Memorials of the Free
give the rise and progress of this body of :
Christians in New York, till-the time of their
| union with the Freewill Baptists. $1.00,
.
Christian Baptism
;
i book of 113 pages, Price 25 cts.; postage
cents.
oo

The History of the Freewill Baptists

ing the first three bottles, and I know it is

just the thing for him.
~

covers the first half century of our existence,
from 1780 to 1830. .It describes with considerable
detail, thé early events of our denominational:
history.
$1.00; postage, 10 cents.

Respectfully,
. V.‘ HULL.

AAA

Dr. H. James’ CANNABIS INDICA, or

leaf, has become as famous in this country
as in India for the cure of Consumption,
Bronchitis, and Asthma.
We now inform the public that we
made the importation of this article
the United States our Specialty, and
in future the afflicted can obtain
remedies at all first-class druggists.
we

have,

at great

expense

and

have
into
that
these
As

cts,

of doctrinal
are

by the game

have

suffered

most

can

Previous to using the Cannabis Indica, I

had used all

the medicines

usually

scribed in my son’s case (CONSUMP

pre-

ION) :

I had also consulted the most eminent
physicians in the country, and all to no
purpose; but just as soon as he commenced using the Hemp Remedies he
began to improve in health until I regarded him as about well.
HENRY W. KIMBERLY, M.D.

JANE A,”ASHBROQK.

:

——

River, PowesHICK, Towa.

ago itcured my daughter of the ASTHMA;
she had it very bad for several years, but
was perfectly cured, and I used to keep the
friends,

hand

to

accommodate

my

I have taken a cold lately, and"

as I am fearful of it settling

you will please send me a
medicine. © Respectfully,

.

g

on my lungs,

$9 box of your
:

JACOB TROUT.

CE ——

THERE
IS
NOT
A
SINGLE
SYMPTOM of Consumption that this remedy will not dissipate, and it will break a fresh
cold in twenty-four hours. Ask yous Srugpist:
for - DR, JAMES
CANNABIS
IDICA,

and

One bottle
er bottle,
intment,
CRADDOCK

if they fail you, send

to us direct.

will satisfy the most skeptical. $2 50
or three bottles for $6 60.
Pills and
$1 25 each, Address,
i
& CO., 1032 Race St, ‘Philadelphia.

N. B.~CIRCULARS

which

on the most im-

a

historical

statement,

and

doctrinal basis,church pol-

Our

Faith and Covenant
is a confession of 17 articles of faith and a degirable church covenant.
:

above named books are

60 New Parlor Games

the dozen,

sold b

at 20 per cent. discount for cash wit
or on receiving
the books.
Send your orders to

I. D. STEWART,

the

Dover. N.

order,

H.

For sale also,by
. FAIRBANKS & Co., 46 Madison St., Chicago, Ill.
& Co., Hillsdale, Mich.

D. LorHROP
Mass.

& CO.,

.

32 Franklin St., Boston,
;

Michigan Central Railroad.
The Great Central Route,
Depot, foot of Lake-st., and feot of Tiventy-second
st. Ticket Office, 67 Clark-st., Grand Pacific.
Hotel, and at Palmer House.

Chicago Trains.

)

Leave.

Arrive..

dn

Mail ia Main and Air Line)

|* 7.00 a. m.|* 6.55p-m,.

DAY
EXPress,.ssivivssaeyass *9.00
a.
m.|* 7.40 p.m.
Kalamazoo Accommodation.|*3.45p.m.|*10.30a.
m..
Atlantic Express (daily)....|§5.15p.m.|§ 8.00a.m,
Night EXPress..seeeceessoses | 1*9.00p. m.[*¥16:30
2. m.
* Sunday excepted. } Saturday and Sunday excepted
~
t Daily,
!
ly?

H.C. WENTWORTH,

H.B.LEDYARD,

G.P.& T. A., Chicago.

Gen

Sup't, Chicago

Lake Shore and Mich, Southern R. R.
New Depot, Van Buren Street, head of La Salles:
Chicago Trains.
| Depart. | Arrive,

Mail (via main ine) ........ 735 am|

7:40 pm

a
New York Express | #0:00 a m{*7 :40 p mv:
Accommodation seeeeseiecas 3:40 40 p pm| 1:50 pm
Atlantic N. Y. Exprss (daily)| 5:15 p ml 8:00 a mx
Night Express

eprasastieane

11020p ml

*5:40 a m.

Illinois Central Railroad.

FREE,

Of American History
64 cards. This 26th

contains

a brief notice of our
ity and institutions,

PENFIELD

advertisement in my
paper; I know all
about the Cannabis Indica. Fifteen years

on

tures.” ' Twenty-two lectures

Dortans points of Bible study, 1.00; pos tage, 9:
ofs.
Tracts
”
were not stereotyped till within the last few
years, and we can furnish only the following:
cts. per dozen ; 50 cts. per hundred.
Denominational,
;

gratuitous distrib ution.

GENTLEMEN :—I have just seen your

medicine

- DAVID MARKS, WILLIAM BURR and Daniel

Jackson are extensively read by their friends,
and several copies are still on hand.
Marks,
=~
".
.
$1.00,
post, 10 cents,
Burr,
. oe
+75
2
:
Jackson,
s
«W580
»
oO
Lectures
ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; an excellent book for all who would ‘search the Scrip-

The

BRONCHITIS for twenty years, and tried
most all kinds of medicine, and says the
Cannabis Indica is the only thing that

Deep

cone.

Printing Kstablishment
is a brief historical statement, &c. Publish:
by order of the General Conference, and for

LovRLACEVILLE, BALLARD Co., Ky.
GENTS :—Please send me three bottles
Cannabis Indica, box df Pills and pot of’
Ointment. Mother has been suffering with

Respectfully yours,

J. Butler,

ed

AT

gives her relief.

author,—Prof. J.

contains, in addition to the usual Calendar,

all that is claimed for it, and that one
bottle will satisfy the most skeptical of
permanently curing
its positively and

who

views

the names of all Freewill Baptist churches, arranged in tneir appropriate Quarterly and Year]
meetings, with their statistics; the names of
al
ministers and their post-office addresses, officers
of our benevolent societies, an account of our
literary institutions, obituaries of deceased ministers, &c., &c.
Price, 10 cents a copy; 96 a
dozen, §7 a hundred. Postage, 1 cent per copy.
The Biographies or
-

when we say that Cannabis Indica will do

better tell the story, as the following ex- tracts from letters verbatim will show:
._ Gayoso, Pemiscor, Mo., Nov. 18, 1877.
Messrs. Craddock & Co.:
,
GENTLEMEN :—I must have more of
your invaluable medicine, and wish that
you would place it here on sale, as the
cost of delivery is too high to individuals.

’8

other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians. It:is an
excellent help for Sabbath schools gus family
reading. $1.00; postage, 12 cents,
The Register

IN ALL ITS PURITY AND PERFECTION,

. that those

the

tains two volumes, one on. the Gospels, and the

and feel that we are entitled to credence

Asthma.

and

Butler's Commentary

have the genuine article,

Bronchitis, and

theology,

those generally

$1.60 postage, 12 cents,

trouble,

Instead of devoting a column to the
merits of this strange and wonderful plant,
we remain silent and let it speak for itself
through other lips than ours, believing

:

Butler's Theology
sd
discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions

made permanent arrangements in India
for obtaining ‘“ Pure Hemp,” gathering it
at'the right season, and having it extracted
upon _ its own soil from the green leaf
by an old and experienced chemist (said
chemist being a native), we know that we

Consumption,

¢

Memoir of George T'. fay,
contains a Narrative of his
Life, Letters, Ser-.
mons and Lectures. Price 75 cents, See * Clubs
Rates’ with the Morning Star.
The Church J
e's Book
Tul
is a valuable little work, and very Christian
youlq be benefited by reading it. 25 cts; postage

East India Hemp, raised in Calcutta, and

prepared on its native soil from the green

Depot toot of Lake Street,

/

and foot of Twenty<second

Sheet. Ticket Office 121 Randolph St.near Clark,
CHICAGO TRAINS,
Leave, | Arrive,

on
thou-

St. Louis Fast Line,

~ = =

* 8,40 a, m+ 845 De
=° 15% p.1m.1§7.15 a,

for the Fire-

Outfit Free. |
Address P. O. VICKERY, Augusta, Rao
y
A
$66 a week in your own town. Terms and a $5
outflt free.” Address H. HALLETT & CoO.
Portland, Maine,
1yb
i®

New

scrofulous diseases, Erysi-

-.

of
anything
had
demanded if Rome
more value than arms and valor.
He
mounted his horse, richly caparisoned, and
amid the silence of the people, spurred
him over the brink of the tremendous prec-

had passed the brink

Scrofula,

J. B. WATKINS & CO., Lawrence, Kan.,
Or Henry Dickinson, Manager, 243 Broadway,

LAM ONE WHO WAS CURED

Nothing in the Scripture is useless,nothhe replied. But they were anxious to
know, and urged him to tell what he ing needless : because it proceeds from Incoud do that none of them were ‘able to finite Wisdom. “The inspired volume contains directly,
the
0.
j
: whole revelation orof byGod consequence,
““ I can keep from swearing!” said the hath given it to his servantsto men. . God
for their
little fellow. There were some blushes tinual exercise. ‘day and night, and conreon four manly faces, and there seemed to quires of them their utmost diligence
and
Le very little anxiety for further informa- endeavors. A constant awe of the majesty, authority, and holiness of God in his
tion on this peint.— Little Christian.

iplce. (vide Liv. L.VIL 6.)

delayed a day on interest or principal. No'investor through us ever did or ever will get an acre
of land under foreclosure. Send for particulars
and references.
.
:

You see where I stand, friends.
Our
publicly known; they furnish convincing
point is that orthodoxy, or opinion touchevidence of the superiority of this Saring doctrines, is entirely a matter of persaparilla over every other alterative
sonal relation. It is a matter for the inSo generally is its superimedicine.
dividual to decide for himself;
and nota
matter for the Pope, nor the Collegd of . ority to any other medicine known, that
Cardinals, nor the General Assembly, nor
we need do no more than to assure the
Congregational Councils to decide for him.
public that the best qualities it has ever
You can not impose faith upon a man any
possessed are strictly maintained.
more than you can impose a full-blown
PREPARED BY
:
rose upon a stem. The stem produces its
Dr. J. C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass.,
own rose and gives to it the color and fraPractical and Analytical Chemists.
grance of its kind. And so man’s mind
80LD BY ALL DRUGGISTS
EVERYWHERE.
produces its own faith, and in it, when it
flowers, you behold the peculiarities and:
the characteristics of the mind and heart
of which it is the consummate ‘expression.
We can think for others helpfully, but not
dictatorially.
We can glean in a thou-

tell you,”

however, that God's eye.is kindly turned
toward us when pain’s furnace-heat burns
within us; should temper the anguish and
THE HORSE AND HIS RIDER.
hush the complaint - The ¢* need be”. of |
In the history of Rome it is related
every trial, and the assurance that its
continuance is but for a moment compar- that in 361 B. C., a great chasm was in
ed with the glory to ‘follow, ‘should not the middle of the Forum, which was found
only reconcile us to. but. makeus rejoice impossible to fill. The sdothsayers said
in tribulations, with the ejaculation of a it would ‘close when it contained what
"Rome . possessed of most vale,
and
victorious faith upon our lips, * Not my
would be perpetual.
then the State
will, O: Lord, but thine be done."— A noble youth, named
M. Curtius,

For

Kansas, Missour: and Towa Improved
Farm

First Mortgage Coupor Bonds guaranteed. We
guarantee, as an assurance, that weloan not to
exceed one third of the actual value. In over
six years’ business never ‘lost a dollar; never '

Sarsaparilla

Gr

would out of two thousand pounds. He will

'

Ayer’s

+o

In the things small, lie the crucibles and
the touch-stones.
Any ‘hypocrite will
come to the Sabbath worship, but it is not’
every hypocrite
that will attend
the
prayer-meetings or read the Bible in secret, or speak privately of the things of
God to the saints.
:
{You shall find the same true in other
things. A man who,is no Christian, very
likely, will not tell you a downright lie, by
saying that white is black, but he will not
hesitate to declare that whitish-brown i
white.
He will go to that length.
!
Now, the Christian will not go half way
to a falsehood ; nay, he scorns to go an.
inch on that road.
He will no more cheat

10PER CENT. NET.

Monro our best citizens ipform us that Dr. H,
A. LAMB, N 0.337 Con
ss St., Portland,
‘Mey, never fails in the cure of the severest forms
of . Krysipelas, Rheumatism, and all forms of
scrofula, and all diseases of tho Skin.
I
1ys8

SMALL THINGS TEST MEN.

with her child, and so gradually lifted him

small

ERYSIPELAS.

If I were set to |

spiritualize this picture, I should say that
it was no mean representation of a ripe
Christian departing this life.
The horse
is the body, and the rider is the spirit.
Flesh shrinking, spivit steady and calm
and’solemn. Flesh dreading the terrible
shock and spirit wrapt in the glory of acon; descending that it may ascend.—
‘ook.
:

its interests as they love their family, to gleaning to them as food; but we have
continue their steady help by leaving no right to thrust it down their throats by
something to support the old pew when the pressure of threats and say, ¢ Eat
sculptor.
Not a single finial or mullion
they
are gone. It will be none the less what we eat or die.” They may have meat
was a botch-work.
| needed... Possibly more so. It will com- _| to eat; that we know not. of. . God may.
fort the brethren, and strengthen the have fed them by ravens, the blackness of
“* The hand that rounded Peter’s dome
And groined the aisles of ancient Rome
things which remain, as they would have whose wings, in their benevolent flight,
drew their dark line across the blue
‘Wrought with a sad sincerity—
been strengthened and comforted by a never
of our horizon; for some of God’s prophHimself from God he could not free;
like
disposal,
besides
keeping
them
felHe builded better than he knew,
ets are fed one way and some another.
low-workers with the Lord in the increase They have their tastes
The conscious stone to beauty grew.”
and their
of his kingdom on the earth.—Congrega- affinities, and God, like a loving spiritual
father,
If Michael Angelo thus built for im- tionalist.
perceives their difference, humors them in
mortality, how earnestly should ever
Jit, and finds delight in thus humoring
believer rear up what is to be ‘a habithem.—W, H. H. Murray.
THE BIBLE.
tation of God through his Spirit I” Every
true Christian is a templ- of the Lord.
But the volume itself survives both
CHRIST OUR -ADVOOATE.
Not only God's glory
-hall inhabit the Jriends and foes. Without being able to.
There was a boy beginning school. The
structure, bat all our hope- for . eternity speak one word on its own behalf, but
are in it too. Let every m:n, therefore, what it has already said; without any teacher put him at a book most difficult for
a volume of history.
It
take heed how he buildeth; for the day power of explanation or rejoinder in awasboy.one Itof was
those dreary books consisting:
shall declare it. The Architect-in-Chief deprecation of the attacks made upon it, of isolated facts, piled together in no othshall come to inspect every man’s work or to assist those who defend it, it passes er order than the chronological; no more
¢ of what sort it is.”
along the ages in majestic silence.
Im- like a real history than a pile of split raiis,
The engi
ast
Ri
i
passive amidst all this tumult of contro- Iying by the roadside, is like a tree. That
resides in New Jersey, and for three or versy, in which it takes no part, it might boy, now a man, has never: forgotten ilie
four years was not able to leave his be
likened to some great ship floating kind of despair with which he sat down !rehouse on account
of sickness. The down a mighty El
He was at the Greece jor.
th the Amazon or fore that task.
structure was put up according to his Orinoco, the shores of which are inhabit- tion of it, and the page was full of Duic,
The
plans, but he never saw it until lastsum- -ed by various savage tribes. From every Ionic and Corinthian architecture.
He could not
mer.
When they brought him up the little creek or inlet, from every petty port words were dim with mist.
East River on a tug, and the great engi- or bay, sally flotillas of canoes, some understand. Now his mother might nave
neer caught his first view of the magnifi- seemingly friendly and some seemingly said, ‘“ My son, learn your lesson,” and
She di! no
cent towers, and the festoonery of wire, hostile, filled with warriors in all the ter- chastised him if he did not.
such thing. She said to him instead,“‘( ‘ome,
he exclaimed—*¢ Oh, it looks just as I Tors of war-paint, and their artillery of my
son, let us learn the lesson.”
expected it would !” Happy that servaat bows and arrows.
They are hpstile putting away whatever her hands then,
were
of Christ who, on the day of ' judgment, tribes, and soon, turning their weapons filled with, she would compel her large,
can behold the completed structure of against one another, assail each other bright, womanly faculties down to the
his life, and exclaim, ‘ Thanks be to with
great fury and mutual
loss. measure of his weak and meager ones.
God’s grace! it look just as I expected it Meantime, the noble vessel moves on She would make the dull words of that
would, and Just as my Master taught me through the scene of confusion, without page luminous with explanation.
She
to build it I"— Examiner.
deigning to alter its course or to fire a would hunt out and chase away his ignoa
Cres
shot; perhaps here and there a seaman rances and difficulties. She would draw
casts a compassionate
glance from the out on paper what the boy could not get
LESSON AT THE FURNACE.
lofty bulwarks, and wonders at the hardi- into his head, except he saw it, until. the
In the iron works at Cleveland there is hood ef those who come to assail his levi- dreary history began to glow with intera vast open-mouthed furnace, into which athan.— Rogers's Superhuman Origin of est as the boy’s understanding fastened on
what it told so dimly for a child’s mind.
six tons of metal are ‘thrown at once. the Bible.
That mother did not say, Go, she said,
&
4-4
Fs
The fives are lighted, and an immense
*¢ 9 +>
Come, and standing there identified herself

Spiritual results of such conduct need no calculate to stand by your colors. What
comment, We commend the subject to is a soldier good for who drops out of the
all whom it may concern, in the hope ranks, or skulks, or runs, the moment the
thatit may be “a word in‘ season” to cause is in peril? What is a church memWem that need it.—Christian Intelligen- ber worth who becomes invisible just
y

is

wants

churches . ‘and. religious: safeguards.
Every one who repudiates honest debts Church Union.
to churches which he is able to pay does
i.
Jost so much harm to the ‘community at |
STAND BY YOUR OOLORS.
arge, to say nothing of his own personal loss of character and reputation.

your way to the front ranks and seek

leaned upon are stricken away. What

to lean somewhere,

DEBTS TO CHURCHES.

that

preached from—perhaps because it is felt
to be so much richer and more touching
than anything we ministers can say
about it. But what a vivid idea it gives
of the Divine support! The first idea of

Arms.”

brought to this child-feeling.

4-0-4

pressed; and

that you are delinquent in the breach?
What good opinion can you have of yourself, if, when in a large church, you press

smites him, or when a grave

- Each overstraining throb, each pulsing pain,
Then,
in the
stillness, breathe upon the
strings,
And let thy holy music overflow
;
With soothing power his listening, resting
soul.
:

you settle it in the ‘court of conscience lived with high thoughts.

One of the sweetest passages in the
Bible is this one: *¢ Underneath are the

Everlasting
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The Rlorming Star.

tions and in the learned professions; and
he thinks it is necessary also as a preparation for the ministry of the gospel.
A
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 5, 1878.
college or a theological course does. not
fully accomplish this object; but some23 All communications designed for publication thing in additicn is necessary.
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
There are many things which a minis“on business, remittances off money, &c., should be
ter needs to know which can not be learn“addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H,
"Gar The Westérn Editorial Office is at 95 Clark Sta: ed in these Institutions, but they need to
Room 52, Chicago,
spend time with one engaged in the work,
that they may nave practical knowledge.
We met a professed Christian the other And this is not a new idea. = When Paul
day who was actually relying for future and Barnabas set out on their first missalvation upon an experience already
sionary journey, they had, as their -ministwenty years old.
At that time, he said,
‘he gave up all.
But judging from his
«outward life, the most of what he then

gave up had
No giving

since come
up,

such

as

back
we

ter, ** John,” whose

After that, Mark went again with

to,

is

really effectual only as it is persisted in.
You ‘“ gave up all” twenty years ago?
That is excellent. But unless you have
also given up all each day since and continue to do so each day to come,

you

can

But as a rule,

man.

He

may

Now the minister, the church

and the good and true persons in it ought
fo look carefully after these things. Examine into the evidences of conversion.
See, as faras possible, that the heart is

-in the work of reformation, and so dimin-

think

themselves

unobserved,

that

-We were a good deal surprised at the
cremark of a reliable officer in a Boston

| -.

shank the other day, to the effectthat-the-|

apparently unusual amount of corruption
at present in business circles was really
only the enforced development of what
- ordinarily exists. = * Forged paper,” -he
said,
is constantly going through our
ibank.
And we often know that it is
~ forged. But,” he added, ‘ we consider
sw

forged paper almost

have

novice, but

SRC A a
Se

have

to

rule that in

Rev. Hugh Stowell Brown,

- of Liverpool, -awas elected Vice-President

- last year, and;in consequence, has just
+ become President .of the Union.
He is
+ the son ofan Episcopal minister in the

-« became a Baptist minister,

commencing

i hig ministry in Liverpool in "1847, where
he has continued till the present time.

Mz.

Brown chose for

his. opening ad-

dres
the somew
s,hat quaint title of ** Min-

i isterial Apprenticeship.” ‘We have before
us, in the London Baptist, a full report of

this address, and give herea short ab-

steactof it. © Mr. Brown says an appren-

ticeshp

hovels, saloons, and other haunts of vice,

the

splendid

tion, crushing fond hopes and wringing
the hearts of loved ones with anguish.
Alas, how long

shall

this

dire

work

go

on, this fearful swelling tide of corruption
and death? Will society never drouse fo
its defense and rescue ? Will the voice of
reason and

conscience, even the

common

instincts of self-love never interpose an
effective barrier of protection ?
There has been too much catering to a
vicious public sentiment, too much

cover-

ing up, glossing over, extenuating, excusing. Men must make a living.
The
demands of fashion and custom must be
met some way.
We must keep up appearances. So sleek rogues practice their
infamous acts, often escaping detection,
the wicked flourish as the green bay tree,
live in luxury

apparent

and

pleasure,

triumph.

Thus

and

die in

with many,

and so the simple are deluded, and

imag-

ine ungodliness is a gain. Fearful deception! There is ever a worm to gnaw and
a fire to burn at the root of all such pros-

perity.

Be not

deren Goth
js Tiot

mocked. Whatsoeverda man sows, that
shall he also reap. Be sure your sin will

find you out.

The greatlaw

of retribu-

tion is universal and inexorable. = Every
day deyelops and exposes its results.
But if; for a time, they are delayed, even
to the end of earth,

the decree

is no less

The judgment will come, the
is certain. Nature through all its
proclaims it with no unmeaning
God inhis Word reveals it in the
explicit terms, and the moral sense

who

has

to

valuable

man

would

works

which

be beyond

his reach,

burden light, his service honorable, his
reward glorious.

ATTER-THOUGHTS:
Memorial day, or as it is more generally called,Decoration day,has again passed
by our doors; and its memories which
are held precious in homes have again
received public recognition. While in the
act of observing a notable

day,

it often

happens that the best thoughts and the
most profitable suggestions of the occas-

the

The

and it is only by again referring to the
subject in our more quiet hours that we
are enabled to think soberly on the mat-

man,

he

feels

the

s in which a youth is taught to ap-.
the - mystery
' of the business
tery

is afterwar
whhoic
h ds fo follow. While

.i#%he same thing is

in other
know
n occupa-

that every

individual

The

shall

One of the first thoughts that come tox
mind is that the cry of the oppressed is

that which will not satisfy. But however
much we may regret his unwisdom and
however much we may use force to
punish him for disobeying those simple

laws which stand at the basis of all social

and political living, yet it must not be
overlooked and forgotten that he is con-

other

be

his

is

would

own

given

for our guidance.
We

and

trained ministry?

and be made to see that the kingdom must

!

4

first be sought after and found.

o>

“In the meantime a great’ responsibility

RETRIBUTION.
rests upon their more fortunate brethren
There is no more fatal ‘delusion than not only to carry the gospel of glad tidthat with which multitudes deceive them- ings to them in words, but in its &pirit to
selves in supposing that either there is seek to ameliorate their condition. When
no real law of retribution, or, if there be, we speak of the miner we only take him as
they shall in some way escape it. So a striking representative of a large class

:

they go on thoughtlessly and recklessly, who are seeking for better things wisely
in numberless ways, bidding defiance to or foolishly or sinfully, who wish to
laws of health and life, laws of business “know something,” who wish to provide

and society, laws of morals and religion,
reveling on the giddy hights of pleasure,
on the very

brink

of

ruin.

Ever

and

and spiritual

about

enemy,

as

-s EE£

i

CURRENT
——DoM

A

will

It appears that the Congress

members.

Ei

appointment of liberals in their stead.
Full religious liberty has been proclaimed, and the fullest latitude given to all
churches. = The registry of births and
marriages has heretofore been in the
hands of the State church (the Catholics)
and officials have been required to take
an oath of allegiance to the religion ofthe

It might have added that there was

that deputies and representatives shall be
church,

has been repealed. Hereafter no marriage is to be regarded as legal unless registered as a civil contract,and other like re-

forms havebeen instituted designed to separate the mischievous alliance of Church
and State. If Dom Pedro doesnot engounter bitter and serious opposition totfose reforms from the Jesuits we shall be much
mistaken. Enlightened Christendom will
meanwhile bid him Godspeed.
——VWHILE it is not best to get excited
over the present political situation, and
the possibilities of revolution growing out
of the present Congressional movements,
yet there is need for vigilance. There is
perhaps as much danger of being 100 ‘in-

not done this, that

and

the

other

mo

year,

lies, under

pandering to the mob as dem| agogues
0 so often, paralyze
the
Government by denying its authority and
disputing the validity of the election of the
Executive, a long and costly struggle between anarchy and law, between rebellion
result.

The

oth for rioters and rebels, is now. There

will be neither rioting nor revolution, if
Communists and conspirators see that the
country is ready and resolute.
——THE statement is often made that improvements in machinery and discoveries
in science, work for the injury rather than
profit of the laborer. Recently several
newspapers have advocated the return to

of the

Daily

Moscow,

Lemberg

in

running

expenses.

to run

establishment,

only

boarders.

and

there

were

the

fifteen

The ladies apparently did not fancy

the restrictions

imposed upon them.

It isto

be fitted up as an ordinary hotel.
Every workman on the Exhibition buildings
at Paris is to be presented with a Bible. Each

foreign visitor is to receive
a copy of some
book of the Bible. The Bible society of Scotland “will sell 50,000 copies of the New
Testament at a nominal price. This in France,
noted for its infidelity. At the Centennial
Exhibition, in Protestant America, the distribution of Bible and religious literature was
:
forbidden.

Denominational Hetos.
Storer Normal Schéol.
THE ELEVENTH ANNIVERSARY.
HARPER'S FERRY,

WEST VA., May 30.

One meets a difficulty at the outset in
attempting to report these anniversary

scenery that surrounds it, that. one. finds

time only to be delighted

and

And so we exact
a half hour

amazed.

from

mid-

night to say a few things in ‘outlirie about
anniversary week.
For the struggles
through which the school has come, and
its present needs and future prospects
have occupied us to this hour,and we cer.
tainly must be up at sunrise to see morning advance through the gates of the Blue
Ridge. So there is no help for it But you
must take a hurried midnight account of
the week's work.

It began on Sunday with such farewell
meetings
as the occasion suggested.
The Sunday-school had a most interesting session, and not only the lesson for
thatday but questions in review showed a
real knowledge and appreciation of the

history covered. by the International se-

ries up to this time.

The

conference

meeting in the afternoon was filled with

calm and dignified relations of Christian
experience, the whole exercise reminding
us forcibly of a similar meeting at the
close of the school year at New Hampton fitteen years ago.
Very many [of
these students are earnest, hopeful Christian young men and women, and their
expressions of feeling and - purpose in

view of leaving the school for duties in
other spheres are full of credit and promise. Inthe evening Rev. A. H. Morrell
gave an addressto the students, full of
such valuable advice and encouragement
as the time suggested.
We are more
than pleased with this purely religious
side of anniversary week, as represented

several

the consequent excitement, are favorable,

wrongs

and

oppressions are fifty fold

greater than those of our forefathers,

and

as great as those
, of the Bulgarians and

Roumelians.
the Czar must
cratic power
right, or step
45
very

NEW

God speed the day when
yiéld the scepter of autoand rule by constitutional
down and out forever.

SUBSCRIBERS:

liberal

offer

a few

We made a

weeks

since

to

pastors. who wished to put sample copies
| of the Morning Star into families of thelr
congregations for the balange of the yesr.

differently of the senti- |

they

other

and we see the result. .
The Russian people demand emancipation. Their

: Press,

how things are, would come ¢ncog.,

and

tionary literature has
been smuggled in
during the last few months. The absence
of the military, the absorption of the government in diplomacy hl conquest, and

Responses

are already

freely ; one sends
scribers,

another

coming in quite

us twelve
fourteem,

new
and

subso

om.

Now is the time to profit by the offer.

‘BRIEF NOTES.
There is apparently an endless variety of
devices for raising funds to aid charitable un<
dertakings. It is stated that ten thousand of
the bricks used in the Moody and Sankey

tabernacle In Boston’ are to be smoothed,
decorated with the picture of the building and

coming home from a trip in the Southern | sold for charity.

States, writes thyb

occupants to pay

It cost nine hundred dollars a day

by these Sabbath meetings.
The. Christian principle is recognized and honored
places, and the trial of Wyera Sassulitsch by these students, and they can hardly
may well make the Czar: tremble. The
handwriting is on the wall. It is said that | fail to do useful work in’ the years to
five times
the usual
quantity of revolu- come.
ties, the revolt of the students

in the various manufactories of all kinds

A correspondent

Siberian

volutionary literatute over the the empire, the detection of many secret socie-

in

creased faster than the. population, and
wages more than doubled. A comparison
of the census tables of the years 1850, '60
and '70 showthat the hands employed

and

places in one week, the circulation of re-

order that the thousands out of employment may be furnished with work, and
petitions have been sent to Congress for
the repeal of the patent law. - A few facts
will show that the idea that machinery is
hurtful to the laborer is erroneous. Take
the case of the sewing machine. Thereare
thousands of women who earn more and
do better work than they could ever have

than 17,000 engaged in the manufacture
of sewing machines. In the manufacture
of textile fabrics, although great advance
has been made in the use of labor-savin £
machinery, the hands employed have in-

of arrest

A political tumult in St. Petersburg,

Warsaw,

spoken

against the introduction of machinery,

fear

exile. In short, nothing politically -hostile to the administration is allowed to be
discussed or to be published.” Under
such a rule it is not strange that the whole
empire should be stirred as they hear of
the verdict of a St. Petersburg jury which
declared publicly against the government
in a politicai trial recently. Such an un.precedented step may well give warning
to the autocratic power that unless constitutional liberty is granted to its subjects
willingly, they will gain it by revolution.
The correspondent, above referred . to,
further says: =~

time for the people to make known their
will is now. The time to prepare unco mpromising resistance and stern punishment

the old system of hand labor, and

enough

in thy

rouse all good, law-abiding citizens to a not bear the light of reason, there are
right and honest purpose to uphold the massed a very large number of the comgovernment and preserve peace. The mon people who are honest and earnest
seekers after political and religious liberTribune referring to the matter says:
ty. A correspondent of the New York
Love of order is strong enough in this -Hvening
Post reveals a state of things in
country,if aroused in season and thoroughly, to stamp out every law-breaking and the social life of Russia which must be
riotous conspiracy against the public anything but quieting to the Czar and the
peace. Patriotism, love of union, respect government. He says that ¢ Nihilism,
for the Constitution and the laws, are on
the 6ne hand, and republicanism, sostrong enough now, as they have been in
the past, to crush any faction or party that cial democracy and reform, on the other,
tries to overthrow the legally established have intelligent as well as many adheGovernment; but if patriotism is not ready rents in all classes of society.
Nihilism
and the law is too leng defenseless, the pervades every stratum
of sociéty in the
struggle might cost the country many
lives, millions of money and years of dis- empire. But these different bodies are
order. Especially if revolutionary politi- obliged to propagate their ideas in secret
cians seize upon an-opportunity when the meetings, in private circles and in fami-

then

;

The Stewart's woman's hotel,as a distinctive home for women, is a failure, not having

propagated. But it is no more than justice
to confess that under theories which will

the threats of Communists, and it should

and patriotism, might

deported

sometimes,

|heresies are being secretly. buteffactively- |

when coupled with the labor troubles and

last

“very drunk,” and

——PuUBLIC opinion is beginning to assert
itself in Russia. The revolutionary spirit ‘exercises. It is that there is so much to
which has been so long smoldering under talk about and admire in the nature and
ground is coming to the surface with a importance of the work here, and so
vehemence which is not to be mistaken. much to absorb attention in the historical
Under despotic rule all sorts of social associations of the place and the grand

alarmed,

The situation is serious and

country is disturbed as it was

were

Charles Bradlaugh, the English liberalist,
who appeared on the lecture platform in this
country three seasons ago,has recently met with
a check in his new business of popularizing
vice. Several hundred copies of a book, called
“Fruits of Philosophy,” owned and exposed
for sale by him, were seized and destroyed by
the authorities, It would be well if similar
measures should be resorted to in this country

name ?” it is no righteous jiidgment to declare that they are especially impervious to
the gospel's influence.

in the present crisis. © It must be remembered that the recent rebellion came upon
us when many wise and far-sighted public men considered the danger entirely

imaginary.

—

class of people harder to deceive by sheeps’
clothing than these same persons. The
reporters in our large cities are constantly
brought into close contact with so many
persons who gain quite: a following by
hypocritical professions and sham lives
that it is hardly to be wondered at that
‘many of them are hard to reach by those
who profess to be teachers of righteousness. ‘We hope that nothing here said
will be construed into a justification of
godless living, Good, honest, wholesouled Christian work is what is needed
in the ranks of every profession and calling and trade, and the less of any other
sort we have the better. Because reporters are not taken up with every one that
comes along crying, ‘‘Lord,Lord, have we

All this, and also the requirement

much

of the United

themselves accordingly.
Such men are utterly
unfit for the duties and responsibilities of
legislation in any country.

ravages are made by intoxicating drinks
as in journalism, and the same paper
brings to the ndtice of evangelists a special
field of work in saying that ‘‘there is nobody harder to reach by the evangelist or
reformer than the man who writes the
most admirable report of a revival meeting or a temperance demonstration.”

the Cabinet, which has been: heretofore
largely controlled by the Jesuits, and the

different, as of being too

But if we can

be of great benefit to the world,

not each build a church, we can all help some.
what,

Brazil,

members of the Roman Catholic

the

States is not the only legislative body in the
by drunkenness,
that is disgraced
world
recent
Canadian journals state that daringa
session of the House of Commons’ several

has shown himself to be wise in many
things beyond the wisdom of some who
rule over mightier empires.
Since his
return to Brazil, many governmental reforms have been instituted. Among these
the most important is the dismissal of

State.

following

his own expense, built and presented a church
to the ¥'. B. society at Rose Creek City, would

a
of

are

are also held in regardl to the system of colportage which has been introduced into that
island,
A few more men like the brother who has,at

TOPIOS.

PebRro, the Emperor

results

principal stations with 211 sub-stations and an
average of 6000 hearers. Large anticipations

a peop

who have wronged their fathers and

hopeful

efforts of the English Baptists in Ireland,
‘Twenty-one missionaries and other agents are
now laboring in that country, Theré are r

that is greatest will be the least of all and
the servant of all.
;

startling examples of the last few years ible to all but themselves by their elabormight produce some salutary impression. ate systems of definition, there are ments of the pedple from what we are acNot only when a great offender, absorb- two theories of society. One is that one customed to hear from politicians :
Ifthe President and
politiciats who
ing his base gains by millions, rolls in class of people shall dictate over as well occasional
ly come South officially to see
luxury a few brief years and ends his ca- as care for the material

It's one
and talk

on the North as an

he

all over the United States more than
doubled during these twenty years, and
a way whereby their children shall find it the wages nearly quadrupled, although
easier and more possible to live better the population increased only about 67
‘lives and be surrounded by less degrad- per cent.
ing associations than they - themselves
————

anon there is a fearful crash and fall, excitingits brief gensation, but all goes on have endured.
wt
Ban
a8 before.
j
kr
Now to state in a very simple manner

more

consequence, and mingle freely with the
people. The ignorance of the blacks’ can
only be learned by being among them,
and one must hear men and women talk
in their families and among themselves,
to know all the bitterness in their hearts
and their hatred of the North.
They are polite and hospitable and
gracious toward us, but I believe in m
heart that every child in the South, with
few exceptions, is growing up to look up-

But in these

are all brethren,

know

meet Greek, and quite another to be of no

matters we are not to be guided by an arbitrary spirit or act on or under dictatorial
methods.

it.

thing ro ride about in carriages,

with the other politicians,
when it's Greek

master, that his will is a supreme law to
himself as long as he does not interfere
with the will of another.
That there will be leaders and followers is as certain as that there are hills
and valleys, and that eyery one is his
brother’s keeper is a law that will be one
of the latest as it was one of the earliest

and, while

ter.

asd‘a term of | It would seem that the multiplied and what students are apt to make unintelligmay be describe

~ prehend.

welfare of the other class.

need of it, not that he might do less work, sumed with a great unrest; he begins to
but that he and his apprentice might to- realize that he was made in the image of
gether do more. And with every feeling his Maker, and a hungering and thirsting
of profound respect for churches, minis- after something which will make a better
ters, deacons, college tutors,and students, man of him possesses him. And as surely
he submitted these suggestions for their as there was One who came to give rest
kind and indulgent consideration.
We of soul, One who declares that they who done without the machine. During the
respectfully commend them to the atten- hunger and thirst after’ righteousness twenty years from 1850 to 1870, while the
tion of our ewn brethren. Do we not, as a shall be filled, so surely will these delud- population of the country did not double
people,often experience difficulties grow- ed sons of toil, who in violence break the by eight millions, the number of tailors
ing out of the failures, honest and una- commandments, find that rest of soul notwithstanding the machines more than
voidable though they may be, of an un- when they are taught to seek it aright, doubled. Then the census shows more

« the following April, he becomes President
« of the Union for the succeeding year.
» This gives him the opportunity of pre. paring an elaborate opening address of
some opie which he thinks is of special

- his early ecelesiastical- connections, and

access

and now, as an older

English Baptist Union, a Vice-President

. But Mr. H. S.: Brown, . having become a
Baptist from conviction, broke away from

well tried,

students to enter on a dependent position; but grace and patience might, in
many cases, overcome these difficulties.
When Mr, Brown himself entered the ministry with too little practical preparation,
he felt the need of something of the sort,

in April of the

« Church, being Master of Clifton College.

unaffected

younger ministers, the unwillingness of his extremity he often yells and riots for

"MINISTERIAL APPRENTICESHIP,

: tion as a elergyman ‘in the Established

family

yet heard in the land. It was in response
to this ery that our heroes fought and fell.
ed, for when pastorates become vacant, It was a grand step towards the establishthe churdhes would know just where ‘to ing of the principle that man shall not
find a suitable man, without robbing live by bread alone. But howeyer grand
the step,and we would be the last to abate
churches of a settled pastor.
There are difficulties and objections in one jot or tittle from its value, it is only a
the way of adopting this plan, as there step. There is the cry of the miner who
are with everything else, such as the ex- has it dawn upon him that he is a ‘man
tra cost, the unwillingness of small and must have some of the prerogatives
churches to he grouped together, the pos-- of true manhood, must have. more {ime
sible jealousies between the older and and means to feed his mind and soul. In

the

Isle of Man, and the nephew of the celebrated Rev. Hugh Stowell, of Manchester, a dignitaryof the. same church,
His
brot
alsohe
occupi
res a prominent posi-

the

either in its own members or some of its
near connections? Not alone in the vile

whereby the nec- sure.

er minister were absent, the younger
would be on hand, they would have more
pastoral visitation, and the number of
preaching stations might be multiplied.
And the denomization would be benefit-

we
>

*
+
~ «

guide,

church would: be benefited, for if the old-

nium is a long way off when bank-officers
can truthfully make such statements as
those to which we have referred.

importance.

who

thoughts and the wants of his age.

¢ hold the mirror before them." The millen-

is elected, with the standing

in our

man

ive, thinking young man, who knows

first step towards

-"At -the annual meeting

is

ing in intimate connection with an act- ion are in a great measure lost upon us;

influence put upon others, who are perhesitate

But
the

and he would have opportunity for hearing as well as preaching.
‘The older
minister would be benefited, by being
relieved of part of his work, and by com-

+ Gilman, and their miserable companions.
dt is not a pleasure to refer to such matters. But if there can be any restraining
their downfall, we would not

a man

would otherwise

Waterman, and Hathaway, and Chace,
- and Sibley, and Bugbee, and Pond, and

the

or

the older minister, the young

‘painful exhibition made by such men as

haps just taking

and practice.

trades,

made full proof of his ministry.
Such a plan would have- advantages for
all parties.
The young man would be
benefited. Inthe well filled library of

circulated

witness

Where

award
realm
There are churches which could afford to voice.
invite a student from college, to learn and most
labor with and under the pastor for one of every man has its solemn fofeboding,
ortwo years. In other cases two or three
a fearful waiting for of judgment upon
churches might be grouped together, and
the wicked.
:
have one minister of experience with one
The gospel is the only effective remeor two young men as his assistants and
dy. It alone can raise up degraded hupupils. And thus learning by degrees man
‘the various” departments of his calling,
vile, grant pardon, and impart a new
the student would become the sort of
life. The yoke of sin is heavy, galling,
man whom a ‘church might with ‘some
ruinous; the yoke of Christ is easy, his
confidence invite to be its pastor, not a

it are extremely cargful to pay it on
“$ime.”
That referred principally to
forged indorsements.
What a’comment it
makes on business integrity.
But there
«is. perhaps nothingso very surprising in
‘the sta‘ement,after all. For that there are
corrupt men in business goes without
-saying. It is this class that are guilty of
--the misdemeanors already pointed out.
" They ‘are more or less generally known,
-and are so well watched and guarded
~against, and also watch ki guard their
-~OwWn opportunities so well, that if men
care cheated by them, they are usually
~quite .ready to divide the blame with
‘themselves. But that is not all.
Ifit
were, we should not have to

tims?

essary experience might be gained ata
less cost to both ministers-and churches.

the safest that we

have, because those who

trial

in _ mechanical

ments might be made

con-

-shall be convincing.

attain their positions through

and the chief director of its affairs.
In
many cases, the minister's first pastorate
serves the place .of an apprenticeship;
and he learns something in connection
with it; but the church suffers from his
bungling way of working, and he suffers
also from his want of proper training.
Rev. Mr. Brown thinks that arrange-

¢it will eventually disclose the false heart

may

and

church, its teacher, example, and

heart a miserable, unredeemed sinner.
The cloak may be worn for a while, but

but they should at least show a fidelity,
-especially in little things, and when they

from

has a glib tongue, and has been heard
three or four times in the pulpit, just
takes one stride and is the pastor of the

-ingin religious service, and still be at

-verts turning out mere hypocrites by and
‘oy. They maybe imperfect in doctrine

go

managers;

churches, the student,

even

*ish the probabilities of the professed

ministers

foremen, who

leng

pass from that condition to one of formal
_ «Christianity, doing religious acts, engag-

“beneath it.

our

college, and some of them from no college, at once into a pastorate. Men would
stare in wonder if a railway company or
a bank should write to a school or a .college for one of its students, and forthwith make him manager.
No man would
be trusted to drive the slowest freight
train without more practice in his business than is demanded of many a minister
in order to his taking the oversight of a
church.
In commerce, there are sub-

Has n't the past year convinced the
~church that it has seen enough of unsound
conversions’?’A man may be changed from
worse to better; from a notorious sinner
honest

Or when some man of distinguished influence falls from his high position a miserable wreck. Were such notable instances
all, it would be of comparatively slight
consequence. ~ But the virus extends
through every grade and department - of
life. Who can tell the number: of vie.

Barna- but in the delightful villa,

ers, and through their companionship
with Paul, those young men apprehended their work and duty as faithful ministers of Christ.

finally hope for but little from that twenty
yoars old act.
Consecration is not an
act to be once aitended to and then left
forever to take care of itself. It includes
=all time as well as all possessions,—
“everything placed on the Altar forever,
and keptthere. Do not risk your eternal possessions by relying upon an old
title deed that may long since have become invalid.

«to
a civil,

Mark.

country to escape the storm of vengeance.

bas, and Paul chose Silas, and after- mansion, the palatial, hotel are to be found
wards we find Timothy with him, and the work of the demonin all its fiendish
Luke, and Titus, and Tychicus, and oth- devices, blasting
character and reputa-

to him,

refer

surname was

reer in prison. Or when officers of great
monied institutions suddenly are found
defaulters of vast sums, and flee their

Very

Monday and Tuesday were occupied by

the examination of classes.

We

visited

the recitation rooms as occasion

offered,

and found invariably a familiarity with
the subject in hand and a knowledge of
the studies that had been pursued duri
the year, such as would do credit to many

of our more highly favored northern
schools.
The classes in mathematics,
English grammar, history,science of gov-

ernment, Latin, philosophy
and Biblical history were unqualifiedly excellent, with no

reference at all to race or previous condition.

But when the previous

condition of

most of the students was taken

into the

account it made their deportment seem no

less than wonderful.

The project ‘of ed-

ucating these people has passed altogeth-

er out of the region of experiment.
already am

assured

Itis

success, subject of

course to some inevitable limitations, bu

such as must fill with gratitude and e
couragement all who are really interested in the work. One needs but to get an
insight of the working of things here to
become ¢onvinced of the faithfulness with

which the affairs of Storer Normal School
are managed, and to be impelled to put

it beyond the possibility of failure for
want 6f means,

:

Wednesday evening

bor
was

oecupied

by

dn address before the’ Lincoln Debating

Congress is not a bookish set of mén.if the
use of the Congressional library is any test in
the case, The. librarian reports that only
about ten per cent. of the members make any
use of it. Perhaps it may come to pass that

Society by Pres. James Calder, of Penngylvania State: College. = He dealt with
the quality of earnestness in life, and

worst of Congressmen

in winning success.

“ them literary fellers” would not make the
after all.

showed by foreible illustrations its value

Pr

It was a profitable

.

in the

be borne, the difficulties to be met with,in

performers gener-

The

grad-

The

well.

themselves

wating class consists of eleven members,
Some of the best school teachers

Shenandoah

of the school officers of the State admit as

much. It is apparent to any who will,
visit their schools and see the faithfulness and energy put into the work, They
are also active out of the school-room, as
"flourishing Sunday-schoels in many a

hamlet up the valley will testify.

We

trust that equally faithful and zealous
workers are among those who have gradnated to-day.
The attendance has been great.
Itis
the gala day for the colored people in
this’ whole section.
As early as six

o'clock in the morning double and single
teams began to arrive, each bringing its
load of such as are interested in, the
school, either because of its relation to
their race or because they have children
or other friends here. Here is a- covered
coach drawn by a spirited span, that has
come all the way from Winchester, thirty
miles up the valley, following the. route
of Sheridan on his famous ride.
Others
have come from equal or less distances,
in carriages,

on foot, in

the

saddle,

Rev. J. L.. Sinclair,

of New

ing despairingly under far on

lncritios

ments, they live not in vain,

acrifice

W.

of Lowell, Mass., was sung,

an address

by Mrs. J. A. Lowell, of Danville,N.

was read by Miss

Coralie

of

There was a band in attendance, and

' an audience

that

nearly

Hill, and an enthusiism

covered Camp
that

was

“year,

mag-

stone

and

the

dedicatory

prayer, in the hall near by.

The new

the

ad-

Lwith-their

debt:

in the

Hard as are the times, where is the farm-

er so poor that he can not contribute

the

annually?

Rev.

Morey,

Sankey.
The whole

T.-H. Smithers, who

chvrches

money.

and

Let individuals,

Sunday-schools continue

their contributions, so that the work may

be carried along.
Only two thousand
dollars more are needed to put the hall in
readiness for occupancy this next winter,

It can be raised.

Shall it be?

tainly bless you for so doing. Ask all
your neighbors to contribute with you and
make up a sum in every church and Sabbath-school which can be forwarded by
Postal order or Registered letter safely to

Bro. Fernald.

The exercises closed with an exhibition
this evening, which wus full of entertain-

ment and profit.

or a Half, or a Quarter, and God will cer-

Do not leave this for the pastor or for
some one else to attend to, nor put it off

worked much good for our church.
May 19,
the last Sunday he was with us, he baptized
four persons, extended to them the hand of
fellowship, and administered the ordinance of
the Lord’s Supper.
Seldom has a stranger
come to our village with avhom we found it
so hard to part. We are glad he came, we
wish he could have stayed, but we submit to
the necessity of circumstances, praying for his
welfare and prosperity.
C. WwW.

It has been a memora-

touching exThis school

‘must be sustained, and -enabled to

work.

Itis hoped that

the

do

its

girls’ hall

may be, pushed at oneé to completion.
Every consideration
of = Christianity
and patriotism demands it.
Friends,
let ns stand by these people who are so
nobly standing by themselves.—G.

will not always be as hard asnow. There

are brighter days ahead. Make a special
effort and bridge over the present necessity of the Mission, and its ‘abundant suc-

cess is secured for all coming time. |
J. L. HAMMETT.

Boston, May 31, 1878.

|
[

Oity COburches.
Much has been said at one time and
another with respect to the mistake made
by the fathers of the denomination ia not
establishing churchesin cities and other
centers of business and influence. Probably at this distance of time it would be

impossible justly to estimate the difficulties in the way of such an undertaking, or
other reasons for not entering

upon

it,

Do we want it? “Of course we do! It is just
what our church clerk has been waiting for
ever since the subject of its publication was
agitated. Is not such a. record book needed
by a majority, if not by all of our churches?
The book will be cheap compared with its
value to the churches.
No Free Baptist

church

that pretends

afford to do without it.

to ‘ keep

something

of this" kind:

been

done, we should have been stronger today, and of course more efficient for the
work we havein hand.
Possibly at the present time, some may

think we are attempting too much

in" the

direction, or, at least, are making an

out-

layof money and brains that might pro_ duce larger results elsewhere. ' Taking.
into consideration these churches as a

whole in holding to the’ denomination so

large

a

membership,

their

influence

upon the character of the denomination,
the liberal contributions of most of them to
* our benevolent enterprises, and the com-

paratively little help rendered them by the
Home

Mission Society,

the

above

men-

tioned estimate'of comparative results’ ‘of
expense can hardly be thought

to be at

can

"Will not the churches

gend in their orders for it at once, that the
Printing Establishment may be encouraged to
proceed with its publication without delay?

See description in Star of May 22.

still it is not easy to resist the impression,

that had

heuse”

oo
B-0-0
ro

The New Hampshire Yearly Meeting:
convene

on the 11th inst:, and it is hoped that it will
be one of the most interesting and profitable
ever held. By reference to the programme,
it will be seen that, except the opening serThis may seem to be crowding business rather
closely, but it is thought that by promptness
and diligence everything can be well done in
that time. Delegates and friends can reach
here from all parts of the State on" Tuesday,
arriving in ample season for the evening services. None of them will have'to go very far
for entertainment, and all the time necessary
can be used for the sessions. No services have
been appointed for Thursday evening, but we

earnestly hope that brethren and friends will
come prepared to stay until Friday morhing.

But however all

purpose to consider by way of example

noon, for all parts of the State south of Concord, ‘We hope to see a full attendance.
G.C. VW.

this may be,it seems just now more to the

and inspiration the marvelous vitality and

+

to

the

church,

and

it is in

THE ansual meeting ofthe Corporators of the New
Hampton
Literary and Biblical Institution will be
held at Chapel Hall on Wednesday, June 19, at 1, P. M.
for the choice of officers and to transact any business
proper to come before said corporation.

note

the return

New Hampton, N. H., June 1,1878,

to

hag apcepted a call to the Farnumsville, Mass.’
chtwreh, and entered upon his labors there...
Rev. L. Given has accepted a’ call from the
first F. B. church of Fairfield, in connectiod
.

place.

GEAUGA

& PORTAGE

Q. M.—-Held

its last

:

«

For the information of persomal friends and acquaintances,
I have the pleasure to announce that, as
advertised in ** The Indian Daily News” of April 18thand other lead ing Indian journale, I will change my

d thenceforth

known to the public as Richard M.
Lawrence.
All parties addressing me will please note

habe.

and seemed much encouraged to go on and
battle for the Lord.
Rev. 8S. D. Bates, of

will preach the opening sermon? Friday evening.

midst, and it
present. The
much progress,

idnapove, India,

April 23,

i

be

:
this

« M. HOGBIN,

OAKLAND Q.M, will hold its next session with the
South Salem church June 14—16. Rev.John Shannon
E. QO. DICKINSON,

25. 0
1.00

and

and elsewhere —and
most valuable, safe,

known

treatment

for

of

same. degree

the
energy

as experienced

ous forms, consequent upon a lingering, nervnervous,

feel

you

functional disease?

ous, chronic or

fretful, timid,

debilitated,

lack the power of will and action ?

Are

and

you

11s of faint-

to loss of memory, haves
subject

ing, fullness of blood inthe head, feel listless
unfit for business or
pleasure, a
mopin
Are your kida. to fits of melancholy?
red conyin a
neys, stomach, or bk
dition? Do you suffer from rheumatism,
neuralgia or aches and pains?
Have you

8.50
6.00
1.00
1.00
10.00
00

been indiscreet in early years and

7.00
5.00
5.00
1.00
87.40

find your-

self harassed with a multitude of gloomy
Are you timid, -neryous, and
symptoms?
y dwellyour mind conti:
forgetful, and
ing on the subject? Have you lost confidence
in yourself and energy for business pursuits ?
Are you subjeet to any of the following sympnightbroken sleep,
toms: Restless nights,
bashpalpitation of the
mare, dreams,
fulness, confusion of ideas, aversion tosociety,
dizziness in the head, dimness of sight, pim-

25.00
1.00
2,00
2.50
10.00
50
60

ples and blotches on the face and back, an
other despondent symptoms?

Thousands of

Treas.

107.10

Treas.

Rev

H, M. Ed, Soc.
nL
y
. 5.00
1.00
2.00
J
5.00
500
9.75
8.62
1.00
3.10
2.60
2.35
85
6.17
17.87
3.20

2.50
5.27
1.60

1.09

14.00
1.08

for G's B Hall

Mrs E C Warren
88
leper

Co

Ch Olneyville R I
Tiverton R
Mich $1forG'sB Hall

Mrs.

do

do

MrWE do
do
Hillsdale Ladies’ Miss Soc

DurDurham

.

4.75

May 1.

3 i

4.00

2.00

5.00
8.80

4.40

2.00

3,00

13621
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WANTED

-

HEALTH, STRENGTH, AND ENERGY,

PULVERMACHER GALVANIC CO,,

|

Broadway, New

212

York.
“

appliances claiming

pes Avoid

Our Pamphlet explains

qualities.

tric

- PICTORIAL

OF

elec-

how to

from the spurious.

distinguish the genuine

HISTORY

THE

WORLD.

EMBRACING

FULL AND AUTHENTIC ACCOUNTS

EVERY

NATION

Of Ancient and Modern Times,
And including a History of the rise and fall of the
Greek and Roman Empires, the growth of
the nations of Modern Europe, the
Middle Ages, the Crusades, the
Feudal

System,

the Refor-

mation, the discovery
and settlement of
the New World,

1.00

ete.,

etc,

15.00

340y
4

125.46

E. N. FERNALD,

UNIVERSAL

ine Inost

after drugging in vain for months and years.
PAWFHLEL, ng
Send now Tor Ds
a.larg
QUARTERLY,
ELECTRIC
THE
particulars
‘fall
trated Journal, containing
° and INFORMATION WORTH THOUSANDS. Copies mailed free. Address,

1.00

J
110

By

JAMES

D:.

McCABE.

2.00

115.59

F, Sec.
4

Canvassers everywhere.
Outfits free.
Address MUNSEY & PLUMMER,
Lisbon Falls, Me.

B@"AGENTS

we offer

fall, atid
ony

flicted themselves, who have been restored to

1.00
.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

WANTE

aM othe Imesng
convinein

1,60

9,00

256.3
Me.

26.00
‘3.87

1.00

S40

N H QM)

cure these various diseased conditions, after

OF

22,00
2.00

1.00

5.00
20

1.10
5.25

1.00
1.00

Ch No Palmer NY
;
Lewiston,

1.00
5.00"

1.00

20.00

Gengsee Mich $ M

Nowew

10.00

,00
.

r C C Ambler Pentwater

PULVERMACHER'S
ELECTRIC BELTS AND BANDS

12.60

AL Houghton Lawrence

Mass Girls’ B Hall Harer’s Ferry,
Ch
Stanstead
6.00
Ch Danville N
12.00
Ch Lancaster N H 80
Ezra Eastman Limerick Me
5.00
Mrs LJ Hamblen Shell Rock
Minn for Western Freed
men’s Mission
Oh Lowell Mt Vernon Mass 10.25
do for * room” Girls’ B
Hall H Henry,
Ch E Randolph
Vt
3.67
John Fullonton Lewiston Me
Ch Greenwich St Prov
RI
Friends Hallowell Me
500
Ch E Rochester N H
4.00
9.25
Ch Burke N Y.
‘Wm P Smith Lowell Mass
Ch Marion O

Mrs RS yearsly Uthana Im $1

t

or Nn

ductive of health hele
is at hand a means of res

10.00

Societies.

F.M,
Ch Rolling Prairie Wis
2.49
A A Harrington Olneyville RI .
Miss E M
Haines Biddeford Me
A P.Lamb Auburn Me
AE Frost Lewiston Main St Me
CW Hill Auburn Me
Ch Lowell Paige St Mass
8.63
Mrs Talbot
Abington Mass
Ortonville Benevo Soc Mich ~~ 3.10
Ch Rich Mich
Ch Dayton .
Mrs J Lewis Hadley Mich
2.00
*M Davenport
*
2.00
Ch Summerville Mass
22.68
h Gt Falls N H
19.99
h Commerce Mich
3.20
A friend Lexington Mich
1.00
Ch Lyndon Cen Vt
14.00
Ch Nelson O
1.09
Female Miss Soc Grand Rapids
4
M
2
a

« BOYD, for Com.

surname or the Ist of May next.

the

years? Do any of the following
r class of symptoms meet your,
Te you
for
| diseased con
n
ill-health in any of its many and multifari-

Receipts.

Ch Whitetield N H

Fort Fairfield,
ror Old Town

session with the Chester church, May 10, 1878.
Only three churches were represented, yet the

Spirit of the Master was in our
was a time of refreshing to all
churches representéd reported

May

PENOBSCOT Y.M. will convene
dug, 14. Excursion rates from

Announcement.

recover

to

wish

health, strength,

in former
.

13.00

Mark Hdtehims New Porte
land
Me
EH Tutts
Nil

tion will be fully satisfied.

There

s a neat, comfortable church edifice, but a
small membership. The meeting was very
harmonious and quite interesting
and left u
good impression on the minds of the people.
'
:
J. B. MANNING, Sec.

all

READER, ARE YOU AFFLICTED?
and

20.00
2.50
2.50
5.00
45.00
1,00
H0

THE annive!
exercises of the Lyndon Litera:
Institution at ion Center, Vt., will be held in the
chapel ofthe institution on ¥riday, June 7, closin
with a rhetoricalclass exhibition in the evening. A
are cordially invited,
.

to go food for Aug.13, 14 and
15: good to return nntil
Aug.24. This excursion takes us through Maine i nto
New Brunswick, and up the beautiful, Loh
Giver,
via Woodstock
into North Aroostook, and as the
fare
is only one centa mile, we doubt not the desire of
our church at the place of meeting for a lavge delega~

CARBONDALE Q. M.—Held its session with
the church in Grand Tower, Ill. Our church
here is at present quite small , owing to the deof the

Institute.

at

7.00

W Cook N Fairfield O.
0 Cole Cedar Falls Iowa
Two sisters Waterviile Me
Rev B S Hunuing Berea Ky
Rev R D Frost
Lewiston Me int
W Jones Hiawatha Kan
Miss Bow les Kent City Mich

for Girl’s B
Hall
H Goff and wife Broadway O

and return will not be over $5, with something off at
stations farther on. The regular fare is $15. Tickets

Quarterly leetings.
pression of the business

Mampheld at
1878, at
, Sec.

The annual meeting ofthe Corporators and Trustees
of the Lyndon Literary Institution will be beld
at
the Free Baptist churchat L
Center, Thursday,
June 6, at 10, A, M., for the election of officers, and to
transact any other proper business of the corporation.
A full attendance is requested.
1. W. SANBORN, Sec.
Lyndonville,
Vt., May 15,
tal

America of Rev. A. C. Hogbin, who has heen’
some time in Europe....Rev. A. J. Eastman

with his labors at West Waterville.

, D. THYNG, Sec.

a large

Lyndon

tters-Patent

simple, and efficient
the cure of disease.

peculiar

N H

Benevolent

lye

THE annual mating of the Trustees of New
ton Literary and Biblical Institution will be
the office in Chapel Hall, on Tuesday, June 18,
4, P.M.
at 4
E. &. LEWIS

b;

pn,
Philadelphia,
have been found
the

J G Ricker Groveland Mass
CJ Martindaie Sparta Mich for support of
Pako
e

y

y

iE

protected

rincipal countries of the world. They were .
Recreed the only Award of Merit for
Electric
Appliances at the
World's Exhibitions

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.08
1.00
9.50

Missions,

N.BROOKS,

T. INMAN,Station D., Bille House,

1

These noted Curative appliances have now
stood the test for
upward of thirty gous and

1050

Manehester, N. H,

NEW HAMPSHIRE Y. M. will be held w ith the Washington St. church, in Dever, commencing Tuesday,
Junell,at7 1-2, P. M., and continue Wednesday and
Thursday.
2t
E.H. PRESCOTT, Clerk.

Ministerigl Personals.
to

Y.

The most learned physicians and scientific
men of Europe and this country indorse them.

25.00

H.
Foreign

The Afinsjona
Helper. Published by the Free Baptist Womaw’s
Missionary
Beclety. Terms, 35 cents a
ear [bi-monthly].
Address Mrs. M. M. Brewster,
Tovilence, R.I1.

P.S. A historical sketch of this church is
delayed one week.—ED.
pleased

Main St ch Lew iston Me

Meredith
VIIN H
Rev J Erskine Miredith Vill

Hotices andy Appointments.

measure owing to his efforts that we have the
present house of worship.
J. W. COFFIN.

are

Dover, N.

.

mon,all the exercises are included in two days.

If any find it necessary to .do so, they can
leave at about five o'clock, Thursday after-

all just, or reasonable.

Rew JOSEPH

at this

to the congregation, a
up which resulted in

will be welcome and well cared for if they
will come again. Our pastor, Rev. B. M.
Edwards, is doing fuithful work; since he was
settled here, in 1875, fifty-three have been:

We

will

At

turned away on account of the crowd, all such

added

great

The Great South American Remedy for all special diseases, discovered in the great valley of the
Amazon, as a restorer of the nervous and vital
forces; its success is marvelous.
The recipe will
be furnished free of charge.
For circular giving
full information, send self-addressed envelope to

liberal-minded and are ever ready and willing
to help forward the work of the Gospel. We
wish to sincerely;thank,through the columns of
the Star, all who have befriended us in this
work. At the time of dedication many were

PASTOR.

The next session of this body

CL

the spot;
showing that the citizens, of all
denominations, of the town of Brunswick are

The Church Record.

shows

For self-application to any part of the body,
meet every requirement.

2
5
1

318365 |

=~

the time of the dedication, there was a debt of
three hundred and sixty-nine dollars remain-

Rev. Mr. Howard

England

b

= 33.

are

L. A. DEMERITTE,

QUERUS. COD LIVER
OIL JELLY, ap‘proved by the Academy of Medicine of New York.
For lung diseases the most mild, bland and nutri.
tious form in which Cod Liver Oil can be used,
with more benefit secured to the pationt than with
double the quantity of any liquid oil.
The most
delicate stomach will not reject it. Sold by druggists and E. H. TRUEX, 3 Platt St., New York.

Mr.

ing on the church.

of

pe

ELECTRIC BELTS

HALL.

for furnish ing a room per Mrs B F Hayes
L 8 K Biddeford Me
AM
Mis A A Fairbanks Dover N H
J W Messer Gt Bend Kas
Mrs Gerrey Dexter Me
A friend Dover Me
-

Business FHotices.

“Lockhart, of Lisbon Falls, was present, also

time made an appeal
collection was taken

Church

Eo

DEBILITATED!

Society.

Mary Winn Greenbush Wis for L M

raising three hundred and forty-four dollars on

ol

es
A

¥. M.

The

discourse, full of practical truths. Prayer by
Rev. Mr. Howard of Lewiston; Singing by the
choir; Benediction by Rev. Mr. Jones of the

collection.

Little Seed Sowers’

strength in Australia. In 1871, out of a total
pe ulation of 1,920,000, the Anglican Church
‘had
in those colonies, 769,147; the Roman
Catholic 443,926, and the Presbyterian, 264.066.
The population in 1876 was 2,322,503, of which
919,000, belonged-to the English Church.

Reading of dedication hymn by Rev. Mr.
Small of the Baptist
church, ! Brunswick;
Singing by the choir.
A very concise and
comprehensive history of the F. B. society
was then given by the pastor, Rev. Mr. Edwards.
The dedicatory sermon was preached
by Rev. J. Mariner of Auburn; it was an able

spond with ten dollars in the

an eager

President Porter of Yale College said ina
sermon last Sunday, that for one Te was prepared to give up any and all of the tenets of
Congregationalism, if a real union
of the
religious denominations could be thus accomplished.

Mr. Manson of Bath;
Yeoman of Richmond;

till « next week.” Do it yourself
at once,
Mr. Byington of the Congregational
ble-week for us. We have wept in spite of and the thing is accomplished. Times Rev.
church, Brunswick, and was the first to reourselves at some: of ithe
periences of the occasion.

finds

The Greek Church embraces 80,000,000 worshipers in Russia, Greece, Austria and Turkey,
most of whom are furious fanatics, hating all
other forms of Christianity and all other.
religious than their own.
:

Hill of

Rev.

and

Mission

John Stanton Copenhagen NY
A Humphrey Harrisburg
NY
Wilson
4
A Bush
bot
John G Moshier Lowville N Y
L 8S Westcott and family W Scituate RI
D Hayes 4.00 Mrs B F Jefferson 1.00 a
friend 2.00 all of Sv Strafford Vt
Mrs Dudley 5 Mrs C Knowles 50 Mrs O T
Hill1.00 Mrs H P Lamprey 1.00 Mrs C
Smith 50 Mrs 8 Tasker 1.00 Mrs
G Knowles 1.00 Mrs J Hiil
50 Mrs Sherburne 50 Miss E Batchelder 1.00
Miss 8 Knowles .75 Class No 6 ,50 a friend
=e Northwooda HOE
Ridge
NoH adem.
A friend Lewiston Me 5.00 and col 9.00 per 8 A
Perkins
Mrs Sally. Gilbert WirtCenN Y_‘Aux Roger Williamsch Prov RI per MrsJ €
Burlingame
Mrs Cyrus Jordan Pittsfield Me
Aux Laconia N H towards constituting Mrs
+ L Malvern L M per Mrs T S Foster
Aux New Portland Me per Mrs L. B Savage:
Mrs W F Ham PortsmouthN H*
F A Ham
od
| Miss L Crawford Jellasore India
N Brooks Manchester N H
Miss E Patterson 2.00 Miss Hattie Phillips 5.00
both of Chicago Ill
Ch Milton Mills N H per Rev H Quinby
S88 No Scitnate RI per
CD Dudley
L A Emmons Georgetown Me
Aux Olneyville R I per Mary Sawyer

is rapidly

BR

FOR THE WEAK,

Ayers Canterbury N H.

Mrs
Mrs
M A
Mrs
Mrs
Mrs
Mrs

shepherd to a flock of 8,463 sheep.

On the evening of Thurs-

Brunswick.

of Brazil

24

PULVERMACHER’S

GIRLS’ BOARDING

the

J.

The afflicted can now be restored to perfect

Mrs Sally GHbert Wirt Cen
NY
sarah W Cratty Prospect O towards L M
Mrs Wm Burr Gardiner Me
Aux Olneyville R I per Mary Sawyer
** Little Seed Sowers” Main St ch Lew iston Me
toward salary of Miss Ida Phillips Aux Augusta Me for zenana teacher per Lizzie
E Frani
-

churches and ninety-five ministers—that is one

Dedication.

Methodist = Church,

joined

mo-

health and bodily energy, at home, without
the use of medicineof any kind.

support of child in India perS A Perkins™

Berlin has a population of 304,000 Protestants, for whom
there are
but thirty-four

school and prayer meeting; and his endeavors

by: Rev.
Rev. Mr.

in the

United

the

i= HELP!

Eaton Bluéhill Falls Me.

F. B. Woman's

on

ADAMS ACADEMY.
QUINCY, MASS.
Fits boys for our best colleges. The next
school year begins Sept. 11th, 1878. For catalogues
and information, address Willian Everett, or
J. PP. Worden, Quincy, Mass,
8t22

MAIL.

Miss Hattie Phillips one share towards salary
of Miss Ida Phillips
Aux Maine St ch $10 of whieh by Mrs Chaee for

audience.
The additions to the Presbyterian
missions for the past year was one hundred
and twenty.
.
:

Scriptures
Prayer] by

ing

Empire

respectfully received

Reading of hymn by Rev. Mr.
of Springvale;
Reading of the

Do not stop send-

CH

:

- 223

battle on high
War

omens Washington, N.

EXPRESS

Clerk.

Another
prices,

Supt Seal ch SS Waverly 0.
AH Hathaway Garland Me.

Moses

opening to the preaching of the Gospel.
In
nearly every city and village the missionary is

Topsham;
Hanscom

dmperatively need it.

A W

H. G.

and
:

churches at Hartford
as the fruit of the meetings held in that city by Messrs. Moody and

Do not be

possibly spare $10, send it. If you can
not send Ten send Five, or Two, or One,

Shorey

the rest Norwegian and Swedish.
Eight hundred = persons have

Invocation

If you can’

Luther

Hayes,

Chicago
has 29 Lutheran churches; one
English, one Danish, seventeen German, and

the choir;

N. Fernald, Lewiston, Maine?

Stephen

Varney,

2

ORGANS

Revd A Sutton Blanchester O,
Rev
BM Edwards Brunswick Me.
Rev A R Crafis Auburn O.
J Shapnon Clvde Mich.

Mr. Spurgeon’s church has now 5,045 members, being the largest society under the care
of one man in the world.

E.

afraid of sending too much?

F.

Elihu

5"

Aperient.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

Forwarded.
BY

States.

tions to our Financial Secretary, Rev.

diberally. . But the hall should be finish«ed at once. The girls at the school most

J.

There are 35,000 Quakers in the

at any

Mr.

Books

Kim-

Seltzer

em
11 DOLE TENEW El, BIS mmm——
CO
Beatty’s latest Newspaper full reply (sent free) before buying PIANO or ORGAN,
Read my
latest
WAR owest prices ever given, Address, DANIEL F. vary, PIA

H Beckley—A

—SW
Holmes—J P Henderson:—M A Hoose—W B
Hopkins—Mrs 8S A Hili—=E W Harrington—P W Jenkins—E L Kimball—-E M Kennedy--A B Loomis—A H
Lamprey—J F Lord—AT Libhy—J_ N Liscomb—W Liscom=R
Murphy—B F Moore- G W Mathews—J 8
Manning—E K Milliken—D Marshall—=G GG Morse—J
M Nelson—L H Phillips-G WW Poh:
M Pease—
J M Patrick—J Pierce—0 M Patrick—P M Peckham —
CR Reeves—M W Spencer—Mrs E. J Stevenson—pP
Scott—G W Rogers—W T Smith—H Standefield-E H
Small—P Silvernail—O Smith—M L Sheldon—Mrs L L
Robicson—C L Russell—=Mrs R B Russell—A Ring—T
H Roberts—A Smith- J A Stevenson—W C Smith—MSanborn—A H Stéwart—Mrs M Smith—T A Stevens—
A Stinson—C Smith—L P Trotter—W Tewksbury
—H
Thomy
HP Thomy
'W H Towne—T A Stevens—S W Schoonover—J Tucker—A M Totman—D H
Toothaker—J Q Vanhise=Mrs BR W VanDeusen—Mrs
O True-H H Wallace—W
Watkins—B Whenton—dJ
Wilson—RJ Watson—=E L Walbridge—Mrs
AN Waldo-M Worthen—F L Wiley—Waeverly O—L WhitTedge—Mrs BM Worth—LJ Wescott—L A Williams.

Religions Miscellany.

The
church
obliged to part

Rev.

Place,

E. W. RICKER,

F. L. WILEY.

by

C.

M A Boynton—D Boyd—Mrs

=E A Greely—W E Griswold—-IL Hayes—G O Hudson

He is

8S.

Next session with Gonic church.

has returned to his home in England.
Bro. Si
came to us a stranger, last fall, but during his
short stay won many friends. He
was an
earnest, faithful worker, in the pulpit, Sunday-

BRUNSWICK, ME.

D.

Chamberlain,
Pierce.

peal and to the self-denial of the colored
people themselves, who have contributed

Saviour:

renewed.

Invigoratin

Letters Received.

Bureh—T Brackett—S A Bennett—G
W Colby— E
Crowell=L A Crandall=H Clark—J M Davis —W F
Crangle-F O Cleaves—H Cnummings—W A Carlisle—
L Dunton=A'S Brainard—M NDavison—H Chnrchill—
J B Davis—L CDalrymple—D L Edgerly ~A J Eastman
E N Chace—D H Fletcher—D O French—C A Gleason

A full attendance

E. Tuttle,

Hayes, Ezekiel Ricker;

day, May 16, the dedication of our church took
place. The exercises consisted of a voluntary by

said-the-

J: C. Osgood,

Laymer,

Will every brother and sister, East’ and
West, act at once, and send their contribu-

me;

er- Miss

ball, D. H. Adams, E. Blake, J. Baker.

‘Where the mechanic who can not from
his scanty earnings reserve four and a
half cents a month for Missions? Where
the man, woman or Sabbath-schocl scholar
who can not lay aside one cent a week
towards feeding those faithful laborers on
a foreign shore? ¢‘ Inasmuch as thou
hast done it unto one of these, thou hast
it unto

practical.

ies,

‘W F Babeock—R C Breneisa—-B Nelson—S8 H Barrett
DG Bacon—D CBristol—PT Aldrich—H § Ball—=M Atwood—A Bursh—Mrs A Bratt—D Browne—0O C Bak-

Lay-

and

Overcomes inaction of the liver: and Dowels, congriers dyspepsia, depurates the blood, su id
everishness and sick headaches, is an appetizing
toni, and is celebrated for its alterative proper-

RevEN Fernald (to whom all contributions form
the churches for the Benevolent Socleties should be
sent), Lwiston, Me. \
) t18
Rev E Tuttle Strafford Corner N H,
Rev AC Hogbin Ithaca N Y.

Money

Cooling

Tarrant’s

June M-1fvas

O.W.,YouNa, Clerk,

they rendered. Delegates to Y. M. as follows:
Ministers, D. Waterman, E. W. Ricker, J. 8.
Neal, H. Pp. Lamprey. 3. A. Sherwood, A. L.

building was
christened Myrtle Hall
partly
in recognition
of the work
that the Sunday-schools
have done
in its behalf.
Various documents were
sealed up in the Corner Stone.
We
wish we had time and space to give incidents of this occasion and of the week.
We are glad to report that the desired
thousand dollars are secured, thanks to
‘the generous responses to the ladies’ ap-

done

preaching

Sparklin

that most benign and popular preparation,

with

Post-Office Addresses.

Y. M. at its next session to

J, Car enter, H. Fulton.

session

the school-house on Blue Hill Neck.

at Lewiston Theological School, and has heen
blessed with a very precious revival at Green
where he has supplied.
Conference
passed
resolutions
of
thanks
to the Barrington
church, people and pastor, for its hospitable
TeceDiion and entertainment, and to the choir
-for t e most excellent service of song which

previous session for years.’ Thirty-two have
recently been added to the church; twentythree by baptism and nine by letter. Six others
are received as candidates for baptism, and

EAST WASHINGTON, N. H.
here very mych
regret: being

ELLSWORTII Q. M. will hold the June
the Blue Hill and
Long Island church,

alcoholic

body of Christians, it is our
to be consistent with our prowe will talk, work and vote as
adopted a resolution request.

C. L. Pinkham’s license was

H. 8. B.

more say they are coming.

traffic in

upon all the services.
Reports were received
from nearly all the churches in the Q.M.;
about one-half report additions by
baptisms
the past year.
Milton, Bow Lake, and 2d
Strafford churches are without pastors.
Bro.

THE membership of the Whitefield, N. H.,
church is well united, thoroughly organized,
and efficiently working.
Attendance upon all
the services is increasing.
There were more

22d,

of

surplus

price of a pair of chickens

Martin,

and numbers, there are one hundred in our
school and everything looks prosperous. Pray

than

the

NEw DupaaM Q. M.—Held its May session
with the Barrington church.
The business
was transacted with harmony and dispatch.
Social meetings were specially interesting, and

an addition of

meeting

of

men, J. Haning, G. W. Hill,-J. P. Bosworth,

Tur Hopkinton,N. Y. church is gaining some
what in spirituality and influence.
For eight
months preceding the first of April, there had
been no pastor and no meetings. But since
the settlement of the present pastor, Rev. H.

covenant

morally,

we as a Q. M., favor the

L. Turner, A. Lash,M. D. J. Hickerson, G.
¥. Chase, W. R. Denney, G. Hartsook, D.
Stewart.
Next
session
with the Pleasant Valley
church, August 23.
:
nO
W. H. MCNEAL, Clerk.

followers of Christ, who give promise of
usefulness in his church. It is encouraging to
us to see the ranks of - Zion filling up, and to
know that God hears prayer, and rewards
true Christian service by giving souls.
;
M. A. QUIMBY, ’

Dear brethren, it

a year’s

W.

In the pr. M.,
fellowship to

for us.

THERE will be a meeting of the managers of the
‘Woman's Mission Society, at the office of the Morn
ing Star, Tuesday, June 11, at 8, p. M.
J. A. LOWELL, Cor, Sec. el

take such steps as shall be necessary to maintain a missionary in India, and instructed our
delegates to work for that measure.
Appointed the following delegates to the Y. M.: Ministers, I.Z. Habing:
. V. Tewksbury, H. J.
Carr, S. Weed, J.
Sheritt, C. A. Denney, J.

BELMONT VILLAGE, N. H. Our church here
feels to thank God and take courage,
It was
my privilege, May 26, to baptize 13 precious

for the Tast three years, to Foreign]
with more than
Treasury

all of these exercises, excepting the placof the

mitted by letter, in all making
twenty-seven to the charch.

question

Missions, we should now be out

netic in the extreme. And this enthusiasm was not dampened even by the heavy
shower which made it necessary to hold
ing

the

several.
hand of

those baptized in the morning, and others

is for us to answer that question effectually by sending liberal contributions at once.
‘Do you realize that if each member of the
denomination had contributed 52 cents a

was giv-

baptized
gave the

as a
duty
that
Also

and

‘

\

That

ing the Ohio River

The Congregationalists, uniting with

our church,
Bro. Smith

at the last

asks

«What will be done?”

en by G. F. Mosher, Esq., of Dover, N.
H.

church.

money

in his Appeal in the Star of May

H.,

Franklin,

Bolivar, W. Va., and an oration

1st.
Our Treasurer well

persons

May 26 was an enjoyable day for the church
in Gray, Me.
Twenty-one
persons were
baptized by Rev. W. T. Smith,
pastor of the

enough in the Treasury to pay the salaries of the other missionaries due June

was given by Mrs. F. S. Mosher,of New
‘Hampshire,in behalf of the Woman's Missionary Society under whose auspices the
Corner Stone was laid, a poem written

2. That,
imperative
fession,and
we pray.

S. Ball, there has been an increase of the
congregation.
The S. 8. is growing in interest

not

and

H.—Five

!

1.

prohibition

drinks.

Red Rock St., Lynn, Mass.

For nine months, not one dollar has
been sent to India to pay the salaries of
our teachers and native preachers. There
$2250,

:

municate with him will address him at No, 10

Those Unpaid Teachers!

is now due them

entire

REV. L. A. LANG went to Barrington,N. H.,

0-0-4
*+
Oo +e

Porter,

Resolved,

last fall and. seeing opportunity for work remained during the winter.
While there he
has baptized eleven, and thirteen have joined
the church.
He will close his pastorate there
July 1st, and any church: desiring to com-

for naught.—J. F.

Hampshire,

N.

politically, socially,

therefore,

were also baptized and joined the F'. B, church
in Boston.
:

possibilities only serve as an example,
and an inspiration to other churches sink-

on

an ode composed by Mrs. E.

tist churches in Dover,

highest admiration. ' And if such Christian

the cars, men,women and children, bright,
earnest and intelligent, full of the seriousness as well as the joy of the occasion.
After the anniversary dinner, a truly
festive occasion, the Corner Stone of the
girls’ boarding hall was laid with appropriate exercises. Prayer was offered by

:

mentally,

THE first Sunday in June 9 persons were
baptized and 11 added to the two Freewill Bap-

establishing and supporting a new church
in an old city are far from being easy of estimation. Among these may be mentioned,
simply as examples, the large expense of
supporting public worship, the contract
with old, well established and well to do
congregations, which are often far from
being helpful, and the fact that a new interest is apt to draw more than its proportion of the unsettled and uncertain population. Onaccount of these and other considerations the resources of to-morrow can by
no means with any considerate safety be
estimated to-day. And yetin the face of all
these and in despite of them, the persistency with which some of these churches
have held on their way, changing plans,
reversing expedients, v dashing, against
impossibilities, wrenching victories from
defeats, ‘never sleeping, never tiring,” as
has been said before, evinces a marvel of
Christian heroism, and a signal devotion
to the denomination, that challenges our

reports

published

The

this Institution.

Rose Creek City.

Milo, May 27,

lutjons:
i
hereas, idtemperance is a great national
evil, affectin,
us to our injury, physically,

resolutions expressing thanks to Rev. Ives
Marks, for his generous, free gift of the new
church edifice; built by him, to the society at

one might

valley have been trained at

selected parts.

ally bore

sunk a dozen other churches

either by original ‘or

mention.
Yet they survive, some an
honor to the cause and a source of help
to the denomination, and others on the
point of renewing the struggle, and multiplying the sacrifices. The burdens to

exercises,

Tur delegates of Jefferson Co, Q. M., of
Neb., assembled at Rose Creek City, passed

encountered, discouragements experienced, and
sacrifices made, would have

echoed the eloquence of the nearly forty
young men and ladies who participated

ATHENS Q. M.—Held its May session with
the Huntington church. The churches being
well represented, adopted the following reso-

age.

difficulties

Toe Womau’d Mission Society
will meet at the
Freewill Baptist Parsonage on Friday afternoon, June
14,at2 o'clock, Letall come, Let each sister steive
to_do what she can,
Per order,

3

ing till towards one o'clock, chapel hall

Rev. A. J. EASTMAN baptized eight persons
at North Baldwin, Me., the last Sabbath in
May; two of them being seventy-six years of

<

churches of this class whose

Sr LAWBENCE Q. M. will convene with the Parish~
ville churgh,on
Friday, June 7, at 2, P, dM, Delegates
comingby rail will
find conveyance on Friday from
Pottydam to the place of meeting.

1

;
.
to it.
great
the
been
has
To-day (Thursday)
y
ersar
anniv
the
is
It
week.
day of the
day proper, and from nine in the morn.

Marion) was present, and by his able discourses and words of cheer, added much to the interest of the session.
Next session with the Ch
in n Falls
¢
Falls church,
C. E.
WALTERS, Clerk,
August 9,

bd

the good audience that.gathered to listen

in the

Winisters and Churches,

indomitable energy of some of these churches. With them, years upon years, there
has been one continuous struggle, sometimes for enlargement, but quite as often
for bare existence.
There are individual

i

appreciated by

highly

address, and was
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It contains

1260 large double column pages, and

over 650 fine engravings.

A prominent feature of

the work is a full histooy of the late war between

RUSSIA AND TURKEY.
The work is very elaborate, and offered at a very
#
low price,

FOR THE ILLUSTRATED

HISTORY.

A Clear and Concise History of all Nations
Commencing with the Earliest Periods, and ending with the most recent Important Events, includ.
ing The Turco-Russian War, the Administration of
President Hayes, &c. 3 books in one. Low price,
uick sales, extra terms. Address,
Fire J.C McCurdy & Co., Philada., Pa.

Published by the NATIONAL PUBLICATION SOCIETY, Philadelphia.

FOOT LATHES 22 thei
»

a
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THE

Poetry,

room with head bent, paused at the casement, and saw the sunset reddenihg upon
Searle Hill, and touching the window-,

A WISH,

panes into Ms
The twenly years of"
happiness which might have fallen to her
share up xonder had proved twenty
| years of silent endurance merely. She
had watched the seasons as they passed

BY FRANK H, PEASE.

Oh! could I draw a curtain ¢’er the past—
A blot that would forever last
To the many errors of my heart,

_ Then would I make a better start.
But, oh! *tis hard to rise again,

From *neath this load of woe and pain ;—
To stand upright, e’en though I must,

And meet the world’s unkind distrust.
\

Oh! weary heart, cease to complain;
‘What once is past comes not again.
I'll leave my sorrow all with Thee,—

P11 lift my eyes and try to see.
So. Parsonsfield, Me.
Rew ww
+404

SADDEST OF ALL.
I have gazed on death and have wept with
woe,
I have known all sorrew that life must know,
I have seen hearts stricken and dead hopes
fall ,—

They were not the saddest sight of all!
I have watched young
with love,

lives

that

were

bright

I have

seen despair

which

on

death

could

for the

daughters,

benefit

the

of

principal

On giddy youth and on bartered
On a hurrying throng as it flitted by
With none to notice a young child’s sigh.

time only a young lawyer wrestling with
circumstances, with no great amount of
funds at his command.
“ And nothing for little Tom but this
altry hundred dollars!” groaned Hitty,
when the will had been read and the estate administered.
¢« Of course I shall never marry,” said
Liddy, who was plain and old-looking for
her years, and whose one lover had jilted
her years ago, when the bloom of youth,

throng

and

the

‘While the doors went swinging
sat
[

bright’ning
by which

he

at least,

And sin and vice passed in thereat.
Yet he must stay—ay, and watch and wait
For the staggering step that may stop so late,

‘While the

baby -eyes, that

should

close in

sleep,
Are wide and

wakeful—and dare not weep!

O crueleity!

and cursed haunts,

‘Whose poisoned tempting no warning daunts,
Methinks when you answer for sins accurst
That children shall judge and condemn you
574 00

respectable

to light, and Searle himself

blaze,

0375

a

The gas glare glittered on street and lane,

On the heedless

ATX

left

had

rect heirs could anything more than the
merest trifle revert to poor little Tom.
Hitty had been engaged to Anson Searle
a year when old Mr, Thorne shuffled off
the mortal coil and this unjust will came

His eyes were fixed with their mournful. gaze

TE EE

and

falling to their children ; and only in case
Liddy and Hitty died without leaving di-

He sat with a face so young for pain,
Yet it stamped his brow like a living name,
And he held in his arms a tiny elf,
O God! and he but a baby himself!

AEE

had

fortune, the interest

And its pathos holds my tears in thrall,
For it seems the saddest of them all!

first.

—Sel.

J

had

been

hers.

was

at that

There

wasn’t

the smallest danger that Liddy would
threaten Tom’s interests by marrying.
‘* No, you may never. marry, Liddy,”
sighed her sister; ¢* but I—I love Anson,

and oh! I love little Tom, too—my little
motherless Tom! I can not rob him of
his patrimony, dnd I can not live without
Anson.
How can 1 wrong Tom to please
myself. What will he have to go out in
this hard world with, if—if—".
of Hash; you sillygirl; he will have Eis

head and hands, like other men; and
then—you may nevr have any children
to stand in his way.”
‘¢ But how unhappy it would make me
HITTY THORNE'S DUTY.
to
see them enriched at his expense; to
‘We might mortgage the place,” said.
see him earning his bread by the sweat
Miss Hitty, sighing.
¢¢ And retire to the almshouse, eh?” re- of his brow, while they fared like the

Famalp

Cle,

turned her sister.

lilies of the field; to have Tom envy and

“ But what alternative is open to us?
Shall we allow Tom to come to grief?”
¢¢ Tom richly deserves all the grief that
will fall to his share, poor fellow.
Such a schemer! Expected to make a fortune for us all, forsooth, that we might

perhaps hate them, and feel bitter that
life had been rendered so much easier for
them by injustice !”
¢¢ Perhaps
they would share with
Tom.”.
¢« Ah, it wouldn’t be quite safe to trust
to that plegsant* perhaps:
‘¢ You ought not to suspect your children of being less generous than yourself.”
‘¢ But their mother must have been ungenerous first, you see.”

in our velvets

drive our

span,

and

fare

sumptuously every day! One dollar for
us and two for himgelf, I reckon. "What

should such a boy know

about

specula-

tion? It’s the old story over and over.
Speculating with other people's money
is a little indiscreet, to say the least. I
should have chosen sackcloth and ashes
rather than velvets won by such means.”
“ Certainly, = But now that Tom is in‘volved, nothing but money will extricate
him.
There's my watch, the heir-loom

* You have Anson to think of, Hitty,in

this affair, as well as Tom. If you don’t
love Tom better—"
.
“I don’t—I don’t; but the will has
made it impossible for me to marry Anson
with a clear conscience—to marry him
and be happy. If he were sure of earning a fortune, with which we could make

from Grandma Pentecost; there are fifty
diamonds bedded in the case, if there's
amends to little Tom, it would be differone—"
But I can not count upon such an
. * Rose dismonds, very spark of ent.
{improbable
contingency. - As you say,
them.”

¢¢ Not to mention the pearls and emeralds.”
* Doublets and split pearls, I dare
say.”

¢ You are so discouraging, Liddy! We
must have the money.
"I ‘don’t suppose

that the watch would bring

a tenth

of

the sum, but it would help.
Dear!
dear! there's Hannah de Rothschild with

two millions of income, while you and I
can’t raise five thomsand dollars? though
we should break our hearts—not even to
save an old and honorable name from

contempt, and
from ruin.

a

foolish

young

fellow

« You know, Hitty, it might have been
different,”

suggested

Liddy,

her. eyes

windering toward the old-fashioned
. Square mansion crowning the hill within
sight, with its

spicy

orchards

beyond.

“ You might have had enough and to
. spare, Hitty—enough to keep Tom out of
temptation.”
“And it was

a

temptation

to poor

Tom, no doubt,” returned Hitty, ignoring the allusion, “ seeing so much money
lying idle, and such a

ling it over and over,

chance

of doub-

as he fondly be-

lie:
“ an! A Thorne had no business to
be tempted.
Was
our grandfather
tempted .at the time of the embargo,
whenhe could have had false papers

~ made ont, as everybody was doing, and
saved
his fortune, and

left

’ pendent? If. we mortgage

us

all

inde-

the place,

won't t bring five thousand

_ whom could we call

dellars;

upon

to

it

and

take the

‘mortgage, and what should we do after-

. ward—livé in a tent, gypsy style? O|
Hitty, if only you hadn't been so headstrong about Searle,’ all this would have
been spared ugly:

Dott aga of it, Liddy’;it hurts me

till

Howcould I kn

Das” and Miss ny,

Tom will have his head and hands to push
his way, but the best head and

the

busi-

est hands do not always compel fortune,
and if any harm should come to him

what

eng onlang

cause

fusal to marry Searle.

of Hitty’s re-

It had

been

the

town talk, to be sure—a riddle which

no

one had solved. She had not even confided her reasons to her lover. He would

JUNE

5,

1878.

¢¢ She will say you have done your duty
like a man!”
Well, Miss Hitty Thorne always had
an eye to ‘the main chance,” said her’
neighbors.
“She jilted Searle when he |
was poor, and now he is rich she marries

him."

What a fool a woman can make of

“ But you will have wronged

approve Hitty

Thorne’s conduct at this crisis—more
would condemn ; but she walked according to her light in those cruel days. It
was no easy task she had set herself.
Hitty had faded
in the meantime,
while Anson Searle wore his years like |

garlands.

The

‘- not impossible”

fortune

of which

say

so; they

think

they know everything, but they are mistaken.” Suddenly he remembered that
he once had the mumps, and how very
uncomfortable he felt, especially when he

could eat none of the spring chicken which
the rest had, but had to have his face tied

length stumbled upon the clew—having

never occurred to him before, that it was

an intimate knowledge of her father’s will
ajready—and if he bad not been quite heroic enough to forgive her for preferring
Tom's welfare to his own, he must have
found a grim satisfaction in the turn that
fate had ordered in seeing the Thorne
property shrinking-day by day, till there
was hardly enough to butter their bread
—till it was plain that Hitty's sacrifice had
been for naught. But when did ever sacrifice prove futi'e? Though it fail of its

Ellie who made some delicate jelly, because it slipped down his throat easily ; and
he forgot until now how pleasant it was
to hear the delightful adventures of Robinson Crusoe read aloud when he felt too

direct purpose, does it'not enrich the soul

not only of the one who sacrifices, bist of
all beholders?
It was near twilight of an autumn day
that Miss Hitty put on her worn bonnet
and went slowly, with a certain reluctance, up the hill toward the Searle

man-

sion ; she pulled the brazen knocker timidly, and stepped into the house that
might have been her own, like any beg-

gar.

The dead Searles looked down from

the walls of the oaken hall with cold
questionings in their putsuingeyes; in the
great drawing-room the wood fire snap.

like a baby.

It was strange

sick to read.it himself.

that

it had’

But better late

than never, is a wise saying, and

he

did

so, changing his mind, he

pat-

Nobody moved or spoke until Biddy
stood right under the tree; then very, slyly Tontlet fall an apple which frightened
poor Biddy, so that Lucy putting her hand
over her mouth to keep from laughing
made a queer little giggle through her

fingers which revealed them at once.
“Oh, we are having

called.

upon bronze and ormolu, upon the quaint
mirrors set in garnets, upon the yellow
ivory keys of the old piano. - Anson Searle
rose to receive his guest with a flush of
surprise.
“Is it—you—Hitty?” he cried. * You?”
“Yes. You did not expect me?”
‘Expect you! No. Havel had reason to expect you?”
:
?
.““ We sometimes expect without a reason. I have come—expecting you to

grant me a favor.”

|

“« A favor?”
“Yes. It strikes you oddly that I
should be brought to beg a favor of you,
does it not? But there is no other friend
upon whom I can make even so shadowy
a claim as upon you. Do you think I
would ask anything of one whom I have
served so—se ill—if I. were notin extremity?”

A

“I hope you will ask anything

of me,

Miss Hitty—anything you want.”
- “I have become mercenary,
Mr. Searle.
I want money. Liddy andI have made
up our minds to mortgage the place; we
must have five thousand dollars without
delay ; the place is not worth so much, I
know ,but I—I thought perhaps you would

one thing I coveted. But I can not take
the mortgage ; you shall have the money
and ‘welcome,
but I can’t accept a mortgage

on the old place, Miss Hitty; it is too
sacred to mé. Think of mortgaging the
old apple-trees where we swung in the
hammock together ; of bringing the garden where we. dreamedin the summer
evenings into a business transaction!
But all the <same you 'shall have the

her | money, Miss Hitty—"

children might have

‘ But, oh! you know I can not take the
robbed little Tom had dwindled to the money unless—unless—"
merest pittance through the knavery of |
“Unless you take the owner with it?
the man to whose wisdom it had been ‘Was that what you meant to say? I'm
intrusted, while Anson Searle had unex- sure it wasn’t; but, for heaven's sake,say
pectedly stepped into the possession of it, Hitty., Don’t you know I vowed never
the Searle estate, with its old stone: manto ask you to marry me twice? Do you
sion, its orchards and outlying meadowlands, and the income that had been roll-

want me to break

ing up since the Searles first set foot upon
Plymouth Rock. Twenty years before
there had been no shadow of such a possibility, no dream of it in - Anson's mind

said Hitty, the great tears standing inher
eyes. ‘“Youare not in earnest, Anson

my

word, eh?

Now

it

is your turn to do the asking.”
*1 should think I'had asked enough,”

fun,”

Must we go

in?

“That's

so,”

said

Tom,

Do,

‘‘and

That will do, won't it?”

he

hung

over

looking at the toy he had taken from Ned.
“It is a pretty little craft, and well put
together ; but it lacks a rudder, Ned.”
“I know that, but it's going to have
one all right. You don’t suppose I'd put

to sea without a rudder, do you?

ing withall his heart they would ask him
to “come ver where they were.
They were too wise for that: so waiting a-long time and receiving no encouragement he finally climbed over the
fence and confronted the girls quite
boldly.
“Do you find apy good apples?” he
stammered, trying to conceal that he -felt.

ashamed of himself.

¢¢ Maybe if I shook

the tree some better ones would fall.”
Seeing they were not inclined to be

angry, he scrambled

up

the

straight

trunk, clinging with his arms and feet,
and lifting himself to a limb, he shook it

well, sending down a shower of lovely
boughs.

“0 Tom!

Tom! that's enough,” they

cried, ‘‘ we never could eat so many,” and
Tom, once again in a good

humor,

sug-

gested, *‘how would you two girls like to
climb this tree? Then we could tell stories
and pull the apples off as we wanted
them.”
“ Yes!

let's

do

it,”

they

exclaimed,

who

The
a very

knew

quite

well what he was about; and the doctor
looked back at him with a grave smile.
‘I see you understand what your boat
needs, my boy. I wonder if you know
as well what your own outfit should be.”
“Well, I guess Ido.” And Ned rattled over a list of things that belonged to
a seaman’s chest. The doctor listened to
him attentively.
“There's a rudder lacking, I'm afraid,”
he said when Ned had finished.
‘¢ A rudder! How can you carry a rud.der in your kit?”
“What is the use of a rudder?” asked
the doctor.

the

4 Why,

to steer by,

“ Just $0,

And

of course.”

a man

some-

compass besides. It's an anchor, too, of
hope and dependence. They that go
sea

in

ships,

wonders of the great deep,

and

see

the

can the very

least of all afford to do without it.”
Ned looked down, and blushed a lit-

On land or on sea, there is no soul that

to hide them, and with its crooked branches
afforded arm-chairs where they could
take their ease.
«Let's pretend Tom's grandfather,”

can keep in the right track without the
same blessed guide.— Zhe Little Sower.
ALICE 8 SECOND-HAND

said Ellie, ¢“ he always tells such delight-

Tom shall tell us

about

the

king who hid in theoak while his enemies
passed by; what a splendid old tree that
must have been; how I wish it grew in
this field.”
“I'd rather have this old apple tree,”
Tom said,feelingly ; ‘oaks are not half so
‘good, apd Robinson Crusoe’ s more interesting than the king.”
“But O Tom! Robinson Crusoe is
not true,” the girls exclaimed.
¢ Who
says it's not P” retorted Tom.
If it was
not true it would never have been written.” He pulled the book from his pocket,
and finding the place where Crusoe killed
the cannibals, read aloud while Ellie

and

Lucy listened, only ogeasionally venturing
to make:an exclamation when Tom

read

anything particularly horrible.
A book like that was far more interesting than dinner, and they never thought
of the time until their names were called,
“Hush!” said Ellie, laying her finger
upon her lips, *“they will never find us
here ; don’t any one speak.”
But John, the gardener, thought

those

vines over the porch needed trimming,
and marching over

to the tree, carried

away the ladder without their knowing it.
This Was

an unlooked-for piece of for-

Searle. You.don't want to marry me, an tune,’ Biddy would never find them now.
or another’s. Two healthy lives had old maid like me!
“ We might imagine we were RobinSee how faded and
‘barred the way against him, but death gray I am.”
“gon,” Tom said. ‘Ellie can be my man
had effected a breach.
«And if I swear I do want to marry you, ‘Friday, Lucy can be his father, and Biddy
+ Wikia a mistake Hitty Thorne made I” what will you say?”
shall be the captain who sailed up in his
people had commented these half dozen
:
«¢T shall say, then, why don’ t you do go, big ship and rescued them.”
years. '* She might have been mistress Mr. Searle?” She smiled through her «Where ean the children be,” Biddyat Searle Hill if she'd had a mind to risk tears. “What will Liddy say when she called loudly. * Tom, Ellie, Lucy, don't
marryia ng
poor man, Folks get their hears that I've asked you to marry me?”
ye hear me calling yez P”

by

the

t* Why, leather, of course,” Alice an-

about it."
* Yes,” Alice answered, nestling down

into the pillow, and putting one fat hand
under her cheek; * you tell about it, and
make.it as much like a story as you can,
But I would rather hear Jack the Giant-

killer,” she added, wishfully.

*“ Leather is the dressed hide
of

animals.

Cows',

sheep's

or

skin

or

goats’

skins are most often used for shoes.

But

your shoes are the skin of some little kid,

and so are your gloves. So you see your
shoes are really second-hand, as I said; i
and some nimble-foeted kid climbed about
the rocks and waded through the mount-

ain streams

in them

long before they

were yours.”

I do n't see

how

it can be, What has become of all the
hair?
Mamma smiled,and answered, I'l] tell
you. It takes a long time and a great
deal of work to make the skin of the
animal into good leather. It has to be
soaked in certain kinds of water, sometimes three or four weeks, and then dried
and scraped to get the hair off, then soak-

ed again. After this, the hides are laid
in a pit, one on top of another, with tannin-bark between, over and

under them,

and left for about six weeks longer,
Then when the skins are taken off, all
the bark is gone: the skin has absorbed
it. That process is repeated two or
three times.
To tan the commonest
kind of leather takes six or eight months,
and to make such nice soft leather as this
of your shoes, must have taken a year
and a half,

After it is tanned, it must

be

dried, and some kinds are beaten with a
great brass

hammer.

Ihave

about the skin being

made

told

into

you

leather,

now Iwill tell you something about. the
imal whose skin makes the best leath. This is the goat. It is one of our
Ton animal friends and gives us a great
many useful arlicles besides leather.
It is as good a friend to the poor as to the
rich. The mountain
in Europe and Asia,

peasants, away off
make their winter
skin.

Indidn prin

cesses and ladies all over the world are
very glad to own shawls that are made
from the wool of Cashmere goats. ~ Sometimes, these fine shawls cost great sums.
of money, and it often takes six or
hard years’ work to make one.

“A

few

hundred

years

seven:

ago,

when

Louis XIV. was king of France, it was
the fashion to cut off people's own hair,

tle. “I s'pose I can take a Bibie along,” and everybody wore wigs made of white
he said, rather uneasily.
goats-hair, In England now, the lawyers,
«I thought I would bring you one,” judges and bishops wear such wigs.
said the doctor, taking out a neat pocket Then the horns make knife handles, and
Bible. ‘I've put your name in it, and I the fat makes candles. So I think, if
want you to promise me that you'll steer |anybodyis going to be proud, instewd of
by your rudder. The ship that doesn’t] the little girl who wears the shoes, it
mind her helm is in a bad way; but the should be the goat that gavé them to her.
boy that drifts here and there, with noth- But
I am sure the goat is not proud.
“ing to shape his course, is in a much They are contented to live out of doors
worse one.
Remember that, Ned.”
allday and all night. Their favorite
It was a word in season, fitly spoken.
food consists of the tops and flowers of
The boy had heard the same before; but strong-scented herbs; but they will eat
-it reached his heart now with a different
anything they can find, and if they can’t
meaning. He took the doctor's Bible, and
find anything better, they will eat paper,
gave his promise; kept it, Loo, in spite of
and go on giving milk all the time.
many a sneer and many ‘a temptation.
There is no animal which is contented
“The Osprey” went on a. long voyage.
with so poor food and shelter. They
She met storm and disaster; and often,
"are very interesting and intelligent, too,
in the face of hardship and danger, Ned's
and very sure-footed. If two ‘of them
‘‘ rudder” served Lim well ; strengthened
meet on a ledge of rock, or any place too
his courage ; renewed his hope; led him
narrow for them to pass, oneof them
to believe that all would be well, since
kneels down, and the other climbs over
God was at the helm.

tree, which formed a bower thick enough

ful stories.

down

swered.
‘“ Anybody knows that.”
‘ But what is leather? Youdon't know
Lam sure. Ishall have to tell ‘you all

~t.clothes. of its undressed

wants

thing to «on by, as.well as a ship.
The
Bible isi a rudder, Ned, and chart and

down to the

sat

bedside with the little shoes iinher hand,
and asked, *“ What do you suppose these
shoes aresmade of?”

* Well, but, mamma,

NED'S. RUDDER.
‘“ And so you mean to follow the sea,’
said old Dr. Williams to Ned.
“Yes. Father says I may dail with
‘The Osprey’ on her next voyage,” answered Ned with a pleased look.
‘¢ And you sail your yacht meanwhile,
to keep your hand in,” said the doctor,

confident air, as of one

so

her bed, her mamma

0-4

kindness;

tions topsy-turvy;

we'll

Se John helped them down the long
ladder and they hurried home to put on
clean aprons for dinner and attend the
feast.
It was a happy morning while the three
children played they were on a desert island. Try it yourself some day, and see
it you can do what Tom did, and if you
can not guess what it was, ask mamma
and she will tell you.— Intelligencer.

not forget to call to mind his sister's

ted the pony’s neck,. whistled to Carlo,
and ran out of the barn in search of the
girls.
In the meantime they had visited the
chicken yard, discovered the little hen
and her liliputian brood sunning themselves in the hay field, and had likewise
squeezed through a hole in the fence into
the apple orchard, where they were filling
their pinafores’ with ripe green boughs
that had dropped from the limbs. Tom
felt sheepish ; he dared not trust himself
in the girls’ society quite yet. He knew
he would say something in trying to
make up that would turn his good resolu-

dear

play we are going to a feast after the battle.

like to hear what I shall tell “you, I am
sure.”
When Alice was nicely tucked up in

Ellie

Robin-

Biddy, let us stay a little longer.”
** Indade no, it's a cold dinner ye'll get
now,” and Biddy ran to find John to bring
back the ladder.
‘‘ Biddy’s an old cannibal said Ellie.

yacht is not finished yet, sir.”
Ned looked at the doctor with

“but how can we? I'm afraid we are
not such good climbers as you are.”
“Suppose I get a ladder,” said Tom,
‘‘ then you can.”
v
The ladder was brought ; the girls cartake it for security; as far as it would go;
and then— Liddy and I are not too old to -rying-one end-and Tom the other. By
this means they all three climbed into the
work ; and there's Pom’; and we would
all strive to make
it up to you,
sooner or later, interest and principal.
I

such

‘I'm Friday and Tom’s

son Crusoe.

ped with a good will, and glinted gayly “fence Pretending to pet Carlo, and wish-

plenty; Iam rich in everything but the

¢¢ Not if he—if he marries—another.”

Many would, perhaps,

to

up in a silk handkerchief, and drink broth

should be

Anson.”

mean in the girls

Searle, fumbling about for the reasons of
Hitty’s conduct toward himself, had at

am dreadfully unbusiness-like, perhaps;
but what can I do? And I must have the
tempted to sin from lack of money , I—I |
money. Iecan’t live—I can’t die—without
should have to answer for it; it would be it. Do I make it clear?”
my guilt.”
‘You make it clear that the Thorne
“ Nonsense, Hitty ; your conscience is
fortune has all leaked away. I am glad
too tender. Marry Anson and trust to of it. Pardon, butThold a grudge against
fate, that’s my advice. Supposing you that same property; it has cheated me
refuse, and he marries somebody else, out of twenty years’ happiness. Yes, Miss
and—little Tom doesn’t live to grow Hitty, you shall have the money. - I have
up
!m

from want of capital, if he

‘“ I shall not have wronged him.”

Alas!alas!”

had known the true

was only a fortnight between him and
ruin. And Tom was only twenty-two.
They must save him. Miss Hitty was
one to stand by her guns; where there
was a will there was a way, and she fol‘lowed the ouly way she knew. If Mr.

his two living

But one in my aching heart is kept,

with

her father’s heart; and when the old gen-

I have watched as the miser’s clinging clasp
Held the hoard that at lust escapes his grasp;
I have seen the poor, the maim’d, the blind,—
O’er all sad scenes I have watched and wept,

sometimes,”

thousand dollars were , forthcoming, there

It was not the saddest sight of all!

It was not the saddest sight I find.

this world

the usual charity commentators
bestow upon the motives of others. Nobody

broken

tleman died, he

call,—

in

STAR,

a sensible man—only it usually takes a
over the Hill withan interest which she. overrule them, -she feared, would call young one!”— Harper's Bazar.
had hoped would die, but which had only them absurd, and only make her task
THE APPLE ORCHARD.
strengthened with the years—the lovely more difficult, and perhaps grow to hate
little Tom—and some time Tom might
dallying of the spring-time, the sum“You girls keep out of this barn if you
mer’s overflow of bloom, the splendor need his good will; who could tell? An- don’t want me to set the dog on you, d’ye
that autumn wears, the white magnifison Searle had not borne his dismissal hear!”
cence borrowed from winter. If; twenty with the fortitude of an early martyr, but
“Of course we hear you, polite boy,
years ago, Hitty had loved Anson Searle he had sworn he would never ask her how could we help it when you holler so
well enough to die for him, if need be, twice to marry him, and he had kept his loud? We're [not deaf, 1 guess:
I deshe had loved little Tom well: enough to word. But perhaps after his anger cool- clare Tom does nothing but scold, scold,
renounce happiness and children and ed, and he watched her saddening year scold. I'm tired of hearing it, and am
love for his sake, and to live on through
by year, some surmise that her behavior driven to paying my chicks a visit; goodthe barren, hopeless days without a murhad not been dictated by caprice or any by Mr. Crosspatch, I hope when we call
again we'll find you in a better humor.”
mur.
Tom had come to her arms a for- party motive grew upon him, and obliged
The girls walked away to play with
lorn and helpless
two-year-old baby, him to render her the tardy justice of apthe little speckled hen who had but lately
without father or mother, when Hitty preciation. And a pretty return Tom
was eighteen, and her love had grown had made her—speculating with his em- strutted off the nest with ten tiny seasaid
with her growth and strengthened with ployer’'s money, and threatening the brights. When left alone, Tom
her strength. Tom's mother had eloped family pride with disgrace. Unless five crossly, “I'm not a crosspatch, it was
with her asic-tencher

. Fading from earth but to blossom above;

deserts

MORNING

SHOES.

« Come, Alice, it's time for

little folks

to go to bed. Bid them all good night,
and come with mamma.”

“ Oh! but T can’t.

I haven't walked

enough in my new shoes yet. I couldn't
go to sleep if I didn’t walk some more
before I went to bed,” said Alice,decided-

‘his’

back.

little

** Well, but

papa,

I don't

have

new

shoes every day—and then, besides, they
don’t stay new but such a little while.
I never had any red ones before, either,”
Here the little girl’s mother said :
‘“ Those are not new shoes at all, Alice.

They are second-hand

shoes;

somebody

else wore themlong time before you did.”
¢¢ Oh! no, mamnia; there

isn’t

on them, and they just came

a spot

home from

the shop a few minutes ago. You've made

a mistake this time sure.
Nobody else
ever wore these shoes.” ‘And Alice look-

are trained

In

the gay boulevards,

tle coach drawn

Paris,
there

to

on

draw

one

‘is a fine

of
lit-

by six goats,

and

little boys and girls can ride in it by
paying a few pennies.
“Now, I think if you
just: shut
those eyes that are opening and shutting
in such a lazy way, and keep them
closed tight justa few minutes, you will
actually think you're driving it yourself."—Ella K. Gilbert in The Advocate.
S--O-0-b
*¢o-+o

ly.
Then papa sald; “‘1 am afraid Alice is
proud of her shoes.”

Some

wagons.

THE THREE

SIEVES.

0 mamma,” cried little Blanche Philpott, ‘I heard such a tale. about Edith

Howard!

I did not think she could be so

very naughty.

“My
pott,

One"—

dear,”

interrupted

Mrs.

before you continue, we

Phil-

will see

if your story will pass the three sieves.”
“ What does, that mean, mamma?” inquired Blanche.
In the

¢ T'will explain it.

first place,

is it true P”

«J suppose so; I got it from Miss

White, and

she

is

a

grest

friend

of

Edith’s. "

«t And does she show her friendship by
ed down on her red shoes with great sattelling
tales of her? In the next place,
isfagtion.. . 1.7
though you can prove it to be true, is it
“Well,” mamma replied, Ly perhaps | kind

no person ever wore them before, but they

«1 did not mean” tobe unkind,

but I

certainly were worn a great many days, am afraid it was. I would not like Edith
and kept a little creature warm and com- to speak of me as I have of her.”

fortable a long time before youhad them.

Come up stairs with me, and I'll.

tell you

about it while Iam putting you to bed.”
| So Alice was contented to bid the family good night,and go off to bed, with the
prospect of a talk,”
« Will

it be anything

like

a story,

mamma?” she said,as she went up stairs,
one at a time. - ** Ifit isn't, I think I'had

beétter'go back.”
¢¢ No, it won't be a story; SH

will

¢¢ And is it necessary P”
¢ No, of course, mamma ; there was no

need for me to mention it at all.”
4 Then put

a bridle on your

tongue:

If you can’t speak well, speak not all.”—
Good Words.
Whoever would be pre
by the
hand of God, let him constantly lean upon it; whoever would be_ defended by it,

let him patiently repose himself under it
~—Calyin.
:

®

-
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Witerary Wiscellany,
RULES TOR-A HOLY LIFE.
Too much desire to please men, mightily

1.

rejudiceth the pleasing
prey Too pgs:

Gxod.
and vehemency,

works and:

bodily

in

delight

edy

and too

of
Sl

the
doings, Joattereth 0d i
:
.
and calmness0
ty
commit all
Tranquliiey all thy care on God, and praise,
and
to his good pleasure ; laud, and
great;
applaud him in all things, small and
thyself
forsake thine own will, and deliver up
freely and cheerfully to the will of God, withexternal

in prosperity and

exception,

out regerve or

adversity, sweet or sour, to have or to want,
ie.
to Ive ao thy heart from all things, and
ly to God,

White 1 OF

aber

)

devoutly the life

and

often

and passion, thedeath and resurrection of our
Saviour Jesus.
7.

Never think highly of thyself, nor

des-

:

TORE.

BY FRED

Defoe.

MYRON

Crusoe
life and
London

author would be found little less strange

that of the York

mariner.
His checkered
career was,
indeed, more romantic than ever befell

the character of a novel, thus proving
anew the

veracity

namely,

“Truth

of that

is

trite

stranger

trpism,

than

tion.”

ficJ

He was the sonof
butcher, and was born

James Foe, a
in 1661, in the

parish of Cripplegate, London.
The
De was not assumed by Daniel until
after his arrival at manhood, and the
cause of its assumption is not clearly
known.
He was educated at Newington
academy; near London, where he continued until 1680. At an early age he
was strongly impressed with religious
sentiments, and studied with the idea of
occupying a place in the ministry. But

he relinquished the plan’ soon after leaving school, his independence revolting
from the strict sectarianism of the age.
He became more interested in politics
than in divinity, and after trying his
hand at. various occupations, being successively a hosier, tilemaker and woollen
merchant, he devoted himselfto literature

and took up the pen on the Whig side.
His first essay made it apparent that he

“had selected the profession for which he
was best adapted. He was original and
sagacious, and wielded a pen, which for
caustic satire was unmatched by that of

any other writer of the time.

He had

been accustomed to writing more or less
from his earliest manhood, and had form-’

ed a style ‘of

remarkable

Anne's

in

‘| this,

1714,

Defoe abandoned writing political satire
and devoted himselfto the composition of

books for the promotion of religion and

her hair,

a ve

dark-brown,

none of those threads which one
expect where the burden of over
century of years is superimposed
cessant labor and by experiences

has

might
half a
by infull of

desolation.
She is not handscme.
Her
face is long, pale, with a small, sensitive

simplicity,

feeling. It was during those days of
fierce partisan strife that Defoe won the
title which has since been conferred upon

‘‘the most thorough Englishman and writer of his day, a model of
integrity, and as sincere, consistent and
‘brave as he was gifted.” During his imof

prisonment in Newgate, where he was

. confined fortwo

years; he

began the

periodical journal entitled the ¢* Review,”
which was the prototype and forerunner
of those popular miscellanies that Ad.
-dison and Steele made attractive by their

learning, taste, and wit.

This periodical

was published semi-weekly and continued’
till 1718.

of Scotland

he took a prominent

part,

writing several treatises, and once going
on an important mission to, Edinburgh.
His personal appearance
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of

truth,

His

novels

were

intended

E. C.

ed was dedicated to Minerva, the - purest,

clings, and sees the Doric shafts,

colossal

assistants.

and patient, and in gréat weariness

was fre-

quently heard to say, “I want to go home.”
He was borne through his sufferings and death,
to his grave, by the hand of friendship; and

his departure was peace, in happy

confidence

of a better life,
3
MRS. SALLY Davis died in Stowe, Vt.,
May 1, at the advanced age of 93 years. She
was born in - Petersham, N: H., where she
spent her early life. She embraced Christ in
childhood, and this in part accounts for her devoted Christian life, The Free Baptists were
the people of her choice, and with them she
was connected in church fellowship in several
places, Canada, Stowe and Underhill. She
was blessed with tender kindred ‘to follow her
to the tomb,
For her to live was Christ, but
to die was gain. An appropriate sermon was
preached on the funeral occasion in Stowe
West Branch) by Rev. E. B. Fuller, from
ob 14: 14, ¢ If a man die shall he live again?
All the days of my appointed time will I wait
till my change come.”

ERASTUS P, BROwN' died in_Stowe, Vt.,.

May 13, aged 57 years.

S. W. COWELL.

of Dr. T. S. and 8, J. Foster.

Although

her

“life was but a span, her memory is as pure and
sweet as the perfume of a tiny rosebud, crushed ere it has unfolded.
To grace and beauty
of form was added a precocity of intellect and
sweetness of temperament that endeared her to
all hearts.
She evinced a remarkable fondness for music, and it was her special delight
to sit with the family, and ofttimes upon
her
grandfather’s knee, and join her sweet voice
with theirs in singing *‘ Nearer my God to
thee.” The ehild’s prayer, taught her by her
mother, she nightly repeated, even after the
“hand of the Destroyer pea) fallen upon her.
In the household, she was a bright gleam of
sunshine, making all about her happy.
To
her doting but now sorrowing parents, she
was the bud of promise, the star of hope and
the center of" love, while many a one outside
the family circle mourns the loss of darling
Fannie. = Although so lovely in life, she was

“AINE
VA

makes

them

with a bright man or woman is entertaining, but if either insists upon carrying
on the game unduly, it becomes a nuisance, and the persisting one lays himself
or herself open to the gravest of all

depths of the Grecian mind; for after
quoting with approval the words of one
of their poets,
;

i For we are'also His offspring,”

indicated by his contemporaries, was. not

social charges,

scribed as a middle-sized, spare man,
With & dark complexion, 8 hooked nose,

thrust, ‘and whose constant attack neces-

he announces the ‘nature of that only
Divine Being whom they ignorantly worship, and proclaims boldly that He is One
who can not be represented by art, or

sitates a constant defense, is a bore.
Nobody cares to live continuously upon

him as he spake, looking toward that
statue of ivory and gold, radiant as an

bad style.

To

talk with

i's sense prepossessing. - He. is de- a girl who will do nothing but cut and

sharp chin, gray eyes, and a large mole
© near his ;Thon
nagine
a man like this spiced meats.— Youth's Companion.

man's device.

We may

well

imagine

angel in the sunbeams, and towering aloft
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BRO. JESSE GILE died in Waterbury, Vt.,

-April 30, aged 83 years. Father Gile was born
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N. H., where he spent his early
life.
Subsequently, he removed to Underhill, Vt., where he was converted, and united
‘with God's people. He was an honest citizen
and an industrious, church-going, Christian
man,
In the course of his life he suffered. the
severe affliction of burying two Cbristiun
wives.
During his sickness he was submissive ,

as befitting the shrineof a goddess, yet
tender and
graceful as the stems of flowWITTY GIRLS.
ers, upholding without effort the mas- none the less beautiful in death, and as she lay
“Don’t put too fine a point to your, sive entablature, and beholds the olive, in her snow-white casket, nestled among the
flowers, one could almost catch the gentle
wit,” said Cervants,
‘for fear it should groves of the Academy, far away shim- tones
of the Master, saying, ‘“ Of such
the
mering in the sunlight, and the distant
get blunt.” He spoke to men; if he had Zgean isles floating in the dark blue ofthe kingdom of heaven.” The little form now
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sunny
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the
cherished
rebeen addressing young women, he might. fea,—one doubts which sentiment should mains of ** Auntie Fannie,” whose pure, gen
have said: ‘Don’t put too fine a point predominate,—melancholy at the ruin, tle spleit winged its way heavenward some
years since, and who, methinks, greeted the
to your wit, for fear it should wound or admiration atthe loveliness of the “ehild
on the further shore, ere the sad fares
scene.
ig
ot
rather than tickle.”
Men don’t take
wells
were hushed on this,
H.
No figures of arithmetic,no cubic feet or
kindly to the sharp, clever young woman yards will convey to the mind what was
who is always hurling her shafts of wit. or is the Parthenon. ' It is a thing of beauThey not only believe, with Shakes- ty, to be realized only by the soul. It ‘is
peare, that a ‘soft, gentle and low voice, a'consecration of human Art unto Religion; and although the religion was ,withis an excellent thing in woman,” but out the light of revelation,it nevertheless
that it should be accompanied by gentle indicated the gropicg of the soul after the COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
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prehended, but his perceptions seldom
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term.
For
Catalogue
his own Star one year in advance ;
his pastor, Eld. C. Putnam.
He selected
address,
distinguished by an elaborate and precise monious place.—Home Journal.
the text for his funeral sermon, ‘ For me to
Spring Term commences Mar. 20.
and also to every new subscriber
live is Christ, to die is gain,” saying * it
0-0-0
3
t
D. W. C. DURGIN, President,
statement of details which give them the
3
+04
would be such a good text to exhort sinners
Hillsdale, Mich.
who will send his own name and
‘distinctness of reality.
No
English
from.” His wife and children, except one,had
THE PARTHENON AT ATHENS. ,
REEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.—Waterbury
all gone over before him. The church loved
writer ever excelled Defoe in his power
pay for oné yearin advance ($2.50).
Center,
Vt.
LizziE
COLLEY,
Principal;
The word Parthenen, in the Greek, sig- and honored this food soldier of, the cross, and
of painting fictitious events in the colors nifieg the: virgin; and the temple so nam- now greatly miss is bold, encouraging words. ADELLE L, BALDWIN, Associate. With competent Postage, ten cents extra.

purity and power. Moreover,his singular to instruct as well as to amuse, and their noblest creation of ancient mythology.
«A colossal statue of Minerva, forty-six
genius was well adapted to the popular ‘simple and natural style did much toward
feet high, adorned the top.
It was
taste of the age, and he rose rapidly into winning for them popular favor.
wrought of ivory and gold. The goddess
The remainder of the author's life was wore a golden helmet; a spear was in
notice.
:
spent
in the pursuit of his favorite in- her hand, and a shield reclined at her feet.
His political pamphlets followed each
was the work of Phidias.
other in rapid succession, and
they dustry, and in one terrible struggle with It The
Parthenon was built by Pericles,
poverty.
He
wrote
a
host
of
works
achieved a popularity not usually ac'B. C. 552 qd all’ down the following
‘corded to compositionsof that class. A amounting in all to two hundred and ages was respected by invading armies,
His death Pagan and Christian. It was not until
political satire,published in 1798, entitled ten books and pamphlets.
“The true-born Englishman,” and which occurred in the year 1731, at the parish of the year 1657, more than two thousand
rears after it was built, and during a war
was designed to vindicate William of his birth.
etween the Venetians and the Turks,
Thus lived .and thus died Defo2. The that its central portion and many of its
Orange from the odium of foreign birth,
vicissitudes
of
his
life
were
as
strange
and
stately columns were destroyed-by an exobtained for the author direct personal
intercourse with the king. For several varied as those of any hero of chivalry. plosion of gunpowder, which had been
within the walls by the Turks.
years Defoe enjoyed the patronage and He spent his time and his best thoughts stored
The building was of the Doric order of
for
his
country,
lived
in
constant
struggle
the friendship of King William, repaying
architecture, 228 x 101 feet, and 66 feet
the kindness by vindicating the character with poverty, the butt of the calumniator, high.
Two rows of graceful columns
and many of the measures of his royal misunderstood by the foolish, and died surrounded it on every side, whose
protector. The death of William was a bankrupt in estate and overwhelmed sculpture and embellishments indicated
the brightest age of Grecian architecture.
grievous misfortune for him.
Anne with sorrow. He himself,in summing up But to see’ with the mind's eye more clearcommenced her reign a fierce Tory, and a the scenes of his career, says: ‘“In the ly what the Parthenon was and is, one
resolute supporter of church principles. school of affliction I have learned more should go up the Acropolis and pass
Defoe was a thorough Whig and a non- philosophy than at the academy, and within those ruins which seem to shut out
This hill rises
than from the pulpit. In the busy world below.
‘conformist. His satires had already more divinity
some 300 feet above the city,—a rugged,
made him enemies among the Tory lead- less than half a year I have tasted the vine-clad precipice, inaccessible on all
ers, but he was not to be crushed. He difference between the closetofa king sides but ene, overlooking several lower
hills in the city, the nearest of which is
boldly entered
the lists against the and the dungeon of Newgate.”
Daniel Defoe was one of the great Mars Hill, on whose summit the Apostle
extravagant claims of the *“ high church”
He wrote Paul preached his celebrated sermon.
party, and with inimitable skill showed masters of our literature.
But once within the ruins, and lookgenuine
English,
not
faultless
to
be sure,
the tendency of their doctrine.
ing upon the Parthenon, it is impossible
but thoroughly idiomatic. His fertility to look elsewhere: One feels borne away
More than once was he imprisoned for
was astonishing, his industry was in- insensibly to the times of the ancient
his bold words and keen satires, for thosé
defatigable. Few men ever wrote se Greeks ; the present world, with its aewere days when the law was strict and
variously and so well. He was a man of tivities and usages, is for a while ' forgotsevere,and the pillory and the prison were
ten; and as one surveys thé spotless margrand
intellect,
lively imagination, ble, still beautiful in its foliage and flownot far from the man who dared to utter
cultivated mind, and more then all pos- ers, and looks over the wilderness of
hig own thoughts, provided they did not
art on every side, where the
chance to coincide with the popular sessed a resolute honesty of purpose and mutilated
mild acanthus grows and the patient ivy
true Christian grace.

-him

first-class

of RECENT TEARS

‘What a commentary upon that scene is

found in the spread of Christ's Religion
round the earth, and the gradual extinetion of that splendid mythology which
‘eld in its thrall the nations of the East
and West! What a commentary
bath

LISZT.

By A. N. JOHNSON, $1.00

X.

than

Queen

4
death

I, WORLD'S CREIBITIONS ASGREAT OFS
Matchless— Unrivaled,— FRANZ

New Method for Thorsugh Base.

COLBY,

Had the author of Robinson
written the narrative of his own
adventures, the story of the

and surprising

looked.
After

into the blue of heaven. It was no easy
task, in the midst of that proud assembly,
and the overshadowing of that temple,
to speak thus of Him who was ¢¢ the Unknown God.”

NEW MUSIC BOOKS.

ARE,
CF ie
}

THE FATHERS OF ENGLISH LITERA. Daniel

GEORGE ELIOT AT HOME.
George Eliot is a woman who must
have passed her tenth lustrum.
Despite

@brtwaries.

6. Descant not at other men’s deeds, but
consider thine own; forget other men’s faults,
and remember thine own.
pise any other man.

wearing a large wig, a% was the fashion
then, and you probably have a good idea
of how the author of ‘“ Robinson Crusoe’

188
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Sec. Trustees.

W. Lebanon, Me., Jan. 13, I877.
|
ORTHWOOD

ull

SEMINARY .—Northwood, N. H.

P. R. CLASON,

A.B,

PHASIPA, with

a com-

plete board of assistants. For
further particulars
address the Principal, or E. TASKER, Secretary.
Spring Term commences Tuesday, Jan. 29, 1878,
orthwood Ridge, N, H., Nov. 1, 1877.
|
L.

IDGEVILLE
COLLEGE.—The Spring, Tetm
will open March 12, 1878, and close May 30.
Annual meeting of Trustees May 28. Commencement Thursday, May 80. For catalogue address
the Secretary,
M. REED,
Ridgeville, Indiana.

tle book in thick paper covers, containing
the last fifteen pages of the ¢ Manual,”
designed especially for deliberative bodies.

The very book for all young men who
want a full and yet concise statement. of

parliamentary rules. Price 10 cents per
copy, or ninety cents per dozen, and post
e paid.
ar 14 orders to

I. D. STEWART,

Dover, N.H.,

-

+
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Hefos Summ,

| ein parents, and buly seventeen
per cent
| pure
and unadulterated
native.
Forty-five
| per cent, of the whole number were horn

| ubroasd.

Congressional.

(Forthe week ending

MoxpaY.

Some malieious person or persons plaeed obstructions on the Coney Island and Prospect
Park Railroad on Wednesday night, by which
a gravel train was wrecked and five persons

Saturday, June 1.)

In the Senate, the bill providing

for the establishment of a permanent, form

instantly killed.

of

governnkent for the Distriet of Columbia was
passed.
A bill was introduced for repealing

to abandon its proposed star-ghamber inquisition, and will permit parties mentioned in the

the act taxing the capital and deposits of
State banks. The bill to prohibit the further
retirementof legal-tender notes is to be considered at to-day’s session. Im the House, in
committee of the whole, the section of the
army

appropriation

Indian bureau to
adopted.

The bill

House,

bill

the
was

‘and the

transferring

War
then

amendment

reported

resolution

was

to the

limiting

the

strength of the army at 20,000 men was carried
by a vote of 120 to 116. A bill was introduced
to create a permanent sinking fund of £100,
000,000 to pay fhe pine
and interest of the
publie debt. Th
voted to hold no session on Thursday.
7

TuEspAY.

submitted from the foreign

A report

relations

was

York

commit-

providing for the payment of the Hali-

fax fishery award.

The

House

army appropriation bill by

a

passed

vote

to

115, the main features of whieh are a reduction of the permanent force to 20,000 men,
transferring

the Indian

bureau

department and prohibiting

to the

by

in a few

the Boston

days.

Twenty-one

of troops for civil purposes unless specially
authorized by act of Congress.
The bill for
repealing the bankrupt law, with the Senate
amendments, was concurred in, and the measure now goes to the President for his signa-

The

savings

directory

that

object of the ex-

banks

A sleeping car on the
was entered Thursday

in

New

York

Union Pacific

night by

R. R.

masked

rob-

bers and several persons robbed.

»

WEDNESDAY.

by

city have within the last six years and a half
come to grief; and the loss suffer d by 76,854
depositors exceeds seven millions of dollars.

War

the employment

ture.

be represented

pedition is to visit a cairn, the location of
which ix believed to be pretty definitely fixed,
containing
the relics of the last. of Sir Franklin's
crew, including the great explorer’s journals.

the

of 130

to

there are 835 lawyers and lawyers’ firms in Boston and only 167 merchants and mercantile
firms. Of liquor dealers there are 625, and this
number will probably
be increased
by the
efforts of t
ense commissioners,
An Arctic expedition is to sail from New

of legal-ténder
passed in the

Senate, by a voteof 41 to 18.

#

It appears

The bill prohibiting the further

contraction of the amount
notes nowin circulation was

of inquiry

counsel, and to offer evidence in their owa
behalf.
>
On account of extortionate prices, eighty
guests left one Paris hotel in a single day.
The new silver vault now being built at the
Sub-Treasury in New York to accommodate
the new silver dollars, will be 47
feet in
length by 14 in breadth and 12 feet high, and
will hold $40,000,000 in silver when finished.
The floor of the vault will be iron and steel
two inches thick, and under this will be four
feet of concrete.

th

department

)

~ The Potter committee has finally concluded

In the Senate, the legislative |

' appropriation bill was considered at considerable length without reaching a vote thereon.

The consular and diplomatic appropriation
bill was passed and the river and harbor appropriation
bill reported.
The House voted
that the present session of Congress should
terminate on the 17th of June.
The conference report om the, consular and diplomatic
appropriation ill was presented and an even-

ing session held for debate only.
es adjourned until Friday.

Both branch.

FRIDAY.
Inthe Senate, the bill providing
for the appointment of an additional judge in

Latest

News.

Another attempt was made to assassinate the
German Emperor in Berlin Sunday afternoon.

The would-be murderer proves to be one

Dr.

Lural

ABOUT DOGS.
The original parent of the dog is very

its primitive
state
wild dogs exist in

‘habited British India, others think it to be

spots,

the dog is to be found

to state his motives.——The

house

of Becky

spread

over

United States there is at least one dog to
each family, or a total of 8,000,000 dogs,
giving one animal to every five persons.
In many sections this estimate would be
deemed too small, and when it is consider-

ed that it costs at least eight dollars a year
to feed a dog, or enough to raise a pig, it
admits of some doubt whether the advantages obtained from our dogs are sufficient
to offset the annual outlay of $64,000,000,
to say nothing of the damages to sheep.
In many of our cities
licenses are required, but no

general law

The dog-tax in

Great

one-quarter

prevails.

Britian

upon

is

dollars per

about
annum,

and it realized $1,565,085 for the year
1874, showing that there was duty paid
on 1,252,068 dogs; of course leaving a

Baldwin, a young widow living near Tazewell
large number of dogs untaxed.
Sporting
Court-house, Va., was entered by two tramps
dogs are kept in large numbers, embracing
on Saturday night, who demanded her pocketbook,
which,
instead of giving them, she
more than 120 packs of ‘hounds, 20,000
threw into the fire. While one of the ruffians
harriers and 114,500 dogs for the chase.
was in the act of rescuing it from the flames,
In Yorkshire alone there are ten packs of
the widow dealt him a fatal blow with an axe.
oxhounds,one packof staghound and six
She was then fatally stabbed by the
other
of harrlers equal in all to 13 or 14 packs of
tramp, but retained strength enough to deal
foxhodnds.
Thirteen packs of foxhounds,
him a blow with the axe which resulted in
or fifty couple each, making a total of 1300
his death Sunday morning.
The widow also
hounds, consume
annually 200 tons of
expired from the effects' of her wound, Sunoat meal, at a cost of $13,000, besides the
SATURDAY,
In the Senate, the fishery
day.——The town of Richmond; Mo., was on
carcasses of about
2000 dead
horses.
award resolution was debated, and finally
Friday visited by a cyclone which destroyed
agreed
§ to, after amendment. ‘The: Senate
Such are some of the items of expense
over a hundred houses, among them a hotel,
agreed
to the resolution providing for an adburying the inmates in its ruins. At least
attendant upon the chase. Ireland returns
journment June 17. The House did nothing
fifteen persons were killed and over
forty
300,000 dogs for taxation. but the contraof importance,
seriously wounded.
The Williams & Guion
band dogs are largely in the majority.
The Investigation.
steamer Idaho went
ashore
in a fog near
In France the numberof dogs was estiThe committee toinvest
lightship,
on the Irizh coast, and |
alleged
iga
frands
te| Koningbeg
Ko
~-mated-at-2,250,000-or-oné
for-every fifteen:
“in the last presidential election in Louisiana
subsequently foundered. Thé vessel sunk’ in

the Indiana and Illinois circuit was passed,

as

was also the legisiative appropriation bill.
The question of paying the fishery award
was taken up and diseussed at considerable
length without taking aetion.
The consideration of the final adjournment resolution was
postponed. . The House passed the bill appropriating $20,000 to defray the expenses of the
Potter investigating committee, and also fortyfive private bills. Mr. Springer, of Illinois,
was appointed on the Potter investigatin
committee in place of Mr. Cobb, who dong
to serve on account of ill health.

and Florida. have begun

plainly mean,

hy such

their work.

evidence

as they

either find or manufacture, to show

They

twenty-two minutes after striking the rocks.

can

The passengers and crew were saved,——A
verdict of guilty was rendered in the Noys

that the

Republieans were guilty of great misdemeanorsin tht election, and that there was a

gain made by which President Hayes

bar-

got his

seat. No evidence has thus far Bo hod
hut such as has heen repeatedly shown heretofore
to be
false, Of course we
what may come, hut the’ whole

accordingto present

do not know
undertaking,

indications, fs a
ate attempt to make capital to aid the
crats in the fall campaigns, No other
that Barty in Inter years has so clearly
the utterly faithless a

that guides it,

desper-

Demo-

act of
shown

conspiracy trial at. Newark, N, J., on Saturday,~—The Rev. George Vosburgh, who has
been on trial for the past two weeks at Jersey
City for poisoning his wife, was

acquitted

on

Baturday,—The aggregate amount realized by the sale of the Novar collection of paintings in London on Saturday was $222,610"
The public debt was reduced $8,070,198, during the month of May,

ud revolutionary spirit of

—
eee
Educational.

Hiness

of Mr, Bryant,

William Cullen Bryant, while entering a
friend’s housein New York, on Wednesday
afternoon, was suddenly attacked with
cope and fell backward,
striking his

synhead

with much violence on the broad stone step.
A medical examination disclosed that the
action of the brain and the motion of the heart
were interrupted. At a later hour the condition of the patient was considered critical, and
his children were summoned to his bedside by
telegraph. But Mr. Bryant afterwards. revived somewhat, and is still in a condition to

warrant faint hopes of his recovery.
Decoration Day.

3

The observance of Decoration Day, Thursday, was very general throughout the country.
The most important observance was at the
national cemetery at Gettysburg, at which addresses were made by President Hayes, Gen-

eral Butler and others.
A Gross

Outrage.

Biddeford, Me., has 3600 school children.
The University

of Virginia

has at

present

63 students.
"In Japan there are now 1,800,000 scholars
attending 22,000 schools.
A great change is to be made in the course
of study at Michigan, University. The class

system is to be abolished and the electives

in-

creased; so giving opportunity to students to
go over the ground as. rapidly as each may
desire, and allowing wider range of studies ;
this is a radical departure from the American
system.

The whole number

of schools

Maine

for the last

year,

money

expended

during

reported

in

Amount

cf

155,428,

.

ha bark vr

British Channel, Friday,” off Folkestone, and
‘immediately’ sunk. ‘The particulars thus far
5 {eogived are quite jeager, but it is feared that
Jet mares ad ied hundred lives arg lost.
e
ree
ns
;
known to' Have boos ae! FE, POsSONe only are

7 Phe Yndians.
Iigees, commanding the seventh in-

. » Major
fantry‘at

Fort

y

Benton, states that several

hos-

federal forces are Jroparing

Jannocks

s défense.

The reported

uprising

is confirmed by despatches re-

‘the War department,

pd

AE

Bostonis shipping ice to Bombay.
in toe Uk 20.400 telephones are already running

abs

Seti nated

that 400,000 acres of mew

arn Minnesota
will be put un-

: Sor Gutrvation, ths acason.

one-eighth per head. Many are thrown into the Seine by their owners rather than
pay the tax. In the city of Berlin the dog-

tax is about two and one-quarter dollars
each, and it is found that there are about
21,000 dogs kept, and of these 3000 are
used in drawing carts. In Wurtemburg
the dog tax brings $100,000; in the Ha-

wailan Islacds, $20,000.
eh
ae
On the Continent thousands of dogs

are

harnessed to small carts, and it is Well
known that dog-trains for sledges are employed in the Arctic regions.
Such is the
fleetness of Arctic dogs that they have been
known to perform a journey of 270 miles in
three days and a half, and so great their
strength that the five little dogs usually attached to the sledge will convey three persons and their baggage a distance of sixty
miles a day over the snow.
A traveler
asserts that three of these dogs would
draw him on a sledge weighing
100
pounds at the rate of one mile in six ainutes; and as a proof of the strength of a
well-grown
dog,
his leader drew
196

pounds singly for the distance of a mile in

dogs drew 161 pounds in the space of nine
minutes.
go
:

:

There are now 97 colleges and universities in
which the co-educative system prevails.
Of
the deademies, normal schools, and high schools;
more than sixty per cent. ard for the education

- Collision and Loss of Life.

about six francs, or nearly one dollar and

The number of children of school age in
South Carolina reported last year was: white,
83,813; colored,
144,315, ° Of these 46,444
white and 55,592 colored attended school. The
number of free public schools is 2,483. Teachers employed, 2,674, of whom 949 are colored.
Straight University, New Orleans, in its

dents,

....

The tax in that country is

eight minutes. Afterwards, in carrying
stores to the ship, one mile distant, nine

The remains of the Hon. J. Sc¢ott Harrison,
* buried at North Bend, Ind., on Wednesday,
were found by his son in the dissecting-room
of the Ohio Medical College the next day. It
catalogue for the current year, gives the whole
is supposed the body was taken from the fam-.| number of pupils, in all departments, at 287
ily vault by medical students on the night of Their new building,to take the place of the
its burial. Such an outrage upen ‘the most
sacred rights of both the living and the dead one burned last year, will be ready for use at
the commencement of the next school year,
is beyo
charaeterization for its baseness, and
should be severely punished.
Instead of dividing the freshmen into classes
alphabetically, the faculty of Dartmouth College now make the division with reference to
:
It now seems quite probable that the long scholarship.
deferred Congress to settle the Eastern quesThe two colleges of Alabama, at Auburn
tion will be held. The Preliminaries are being and Tuscaloosa, are reported to be very prosheld, and jt is expected
that Bismarck will
perous and useful,
Each has about 200 stupreside.. Russia finally seems to prefer peace
lowar,

in population.

$951,877.

the year

Number of school-houses, 4,222.

of both sexes.
Germany has
cost

annually

twenty

29
universities,

10,000,000

francs,

salaries of the professors

range

which

where

the

from’ 2,500

francs up to 15,000 francs.
Columbia College

‘has now

1,340

students.

The senior class is signing a petition for
abolition of “ cram week.”

the

Girard College, Philadelphia,
is reported as
more prosperous than ever. The administra=
tion of President Allen gives great satisfaction

in all directions.
. The Baptist Theological Seminary
cago has

a Scandinavian

at Chi-

department,

charge of a specjal professor,

under

thus supplying

The skin of the dog is in demand, to be
tanned for leather in the manufacture of
gloves and shoes.
The flesh of the dog
is eaten by the Chinese, the New

Zealand-

ers, the South Sea Islanders and by some
African tribes ;1200 dogs, it is stated, were
eaten in Paris during the last siege, and
the flesh sold at thirty-seven to sixty cents
per pound.
According to Pliny, puppies
were considered a great delicacy by the

Roman gourmands. Wild dogs are eaten
by the natives of Australia, but in New

- Zealand the dogs are special fed and fattened for the slaughter.
Captain
Cook
looked upon a South Sea dog as little inferior to an English lamb, The quantity of
dog meat consnmed in this country is amat-

One more fruitful cause of disease remains to be noted, and that is, excessive
diurnal changes off temperature.
The

range of the thermometer from noonday to
morning or evening is not only greater in
the country,but theheavy dews consequent

upon this render the changes

more

per-

thoroughly before the Johns

Hopkins Univer-

Sleep obtained
night, when

two

hours

before

mid-

them in a loud tone

again chilled, and so on

chilled.

until intermittent

than

it

otherwise

It is unnecessary for me to enumerate the dis

be-

eases for which the VEGETINE should be used, I
know of no disease which will not admit of its use,
with good results. Almost innumerable complaints
are caused by poisonous secretions in the blood, '

of

which can be entirely expelled from the system by

falls through is not

always

visible,

remain

much

longer

that

perfect

permitted

to

it

fectly cleansed,the disease rapidly yields; all pas

cease; healthy action
the patient is cured.

ef
pp Ap Ap
Every woman owes it to herself and
society to dress as elegantly as

will permit.

THE BEST BOOKSAT LOW PRICES,

is

Lothrop’s Seleet Sunday School Libraries.

to

her means

Nature has decked the flow-

with

the

most diversified

fashion

a

No

plates.

THE MARKETS.
BUTTER,

CHEESE,

AND

EGGS.
ig

at

concessions,

Railroad for distribution in neighboring.

sales of Patent

Wisconsin

have been at $6 25

@

and

\

four things

to 50c, per acre,

markets.

bbl,

but

0-0-6
Bh
0 0

INFANT

DEFORMITIES.

A Manchester

(Eng.)

physician,

Dr.

Crompton, who has made a study of the
care of infants, gives some information
of great importance to mothers, in regard
to the cause of the common deformities
known
as
bow-legs and knock-knees.
He attributes the first-mentioned dfstortion to a habit some youngsters delight in
of rubbing the sole of ome foot against
that qf the other—some, as
itis well
known, will go to sleep with the soles
pressed together; they appear to enjoy the.

contact only when the feet are naked,

the

not

Common
te g00d

common

I

add

garden

clean,

mold,

sharp

varying

the

the

will do well in

and

gar-

Do

Roses,

while
and

Eupatoriums,

Coleus

will

not

six-inch

The market has-been

The sales have been in lots as wanted at $4 @ $5

;

brick in the bottom of the pot, then fill

|.

small lots. “Eviporated

tarded to fayor the other.

are selling moderately at

Do,

sliced. eiveenrees cons

Southern, quartéred, new.
:
Do,
slicedsssseaaseeaaess
North and Eastern,
qr, & sliced
. Evaporated, choices. eeesss
;
GO00d.vessnnases

of

Cochin-China fowls were Sintroduced in-

to the influence

DRIED APPLES,

continues to be a dull market for sliced
| andThere
quartered Dried apples and sales confined to
15 @ 18¢ per pound. We quote:
/
New York, quartered, new,
¥ pound....... 4

ITSMs,

to England in 1843,

|

er bbl. The demand is light but the stock is not
and prices rule steady. We quote:
Choice, per bbliscssscss cornseaseriees $450 @ 500
Commons: iva eessrnaviamsarsennsnssd 50 @ 400

than seven-inch ones. In potting plants,
always put in bits of broken crockery. or

fever, or some one of its kindred diseases
so cordially invited, steps in and takes

55°

steady, with sales in small

(GREEN APPLES.

larger

Casein is the nitrogenous constituent
milk,
7

5

Green Peas. icirssevevssereivesss vaneqeil 108.120

Plumbago,

well-shaken down about the roots, give it
a thorough watering, and keep it from

COMMON. esesssasessssess

lots. We quote:
:
;
rbd
Choice Canada, per bute... pavssisnes “onan 110a120
Common
do tp BUSY ddeishiceninid 80-a 95

to eight-

need

.

Medium, choice....ee. A
Do
common to good..
Yellow Eyes
“
Red Kidneys

inch ones if they seem pot-bound, as they
get age. A thrifty Calla should have an
eight or ten-inch pot; Fuchsias an inch
smaller,

!

to $205 day
#5 free.

ortland,

MISFIT
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i
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@

3:.@
6 @
2 @
@
@

at home; Samples worth
Address STINSON & Co,

Me.

¥

SMITHNIGHT'S Asthma REMEDY
pee
Ph retro AY
me
U18 SMITHNIG
iT, Chemist

Cleveland,0,

ORIENTA
SOAP!
ORIENTAL DETERSIVE SOAP!

ORIENTAL
DETERSIVE SOAP!
OVER 21,000,000 POUNDS SOLD,

A perfect la
principles known on!
and wash

better

soap, made upon new chemical
us, Itwilldomore work,
than any soap

Warranted
not to shrink or injure the

Charles McKeone,

in existence.

clothes, Made only by

Son & C 0.

HILADELPHIA.

13t18

§ an able and progressive Poker}
Ii

to Religious culture and

tains departments on
. Sabbath Scheols,
The Family Circle,
Rural and

devoted

large.

intelligence, bu:

Domestic,

ton-

bi

Literary Miscellany;
Literary
Review,
News
Summary, &c.,&c.
It is under the direction and patronage of the
Freewill Baptists, but is liberal towards all, and is
taken by many of other religious views, because of
its real worth.
TERMS : $300 per vear; or, if paid stiuctly in
advance,

$2.50.

REMITTANCES must be made in money-orders, bank checks, or drafts, if possible.
Whex
neither of these can be procured, send the money
in a registered letter.
, Money thus sent will:be at our risk, and may
sent at our expense:
:
In writing to this office,
persons will please des.
ignate their STATE, as well as town, and give botl:

the old and the new address: when they. ovder

“M0
tar goes tofor-ingertion
proks. Tucsiity
mosing, aid
ought to be here on
communications

Saturday previous,
ach
x the date
ty
©
note

=~
i

ticularly

aid
requested

to

of0 his
!
labe a for thet 3) ration
Paneate On i forward
Wilat. 1s’ duo.fromfor this
th
ensuing year, without farther reminder
? Liberal discount is; made to these who pay in ad.

vance, and our object is
ment as the rule.

i

to

secure advance
ail

]

pay-

5. 8. PAPERS.

bbath-school papers, The Little Stor and
published aie weeks, and Lesson
6 : dg
5 Fife of the International Series for both adults
d
}
1 an
Sample copies
of any paper sent free,
4
¢ Address,’
Rev. I. D. STEWART,
18
15
i
DOVER, N. H.

CARPETS.
(Trade Mark Copyrighted.)

Sl

sity students at Baltimore, haying devoted.
Stair
also ;
Ingrain. Elegant Stair Rods
fall possession. -We fy no-meansre- -{--Hens-cease laying when the -moulting | ‘English Brussels, Three-P vetandRugs,
strength of Italy twenty lectures to it.
w the military
Mattings,
Cloths,
Crumb
Cloths,
Oil
commences.
because
all
superabundant
Oarpets,
Oarpet
Lining,
Ve
pudiate
the
malarial
origin
of
these
dis00
of 310,0
il ing 7 any
:
~ &e., &c., very cheap, at the old place,
of 200 families will soon loThe University at Athens has sseventy- eases, but we do say that such a course of nutriment is required for the production
© cate in Polk County, Iowa, |
two professors whose salaries are paid by the conduct strongly predisposes the system
of new feathers, so. that one process is re-

Ligures

cost Russia nearly five hun-

type
ers, andare tlie
has six newspap
anxious.
as

Denver

paper
founders and the
bankrupt law. ~~
ly examining

ig

Evi

Sighty-three per cent. of the

50

popula-

ork city are foreign, or of for-

State, and 1,600 students. A student's only
expenseis for subsistence. Men from the other great universities of Europe go there to
study modern Greek. . The great work of this
aniversity, it is said, isto restore classical
Greek.

destroyer.
Such checks

‘frequent

causes

of that dread unknown
of perspiration

of intestinal

more frequent than ‘any

other,

RL
are, also

diseases,

as Is no-

:

According to Payen the water in cheese
ranges from thirty to sixty-two per cent.
the fat from ‘twenty ta thirty per cent.
The precentage of casein ranges from |

’

THE MORNING STAR

BEANS.

den mold, and less of the pasture soil.
For all of the others, the mixture I have
spoken of does very well.
Geraniums, the
flowering ‘kinds, Heliotropes, Lantanas,

Begonias,

|

ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS,
Any Book
furnished:
Eastern
prices ;Stationer:
ete. Special atinquiries * and
rders. Oldest Theological Sunday
ool and ‘iract Depot west of the Missiseip i.
JW. MCINTYRE 44.719 Olive St. St. Louis, Mo.
4t1Teow

'@ 12}

The demand
has been
light, but receipts
have
been
smaller
than
last week
and
rices are steadily maintained, with a firmer tenRoney
Sales of choice Mediums have been made
at $170 a $165, and although we hear of somevery choice lots being held higher, $165 per bu.
is considered the top selling price. Pea have been
selling moderately at 81 65 @ $1 70. Yellow Eyes
move off in lots as wanted at £2 25 @ $2 30 per
bu,
with a supply about equal to the demand. We
quote:
Pea, Northern HP per bula.coviiiearss
Do Western
HP

have nearly one-quarter of the soil sand.
For Fuchsias I have also a liberal allowance; and use fibrous earth in place of the

pots, and they can be changed

12

Limedeccsossricrsassnesssnsscansnnsnsneing

pro-

For Roses, I use more

We quote:

P. E. Island....

portion of sand to suit the liking of the
plant I intend it for. For Geraniums I

garden mold.

Ay

.

Eastern.c.ceaeees Pn sisvesseensseeess 12@ 13
Northern. .... er sesabessssinssnerranne SA e 12
Western ...oeseenes passe shessansanysbs «10% @11

remainsand,

3.

13teowl

|.

28 @ 30

Receipts have not been so large as last week,
and prices show a firmer tendency with sales of
Bastorn at 12% @ 13; Northern and P. E.Jsland at
12 @ 12Xe, and
Western at 104 @ llc per dozen.
Western are in very small receipt, and during the
warm weather there willnot be much done 10
them.
There is a good demand for Eastern and Northern
“at the close, but outside figures are mot always

fibrous soil from under sods in an old pasture, ene-fourth well-rotted
barn-yard
ing fourth

vwe s

svevvereres sestruvanes

EGGS.

One-half fine,

manure, or leaf-mold, and for the

.

choioe

will command over 8'4¢. Cheese has not ripened
well the past month and comed in rather poor.
Fair to good may be quoted at6 @ 8c, and common lots run down as low as 8 @ Yc per
pound,
but after passing the best Rrades, the price is just
about what buyers are willing to give. The market closes dull and for all kinds, We quote:
NEW CHEESE.
Fair
to good..ccvveeeses AA we. 60 8 9
COMMON caurprsrsssssasssessssssssssins 3
85
Choice NeW = .eeeeese cesessseennsens.8y
@ 8X

obtained.

to be

CREDTE GIVES INTEREST ONL + ~

close there 18 not much Cheese on the market that

SP
+e

following

Some v

CHEESE,
The receipts of the week have been 3,040 boxes
against 3,221 boxes for same week last year. Prices
have tend
owiward, under the influence ofr
liberal receipts, with sales of choice factory the
past few days at 8 @9 c per pound, and at the

SOIL FOR POT PLANTS.
found

America.

ACRTS

‘RE
HAVEN; ID
IST OO) «i
ER CENT.
Full’ ey
sent fre ser
dress O, Fo. DAVIS, Land Agent U. P. 1.
OMAHA. NEBRASKAs

Choice dairy lots.
. 171@18
Fair to Good.........
«14 @16
Common
£0 fair..eceecesasenncees eeasenves 10813
BAKEISuiiiiinienssssansnssnes

tom familiar to the observation of most
parents. Here the preventive prescribed
is to pad the inside
of the knees, so
as to keep
them
apart,
and let the
limbs grow freely their own way.

best soil for plants in pots:

it

2,000.000

Fair. to good

Creameries...ccsecssvesnsinninres

into the hollow behind the other—a cus-

I have

VE DUL-

Western has beeu received this week, with sales
at 16 @ 17c
per pound. It is about as geod as
choice Northern, and will be taken in preference
if obtained at a'slight concession. A few reliable
marks of Jadle worked Western command 13
15¢, but all the lower grades of Western are dull
and without an established price. Trade is light
at the close and the prospect for next week is not |
encouraging. We see no change for an out'et at
Pp resent, except what is wanted for home con8 mbtiot, and the tendency of prices is still downward. We quote:

attempting to make it when they are socked or slippered.
The remedy, therefore,
is simply to keep the child’s soles covered.
Knock-knees the docter ascribes to a dif.
ferent
childish habit,
namely,
that of
sleeping on the side, with one knee tucked

PW
+O

Catalogue with 100 testimonials, prices, priced,
etc., sent warrant.
free.
Blymyer Manufacturing: Cov, Cinelanati,Oc
Wteowl

lots have been offering at 14 @ 16¢
per pound, but
they are slow of sale, as buyers either want the

best or very cheapest grades.

th

Minnesota

8750 Jes

lots to the tradeat 18¢ per ound.

BUG

-

extreme price aud only can be obtained for select.
wd lots Vermont. Most
of the best Butter sold at

long—,

neck, breast,
fore arm and croup; four
things. short—pasterns,back, ears and tail.

ON’

CRANE

80c, Send for

as

mont choice have been made at 17 @ 19¢ butl9 is an

“Four things he must have broad—rront,
chest, loins and limbs;

Foy

52649

ATC

not been maintained, and are fully 2c per pound
lower than last week. Sales of
New York andVer

built sym:

FOUNDRY.

Alarms, Farms, etc.

{OURi IMPRO
VE
THAR

Use your horse as you do your
earthen very good brands are offering at 87 8 $725 per
bbl, and $750 is an extreme price for the best
bottle; if you open it gently and gradually,
with few exceptions.
"
you can easily control the water within,
BUTTER.
The receipts of Butter for the week have been
but if you open it suddenly,
the water
packages, including 3,294 boxes and 15,146
escapes at once, and nothing remains to | 18,440
tubs, against 10,169 packages for the correspond:
quench your thirst.
ing week last year and 10,95 in 1876, Total receipts since the first of January 212,700 packages
Observe your horse when he is drinking
against 181,168 {for 1877.
Exports for the week
have been 325 packages.
at abrook.
If in bringing down his head
The market bas been slow and unsatis factory,
he remains square, without bending his and stock has begun to accumulate, Prices have
and

BELL

jelis of Pure Co
and Tin
r Churches, Wehools Fire

jobbers complain of a dull trade and there is no
inducem
d
ent for
or them them to to 8 stock up to any any extent.
tent.
Wheat at the West has settled down considerable
during the past two weeks, some 10 @ 12¢ per ba,
but still rules higher than Flour on the seaboard,
and Western millers do not get their money back
at present current Jrices, Included in the receipts
of the week are 6,179 bbls by the Grand Junction
The

£2.00 Net.

ARRANTED,
C
VANDUZEN & TIFT, ARNT

sent Free,

FLOUR.
!
The receipts of Flour for the week have -~been
18,524 bbls of all kinds against 26,560 bbls mn 1877.
The Sports were 50 to St. Domingo, 75 to Africa,
and 1,310 bbls to British Provinces. The market
for Flour remains in the same dull state. Jobbers are purchasing
only in a small way to keep
up their assortments, and the market could not be
even

16mo.

BUCKEYE

SATURDAY, June 1.
Reported by HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
2g,
beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No 8
Quincy Market, Boston.

forced into any activity

7.—~350 Volumes.

The books in these Libraries have been selected
lected and approved by a committee of gentleen of the highest character and ability. Their
excellence as to religious and ljterary enaracter is
thus assured. They are at the same time fresh
and cright, and sure to be read. 50 Catrlogues ac.
company each Library,
D. LOTHROP
CO.
i&
PUBLISHERS,
BOSTON.

Send to the proprietor, W. R. Andrews,
for specimen copy, price 10 cents.

brands

are

and

Vegetine is Sold by all Druggists.

count of bad standards of taste.
This can
be obviated by a perusal of ‘ Andrews’
Bazar,” published at Cincinnati at the low
price of one dollar per year, and illustrated

If you have along day’s journey before
you, spare your horse at the start; let him
frequently walk to recover
his wind.
Continue this until he has sweated anddried
three times, and you may ask (him whatever you please, he will not leave you in
difficulty.
:

body

restored,

ers, the trees, the clouds with rich color
and graceful form.
Many women counterfeit nature badly in this respect, on ac-

angry with them, but kindly reprove their
faults ; and they will do better hereafter,
for they understand the language of man
and its meaning.

all parts of his
metrically.

is: promptly

tleantiness which is so desirable in a fowl
ouse.

of voice; do not be’

limbs, he possesses sterling qualities,

When the blood is per.

the uge of the VEGETINE.

would.

often

than is desirable, and hinders

to

the sun for a few days.

thoroughly cooled if not slightly

eggs

The sheep bites closer than the ox, and is
enabled to follow the latter and to procure
a sufficient sustenance
where the latter
would starve.
Latticed floors do not seem comfort
able to poultry; and as the manure that

Let your colt be domesticated and live
with you from his tenderest age, and when
a horse he will be simple, docile, faithful,
and inured to hardship and fatigue.
If you have your horse to serve you on
the day of trial, if you desire him to be
a horse of truth, make him sober, accustomed to hard work, and inaccessible.
to fear.
speak

sit upon

the

80 dry and parched as to prevent the

er the roots

ARAB HORSE MAXIMS.

nor

fowls

boxes,

* The upper lip of the sheep is divided
80 it may bite the herbage at a point near-

clearness and spark-

Do not beat your horses,

materially assists

When the

young from disencumbering themselves
the shell.

ation, is the rest which most recuperates
the system, giving brightness to the eye
and a glow to the cheek.
The difference
in the appearance of a person who habitually retires at ten o'clock and that of one
who sits up until twelve, is quite remarkable.
The tone of the system, so evident
in the complexion,the

dampness

floors or in

come

the negative forces are in oper-

persons expose themselves with _little or
no additional clothing. They came into

At the same hour the next day they are
very

the

SLEEP'S TIME,

with soil;rapping the pot well to; settle the
earth ‘together firmly. After putting in
your plant and seeing that’ the earth is

Northwest.
Finance”

:

rising

in incubation.

ceptible and less easily resisted by the
human system. . During the day the heat
is felt more severely: than in the city,
where shelter during exercise is obtainable for most of the day, and when evening
comes on with its cool breezes, incautious

the country to be comfortable, they say,
and they ride or sit in the open ‘air till

Professor Francis A. Walker, of Yale, has

the

0-0-4
49+

and

~ EVENING DAMPS.

a want not so directly met in any other seminary. There are probably
a million persons of this
nationality in eur country, and largely in the

been discussing the subject of

fifteen to thirty-five, and the ‘mineral matter from four to seven per cent.
Hens hatch best on the ground, since

almost every portion of the habitable’globe.
"le of the eye, and the softness of the lines
Dogs are encOuraged and kept in most
of the features, 1s, in a person of health,
countries as companions,
house
dogs,
kept at ‘‘ concert pitch” by taking regular
guardians for sheep, for the chase, and in
rest two hours before twelve o'clock, and
many cases for beasts of draught.
thereby obtaining the ‘‘ beauty or sleep”
In all civilized countries a surplus of
the night. There is a heaviness of the
dogs seems to have been developed, and
eye, a sallowness of the skin, and an
legislative action is required to keep them
absence of that glow in the face which
within bounds.
In many sections, ant
renders it fresh in expression and round
especially in this country,the dogs commit
in appearance, that readily distinguishes
sad ravages among the sheep, making the
the person who keeps late hours.
desirability of keeping the former very
+404
questionable.
It is computed that in the

one and

cide, bat was secured. and taken to prison.
He confesses the crime, but obstinately declines

the dog
that in-

an offspring of the wolf, and also to the
fox is attributed the honor.
Whatever its
origin, with the exception of a very few

The assassin

to commit sui-’

of nature,
although
India, America and

Australian. Some consider that
owes its parentage to the dhole,

the subject.

attempted

toriously seen in the great prevalence of
dysentery and kindred disorders when the
contrast between the temperature of night
aud day is most marked.—Dr. Searle.

doubtful, since zo-ologists all agree that
there is no trace of the dog to be found in

Nobeling, who, while the Emperor was taking
a drive, fired into his carriage,wounding him
quite seriously in the face, head [and
arms.

then

and Domestic,

112 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

Carpets carefully packed and sent to any part of the
Lh Unitedpat States,
co D., free of Express Charges, Call or send for Explanatory Circular
and Price List.
:
J. A. BENDAL

